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Conspiracy Theories
Fuel an Anxious Time
By MAX FISHER

The coronavirus has given rise to a flood of conspiracy theories, disinformation and propaganda, eroding public trust and undermining health
officials in ways that could extend or outlast the pandemic.
Claims that the virus is a foreign bioweapon, a partisan invention or part
of a plot to re-engineer the population have replaced a mindless virus with
more familiar, comprehensible villains. Rumors of secret
NEWS
cures — diluted bleach, turning off your electronics, even baANALYSIS
nanas — promise hope of protection against a virus that has
killed more than 130,000 people around the world.
The belief that one is privy to forbidden knowledge offers feelings of certainty and control amid a crisis that has turned the world upside down. And
sharing that “knowledge” may give people something that is hard to come
by after weeks of lockdowns and death: a sense of agency.
“It has all the ingredients for leading people to conspiracy theories,” said
Karen M. Douglas, a social psychologist at the University of Kent in Britain.
Unbelievable
claims are spread
by everyday people
whose critical faculties have simply been
overwhelmed by feelings of confusion and
helplessness, psychologists say.
But many false
claims are also being
promoted by governments looking to hide
their failures, partisan actors seeking
political benefit, and
run-of-the-mill scammers.
The conspiracy
theories all carry a
common message:
The only protection
comes from possessing the secret truths
that “they” don’t want
you to hear.
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Widely shared InsWild rumors offer a sense of comfort and
tagram posts falsely
control in uncertain times, experts say.
suggested that the
Disinfecting a theater in Wuhan, China.
coronavirus was
planned by Bill Gates
on behalf of pharmaceutical companies. In Latin America, rumors have
proliferated that the virus was engineered to spread H.I.V. In Iran, pro-government voices portray the disease as a Western plot.
“If you believe in conspiracy theories, then you have power through
knowledge that other people don’t have,” Dr. Douglas said.
Italian media buzzed over a video posted by an Italian man from Tokyo
in which he claimed that the coronavirus was treatable but that Italian officials were “hiding the truth.” Some videos claim that the pandemic is a fiction staged to control the population. Still others say that the disease is real,
but its cause isn’t a virus — it’s 5G cellular networks.
One YouTube video pushing this falsehood, and implying that social distancing measures could be ignored, was viewed almost two million times
before it was removed. In Britain, there has been a rash of attacks on cellular towers — more than 100 incidents this month, officials said.
The feelings of security and control offered by such rumors may be illu-
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A World Divided Against the Virus
Just when cooperation is
needed most, nationalism
threatens the global response.

Continued on Page 4

This article is by Peter S. Goodman,
Katie Thomas, Sui-Lee Wee and Jeffrey
Gettleman.
As they battle a pandemic that has no regard for borders, the leaders of many of the
world’s largest economies are in the thrall of
unabashedly nationalist principles, undermining collective efforts to tame the novel
coronavirus.
The United States, an unrivaled scientific power, is led by a president who scoffs at
international cooperation while pursuing

a global trade war. India, which produces
staggering amounts of drugs, is ruled by a
Hindu nationalist who has ratcheted up confrontation with neighbors. China, a dominant
source of protective gear and medicines, is on
a mission to restore its imperial glory.
Just as the world requires collaboration to
defeat the coronavirus — scientists joining
forces across borders to create vaccines, and
manufacturers coordinating to deliver critical supplies — national interests are winning
out.
At least 69 countries have banned or re-

stricted the export of protective equipment,
medical devices or medicines, according to
the Global Trade Alert project at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. The World
Health Organization is warning that protectionism could limit the global availability of
vaccines.
“The parties with the deepest pockets will
secure these vaccines and medicines, and essentially, much of the developing world will
be entirely out of the picture,” said Simon J.
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Italy’s Priests on the Front Line, Providing Comfort

The Reverend
Claudio Del
Monte visits
coronavirus
patients in
hospitals and
at home in
Bergamo, Italy.

By JASON HOROWITZ
and ELISABETTA POVOLEDO

FABIO BUCCIARELLI FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

ROME — On the Sunday before Easter,
the priest’s phone rang.
The Reverend Claudio Del Monte carried the phone, given to him by staff in
the Bergamo hospital, along with a small
cross and some sanitizer. Instead of his
usual cleric’s collar, he wore disposable
scrubs, a surgical mask covered with
another mask, protective eyewear and a
cap. On his chest he had drawn a black
cross.
He excused himself from two coronavirus patients he was visiting and
answered the call. But he already knew
what it meant.
Minutes later, he arrived at the bedside
of an older man he had met days earlier.

An oxygen mask now obscured the man’s
face.
“I blessed him and absolved him from
sins, he squeezed my hand tightly and
I stayed there with him until his eyes
closed,” said Father Del Monte, 53. “And
then I said the prayer for the dead, and
then I changed my gloves and continued
my round.”
Italy’s coronavirus outbreak is one of
the world’s deadliest, and while the doctors and nurses on the northern Italian
front line have become symbols of sacrifice against an invisible enemy, priests
and nuns have also joined the fight. They
are risking, and sometimes giving, their
lives to attend to the spiritual needs of
the often elder and devout Italians hardest hit by the virus.

Across Italy, the virus has killed more
than 100 priests, many of them retired.
But some priests have also fallen in service, and in a Holy Thursday Mass in an
empty St. Peter’s Basilica, Pope Francis
remembered them.
“In these days, more than 60 have died
here in Italy, attending to the sick in the
hospitals,” he said, calling them “the
saints next door, priests who gave their
lives in service.”
Francesco Beschi, the bishop of Bergamo, said he had lost 24 priests in 20 days,
in a region where more than 2,600 people have died of the virus by the official
count. About half the priests were retired
and out of service, but others still tended
to pastoral duties.
They offer solace through WhatsApp

groups, wave from car windows as they
bring food to the sick, lean against the
door frames of infected bedrooms as they
deliver last rites and shroud themselves
in personal protective equipment as they
whisper prayers at hospital bed sides.
They complain they cannot get closer,
that the last touch the faithful feel is a
gloved one, that the last face they see is
often on a screen.
One of those was the Reverend Fausto
Resmini, 67, the chaplain of Bergamo’s
prison for nearly 30 years. His fellow
priests said that in the course of his work
last month, he caught the virus. He received treatment at the Humanitas Gavazzeni hospital before dying on March
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A Place Without Villains
In late March, just as much of the world
was ordered to stay at home, thousands of
people started new lives by selecting a plot
of land to camp on and taking out a mortgage from a raccoon.
LENS
The raccoon is a real
estate mogul named
Tom Nook, and he is a
central figure in Animal Crossing: New
Horizons, a cheery and
relaxed life-simulation
video game released by
Nintendo for its Switch
console.
Animal Crossing has no storyline, no villains to defeat, no damsels to rescue.
After creating a cartoon-like human avFor comments, write to
nytweekly@nytimes.com.

atar, players are told to transform a remote
island into a bustling community for anthropomorphic animals. Time passes as it does
in real life, and each day brings new surprises: a fishing tournament, seasonal bugs and
random visitors.
“There’s no nastiness,” Romana Ramzan,
a lecturer at Glasgow Caledonian University
in Scotland, told The Times. “There’s no violence that exists.” She added, “It’s the universe you’ve always wanted, but can’t get.”
But the game’s biggest appeal, Imad Khan
wrote in The Times, is that it gives players
a feeling of community. Players can choose
to be alone, or take a trip to another player’s
island to frolic and swap fruit.
Joseph Gorordo, the vice president of a
chain of alcohol and drug treatment centers,
told The Times that he and his clients have
been using Animal Crossing as a way to connect while staying apart.

“I got onto my island, I opened it up, within
an hour I had four friends, two colleagues,
and two clients in recovery who were all
hanging out on this island,” he said.
A recent Nielsen survey found that between 55 percent and 70 percent of people
in the United States, France, Germany and
Britain were playing video games more. Veteran gamers are not surprised.
Video games give players tasks to do and
a sense of accomplishment upon completion,
Peter Suderman reported in The Times.
Mr. Suderman noted that, like Animal
Crossing, many of today’s most popular
games have online experiences that allow
players to engage with others. “Games offer
a form of personal escape, a way to simulate
being elsewhere from the confines of your
couch,” he wrote. All that is required to participate is a screen.
Once thought of as a scourge that hindered

interaction, screens are now a lifeline.
“The screen is my only contact with my
parents, whom I miss but can’t visit because I don’t want to accidentally kill them
with the virus,” Nellie Bowles wrote in The
Times.
Even those who have long condemned
technology’s dominance in our lives have
started to come around.
“I think this reveals the screen-time issue
as a misplaced anxiety,” said Sherry Turkle,
who wrote a book about the social pain that
comes from gratuitous screen time. “Now,
forced to be alone but wanting to be together,
so many are discovering what screen time
should be.”
It should be about learning and connecting, Ms. Turkle told The Times, and it should
be humanizing.
“The more I use FaceTime, the more I
hate not being able to hug my friends,” Ms.

In Animal
Crossing, players
take on the role
of a human on
an island filled
with relentlessly
cheerful
creatures.

NINTENDO

Bowles wrote. “Toasting a screen is not the
same.”
In fact, our reliance on technology during
this period of isolation could break screens’
stranglehold on our attention spans, according to Jon Steinberg, the creative director of

Epic, a production company.
“Weirdly,” he told The Times, we “could
come out of this with a permanent, lifelong,
forged-in-disaster appreciation for physical
connections over digital ones.”
AMANDA E. NEWMAN
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Death by Coronavirus
Or by Hunger?
Though many rich economies have ground
to a halt under strict lockdowns to contain the
coronavirus, many low- and middle-income
countries have decided they cannot afford an
all-out fight. Brazil’s president has taken the
most controversial stand against shutdowns,
saying “we’re all going to die one day,” but he
is not alone.
A study by UBS, the Swiss bank, found that
emerging nations account for most of the
“moderate” lockdowns and few of the “severe” lockdowns. Turks between ages 20 and
65 are still on the job even as confirmed cases
soar. Pakistan has left open key export industries, including textiles. For nations that lack
a social safety net, “full lockdowns will only
lead to more hunger, starvations and death,”
said Luhut Pandjaitan, a senior minister in
Indonesia, which was slow to issue travel restrictions and stay-at-home orders.
So far, 90 percent of the reported cases and
deaths are in countries where the average
temperature is under 17 degrees Celsius, and
most of those are rich countries in the Northern Hemisphere. The worst of the economic
and financial fallout, however, is hitting the
warmer nations of the emerging world, which
is now expected to experience its first contraction in the post-World War II era.
The full economic damage has yet to be
assessed, as growth forecasts for 2020 keep
falling, but the financial carnage registers
daily. While stocks in the United States have
hit a bottom 35 percent below their all-time
highs, this drop is similar to one in a bear
market during a recession, and barely half as
bad as in 2008. Six major emerging markets
— including Brazil, Turkey and Mexico —
have seen falls of more than 70 percent from
their all-time highs, and many are trading
below their 2008 lows. If there is any silver

Emerging countries do not
have safety nets to survive
a shutdown.
lining here, it is that the scale of these crashes
suggests that markets have already “priced
in” more bad news to come for the hardest-hit
emerging economies.
This is only the eighth global recession
in the past century, and it is confronting
emerging countries with unique challenges.
They do not have the resources to match the
enormous stimulus programs that are preventing an even deeper recession in the developed world. Their crowded living conditions make it hard to slow the pandemic with
social-distancing rules. And if emerging nations do impose lockdowns, their weak welfare systems cannot support unemployed
workers for long.
The United States has already committed
to spend a sum equal to nearly 10 percent of
its annual economic output on stimulus measures to keep growth alive. Germany, Britain
and France plan to spend 15 percent or more.
But rich nations have the capacity to borrow
and spend freely, because in general global
markets trust them to make good on their
payments, no matter how large.
Major emerging nations do not have the
same luxury. They are announcing far more
modest stimulus programs amounting to
between 1 percent and 3 percent of their
economic output, and some are puffing up
the numbers by counting money they had
already planned to spend before this crisis
began. They are trapped, because if they
borrow more heavily to spend more, they risk
losing the confidence of investors, triggering
a collapse in the currency and in many cases
a financial crisis.
This threat already looms. After a decade
Ruchir Sharma is the chief global strategist
at Morgan Stanley Investment Management.

of weak economic growth, emerging nations
entered the pandemic more vulnerable to
shocks than they were on the eve of the global financial crisis. Before 2008, many of these
governments had balanced budgets. Emerging economies were so healthy, in fact, that
there was talk that the International Monetary Fund would have to close its bailout operations for lack of customers.
But the balanced budgets have deteriorated into large budget deficits. When the pandemic hit, many big emerging economies like
those of South Africa, Nigeria and Argentina
faced a large “twin deficit” in both the government budget and the current account — a
measure of how much nations need to borrow
abroad to finance their spending habits. Now
spooked investors are fleeing to the relative
safety of the U.S. dollar, weakening the currencies of emerging economies.
The result is an unprecedented rush for
bailouts: The pandemic crisis has put the
I.M.F. back in business. In recent years, the
I.M.F. typically fielded 10 to 15 requests for
assistance. Since the outbreak began, it has
gotten requests from nearly 80 countries for
emergency financial help, and the concern
now is whether the fund’s $1 trillion war chest
is enough to cope with this crisis. Countries
from Ecuador to Zambia are already asking
creditors for some form of debt forgiveness.
Global trade has also played a role: As it
slowed after 2008, many large emerging
economies like those of India, Indonesia and
Brazil were shielded by demand from domestic consumers. With the pandemic, international trade has slowed even further — and
it has shut down domestic commerce as well.
More than 15 million Americans have filed
for unemployment benefits, but in poor countries some two billion people face joblessness
without benefits. Unemployment insurance
in developed countries typically covers six
out of 10 workers who lose formal jobs, compared with just one out of 10 in developing
countries.
As a result, officials in the emerging world
say they can’t simply copy the measures adopted in wealthy countries. Imran Khan, the
prime minister of Pakistan, recently tweeted that South Asia is “faced with the stark
choice” between “a lockdown” to control the
virus and “ensuring that people don’t die of
hunger and our economy doesn’t collapse.”
What comes next is largely up to the virus.
While some commentators are already drawing comparisons to the Great Depression,
consensus forecasts call for global growth
to contract by 3 percent this year and recover sharply next year — which would fall far
short of the 6 percent contraction between
1929 and 1932. Government stimulus programs were first hatched in response to the
Depression, too late to prevent it, but now
the world is rolling out more than $10 trillion
in stimulus — more than twice the amount
spent between 2008 and 2009 to combat the
global financial crisis.
Some real-time coronavirus trackers are
showing that the growth rate of the number
of new cases started to fall recently both
worldwide and in critical hot spots, including Spain, Italy and Germany. Now many
emerging-world leaders are hoping that the
contagion will be slowed at their border by
two factors: warm weather and youth.
The virus is much less dangerous for the
young, with conservative estimates suggesting death rates up to eight times higher for
people over the age of 60. About 10 percent of
the population is older than 60 in the emerging world, compared with 25 percent in the
developed world, so this advantage is real.
The tragic irony is that emerging economies are getting slammed by forces of nature
beyond their control but have no better choice
than to turn for relief to the same forces. Unlike rich nations, they cannot sustain a large
population of idle workers, so many have accepted a grim reality. Given the unbearable
pain shutdowns will inflict on their people,
they can afford only a limited war to contain
the pandemic.

More precise
data about the
coronavirus’s
spread
would help
policymakers
place more
effective
restrictions.
A Starbucks
in Hong Kong
enforced socialdistancing
measures by
taping off tables
and chairs.
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Pandemic
Of Fear
And Agony
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A Lockdown Can’t Last Forever
Hong Kong
Lockdowns, quarantines and extreme
forms of physical distancing work: They
are curbing the spread of Covid-19. But they
cannot last indefinitely, at least not without
causing enormous damage to economies
and people’s emotional well-being.
When governments decide to close
schools (or not), they are trying to balance
various interests. One major problem,
though: Their calculus about the underlying trade-offs typically is unclear, and the
criteria for their policy adjustments are unknown. A formal framework is needed, with
an explicit rationale grounded in science,
for determining when and how to relax restrictions — and how to reapply some or all
of them should another epidemic wave hit.
Containment has failed everywhere. In
some places — Wuhan in February, northern Italy in March — the epidemic spread
so quickly that the authorities had to focus
mainly on mitigating its effects. In other
places, suppression has worked so far:
Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan have not
experienced sustained local epidemics.
But in the many places now in the throes
of full-on epidemics, like the United States
and Western Europe, the pressing concern
is how to suppress the virus’s spread so as to
avert a Wuhan-like health disaster without
destroying economies or undermining people’s consent to social-distancing measures.
The first objective of any response must
be to protect lives, and that means averting the collapse of the health care system.
Hospitals are the last line of defense. When
their capacity to handle emergencies is
overwhelmed — as in Bergamo, Italy, or
in areas of Spain — all one can do then is to
try to save as many lives as possible with
whatever means are available. But before
that point, the ultimate objective must be to
bring the epidemic down to a slow burn so
as to buy time for the population to acquire,
one way or another, immunity to Covid-19.
The Covid-19 pandemic can be prevented
from resurging only when at least half the
world’s population has become immune
to the new virus. That can happen after
enough people have either been infected
and have recovered, or have been inoculated. Allowing the first option to happen, unmitigated, would mean very many deaths.
The second option — developing a safe, effective vaccine and making enough for everybody — is a goal at least one year away.
Large lockdowns and distancing measures
cannot be sustained that long.
And so to see us through, we must all prepare for several cycles of a “suppress and
lift” policy — cycles during which restrictions are applied and relaxed, applied again
and relaxed again, in ways that can keep the
pandemic under control but at an acceptable economic and social cost. How best to
Dr. Gabriel Leung is an infectious disease
epidemiologist and dean of medicine at the
University of Hong Kong. Send comments to
intelligence@nytimes.com.

do that will vary by country. The challenge
is a three-way tug of war between combating the disease, protecting the economy and
keeping society on an even keel.
Here is a formal framework for how governments could monitor the state of this
pandemic much more accurately, and how
then, acting on the evidence, they could tune
their interventions quickly enough to stay
ahead of the outbreak trajectory.
For starters, one needs robust data. Policy must not be determined based on the
daily count of reported cases because those
are unreliable. What is needed instead is the
coronavirus’s real-time, effective reproduction number, or its actual ability to spread at
a particular time. And one needs to understand that number properly, in context.
The rate at which a virus is transmitted
— known as the R-naught (R0), or basic
reproductive number — refers to the average number of people to whom an infected
person passes on the virus in a population
with no pre-existing immunity. The R0 can
vary from place to place because of the population’s age structure and how frequently
people come into contact with each other.
The “effective” version of that number,
the Rt — or the reproductive number at time
“t” — is the virus’s actual transmission rate
at a given moment. It varies according to the
measures to control the epidemic — quarantine protocols, travel restrictions, school
closures, physical distancing, the use of face
masks — that have been put in place.
Daily reported cases do not convey the
true virus’s spread. For one thing, there is
too much variance in the testing capacity
of countries. For another, the figures for reported cases lag actual infections by at least
10 to 14 days. That is because the incubation
period for Covid-19 is about six days. And
because some people do not ever get tested,
and those who do probably have already displayed symptoms for a few days.
But it is possible to bring the daily count
of reported cases closer to the real-time
Rt thanks to both statistical adjustments
and digital analytics. The School of Public
Health at the University of Hong Kong has
been publishing the real-time Rt for Hong
Kong since early February.
With a bit of ingenuity, existing digital
tools can be turned into epidemic-monitoring instruments. The idea is to only study
aggregate, and therefore anonymous, numbers. Then, having determined what the Rt
actually is, decision makers could more precisely adjust their interventions to keep that
number at an acceptable level.
An Rt of 1 means that the epidemic is
holding steady: For every person who is infected, another one becomes infected, and
as the first one either recovers or dies, the
second one replaces it. At a rate below 1, the
epidemic will fade out. Above 1, it will grow,
perhaps exponentially.
That said, context matters, too. An Rt of 1
might be acceptable in a place with 10 million people if, say, no more than a couple of
dozen new infections are confirmed every

day. But it wouldn’t be if several hundred
or thousands of new cases occurred daily.
In the face of an explosive outbreak, the
authorities would first need to knock the
Rt down to a very low level — 0.1 or 0.2 —
and maintain it there for as long as it took
to bring the daily case count down to a
manageable figure. Each community must
determine the real-time effective reproductive number it can accept given its own circumstances. Still, for all communities that
determination essentially requires doing
the same thing: Figuring out the number of
new daily infections that their health system can handle without imploding.
Imagine a city that has 1,000 beds in intensive care units. It cannot have more than
1,000 people on a respirator at any given
time. If the average length of a patient’s
stay in the I.C.U. is 14 days, this city cannot
provide intensive care for more than about
71 new patients a day (1,000 / 14 = 71.42).
Assuming that about 5 percent of all newly
infected cases are so severe as to require
intensive care, then the city cannot afford
to have more than a total of about 1,420 new
infections a day (71 x 20 = 1,420). This is the
true number of infections, only a fraction of
which are reflected in the officially reported
count. The authorities, having established
the number of new infections the city’s
emergency health facilities can support,
can then determine what Rt they should aim
for and tune their interventions to reach it.
But even if the health care system can just
about tolerate 1,420 new infections a day,
would the financial markets — and, more
important, the real economy? And how long
can the population accept the restrictions
required to maintain that level of infections? Will people stop complying?
One can imagine a variety of individual
views: “I’d rather protect the economy and
take a chance with the epidemic”; “I’d rather take no chance and allow the economy to
tank, partly because I’m sure it will bounce
back in a year”; “I’m already going crazy after one week of lockdown; I can’t see myself
sticking to this for three months.”
And yet, even though different communities will strike a different balance between
these interests, the “suppress and lift” strategy is generalizable to all. After achieving
a sustained decline in the Rt and bringing
the number of daily new cases down to an
acceptable baseline thanks to stringent
physical distancing, a society can consider relaxing some measures. But it must be
ready to reimpose restrictions as soon as
those figures start rising again. Then the restrictions must be lifted and reapplied, and
lifted and reapplied, as long as it takes for
the population to build up enough immunity.
Trying to see our way through the pandemic with this “suppress and lift” approach is much like driving a car on a long
and tortuous road. One needs to hit the
brakes and release them, again and again,
to keep moving forward without crashing,
all with an eye toward safely reaching one’s
final destination.

CHARLIE WARZEL

When Will Life Be Normal Again? We Just Do Not Know
Many people around the world have been
living under lockdown for a month or more.
We are all getting antsy. People are looking
for hope and reasons to plan a return to something — anything — approximating normalcy.
Experts are starting to speculate on what
lifting restrictions will look like. Despite the
relentless, heroic work of doctors and scientists around the world, there is so much we
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do not know.
We do not know how many people have
been infected with Covid-19.
We do not know the full range of symptoms.
We do not always know why some infections develop into severe disease.
We do not know the full range of risk factors.
We do not know exactly how deadly the disease is.
We do not have answers to more detailed
questions about how the virus spreads, including: “How many virus particles does it
even take to launch an infection? How far
does the virus travel in outdoor spaces, or in
indoor settings? Have these airborne movements affected the course of the pandemic?”
We do not know for sure how this coronavirus first emerged.
We do not know how much China has concealed the extent of the coronavirus outbreak
in that country.
We do not know what percentage of adults
are asymptomatic. Or what percentage of
children are asymptomatic.
We do not know for certain if the virus will

subside as the Northern Hemisphere enters
the warmer months of spring and summer, as
other viruses do. Some experts believe it will.
Other experts, not so much.
We do not know the strength and duration
of immunity. Though people who recover
from Covid-19 likely have some degree of immunity for some period of time, the specifics
are unknown.
We do not yet know why some who have
been declared “fully recovered” from the virus have tested positive a second time after
leaving quarantine.
We do not know why some recovered patients have low levels of antibodies.
We do not know the long-term health effects of a severe Covid-19 infection. What are
the consequences to the lungs of those who
survive intensive care?
We do not yet know if any treatments are
truly effective. While there are many therapies in trials, there are no clinically proven
therapies aside from supportive care.
We do not know if people will continue to
adhere to social distancing guidelines once
infections go down.

We do not know if the United States could
ever deploy the number of tests — as many
as 22 million per day — needed to implement
mass testing and quarantining.
We do not know when we will be able to implement full-scale serological testing.
We do not know if full-scale serological
testing will accurately determine immunity.
We do not know if we can implement “test
and trace” contact tracing at scale.
We do not know whether smartphone location tracking could be implemented without
destroying our privacy.
We do not know if or when researchers will
develop a successful vaccine.
We do not know how many vaccines can
be deployed and administered in the first
months after a vaccine becomes available.
We do not know how a vaccine will be administered — who will get it first?
We do not know if a vaccine will be free or
costly.
We do not know if a vaccine will need to be
updated every year.
We do not know how, when we do open
things up again, we will do it.

We do not know if people will be afraid to
gather in crowds.
We do not know if people will be too eager to
gather in crowds.
We do not know what socially distanced
professional sports will look like.
We do not know what socially distanced
workplaces will look like.
We do not know what socially distanced
bars and restaurants will look like.
We do not know when schools will reopen.
We do not know what a presidential election in a pandemic will look like.
We do not know what effects lost school
time will have on children.
We do not know whether the economy will
bounce back in the form of a “v curve” …
Or whether it will be a long recession.
Or whether it will be a Great Depression.
Or whether it will be a “Greater Depression.”
We do not know when we might be able to
return to a new normal.
We do not know when any of this will end
for good.
For now, there is no plan to move forward.

I recently asked readers to tell me
about their mental health — how they are
faring in this hard time. I don’t know what
I expected; maybe some jaunty stories
about families pulling together in a crisis.
There have been over 5,000 replies so far,
and while many people are hanging in
there, there is also a river of woe running
through the world — a significant portion
of our friends and neighbors are in agony.
A college student in Pennsylvania
wrote that at first the lockdown seemed
like a chance to get out of certain obligations. But now “I’ve been gripped by a
deep depression. My appetite is very low.
I’m sleeping far too much to feel as lethargic as I do.
“My future, which seemed so bright a
few months ago as I anticipated graduating in May, now seems bleak and hopeless: How will I find a job with the economy tanking? How will I pay hundreds of
dollars per month when my loan bills kick
in during August?”
A college junior from Virginia is going
through the same thing. “I’ve spent days
crying alone and feeling helpless as I’ve
been stuck at my parents’ house and I
find myself difficult to be around even as
I don’t want to be.”
Senior citizens are especially hard hit,
particularly the widows and widowers.
For many, it is the painful sense of missing their grandkids, the precarity of living with a disease that could kill them at
any time. For others, it is the loneliness.
“The combination of isolation and
stress is having compounded impact. I
am 65, and a single woman with no nearby family. My surviving sibling lives several hours away. Six months ago, my older brother died (I am the youngest). My
neighbors are not very friendly, and not
once has anyone asked if I needed anything. … I cry a lot, which is my new norm.
… So to sum it up, I’m feeling totally alone
in this crisis and hopeless.”
A woman from California wrote: “I am

NICHOLAS KONRAD

normally a very positive person, outgoing, happy, energetic. Definitely a glass
half-full. However, lately I cannot get
through a day without tears, often sobs. I
am terrified for myself and my family and
everyone in the world. All the things I love
to do, I’m now afraid to do.”
Then there are those already suffering
with mental health issues. People with
anxiety disorders wrote that they were
paralyzed by the possibility that they
hadn’t washed their hands well enough,
that they hadn’t disinfected enough and
that they would cause their own death.
One person wrote that there was no
way to distract yourself from your unhappiness now.
Another said this pandemic was causing “invisible stress” — a pervasive, ever-shifting, hard-to-define anxiety. Many people are experiencing shortness of
breath, tightness in the chest, exhaustion.
A man from New Mexico said he used to
have five things he wanted to accomplish
in a day, but now it’s down to two — maybe
baking bread or planting a small garden.
A woman from Pennsylvania said the
anxiety leaves her mentally drained,
more irritable. “I think of it like having a
few large apps on my phone that are running and draining the battery, even when
I’m not using them,” she said.
Some people are active for days, frantically cleaning the house, and then one
day they just shut down and cry.
A person from Denver is worn down by
being so suspicious of others and asked,
“Why am I suddenly afraid of the mail
carrier or the food delivery?”
There’s a heroism in the vulnerability
displayed in these letters, a courageous
willingness to share fears.
An atheist wrote that he prays daily,
though he doesn’t know to whom.
Many people are reading Viktor
Frankl.
“I am looking at this as a type of monastic retreat. I am hoping that we come out
of this crisis as a nation with a renewed
sense of perspective, a new sense of our
dependence on each other.”
I’m reminded that this is a time to practice aggressive friendship with each other — to be the one who seeks out the lonely
and the troubled. It’s also true that character is formed in times like this. People
see deeper into themselves, bravely learn
what their pain is teaching them, and become wiser and softer as a result.
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Milagros
Vásquez
was turned
away from
five hospitals
while in
labor. Her
mother
begged
at one in
Caracas,
which let
her in after
she fainted.
Far right, a
hospital in
La Victoria
was out of
soap and
gauze.

In Venezuela, Women
Play Deadly Roulette
With Childbirth
By JULIE TURKEWITZ
and ISAYEN HERRERA

CARACAS, Venezuela — Her baby was
coming, and Milagros Vásquez, 20, needed
help.
She braved a motorbike journey across rivers and gripped her belly through jolting bus
rides. But arriving at the first hospital was
just the beginning.
Over the course of 40 hours, Ms. Vásquez
visited a second hospital, a third, a fourth. We
have no sterile tools, they told her at one. No
incubator, they said at another. She slept on
a bench. She cried in the street, losing count
of the doctors who had placed their hands inside her, measuring her body’s dilation, only
to tell her to leave. She tried a fifth hospital.
We can’t help you, they said.
Finally, in Caracas, the capital, she stood
outside the largest maternity ward in the
country and sent up a plea. “Please God,” Ms.
Sheyla Urdaneta contributed reporting.

Vásquez prayed, “please don’t let me die.”
Venezuela’s public health system, once the
best in Latin America, has been collapsing
for years, crippled by a broken economy overseen by an authoritarian government.
About half of the country’s physicians,
some 30,000, have left, according to the Venezuelan Medical Federation.
The true impact of this on mothers and babies is unknown. The most recent data come
from 2016, when maternal deaths shot up by
65 percent and infant mortality rose by 30
percent in a single year. The minister who
published that information was promptly
fired, and new statistics have been treated as
a state secret.
Ms. Vásquez was once a high school handball player, celebrated for her strength.
But this January, on the doorstep of a Caracas hospital, she crumpled, sobbing, her
arms around the waist of her mother, Cristina, who pounded on the door, begging
for her to be admitted.
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Ms. Vásquez fainted. The door opened, and
about 48 hours after her labor pains began,
she gave birth to Cristal. But her infant, born
premature and tiny at just 1.5 kilograms,
didn’t make it past morning.
For many Venezuelan women today, the
defining feature of childbirth is the roulette:
Traveling from hospital to hospital, trying
to find one to help them. In rare cases, they
are rejected over and over until finally giving
birth in the street.
In some instances, women die. Darwin
Maiquetía, 37, lost his wife, Kenny Chirinos,
on January 20, after she developed an infection following a cesarean section. “The level
of anger I have is not normal,” said Mr. Maiquetía, cradling his newborn daughter, Alena. Ms. Chirinos, an avid outdoorswoman
who often went rappelling on the outskirts of
Caracas with her husband, was the love of his
life, he said.
“They’re destroying families,” he said,
“destroying lives.”

In other cases, children are lost. “All the
clinics said the same: We don’t have what’s
necessary to care for your baby,” said
Aydimar Alvarado, 26, who went to 12 hospitals before giving birth to a boy, Kahel, in
December. He died 10 days later. His death
certificate cited prematurity and other factors. One doctor said the conditions might
have been addressed had care not been delayed.
The country’s president, Nicolás Maduro,
has characterized the health system as facing challenges but generally doing well. As
recently as March, he said that every woman
“should have six children” for the good of the
country. He has attributed the shortages to
sanctions, which President Donald J. Trump
has imposed to try to push Mr. Maduro out.
Asdrúbal Oliveros, an economist, said Mr.
Maduro had prioritized the import of oil and
food over medicine, making the calculation
that pregnant women and sick people don’t
protest — but that hungry people do.
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By HANNAH BEECH

MALACCA, Malaysia — About the fastest-moving force these days in the old Portuguese Settlement of Malacca is the sweat
trickling down people’s torsos.
It’s always hot in Malacca, but it wasn’t
always so lethargic. In the 16th century, this
port linked the Pacific and Indian Oceans at
the height of the global spice trade.
Centuries before Asian Fusion became a
culinary trope, Malacca developed its own
multicultural heritage, influenced by the
Chinese, Arabs, Indians, Persians, Turks,
Portuguese, Dutch and Siamese, along with
the local Malays, who did business in its
shops, ate in its food stalls and fell in love on
its streets.
As the world closes up because of the pandemic and as it questions globalization, Malacca is a reminder that such transoceanic
exchange has a long history of bringing both
promise and peril.
A city once at the global crossroads can
devolve into a backwater, and a once-thriving culture can face extinction. Malacca’s
port, once one of the richest on earth, silted
up, and the city became a historical footnote.
And yes, a contagion struck, too, a plague
that weakened the Portuguese hold on the
city, paving the way for the Dutch and then
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the British, who left Malacca to its slow decline.
Evidence of Malacca’s diverse past remains in its historical buildings, which lure
tourists transported around town in disco-lit pedicabs.
On Harmony Street stands a Buddhist
temple built in the 17th century, a Hindu
temple from the 18th, and one of Malaysia’s
oldest mosques.
But one legacy of Malacca’s crossroads
culture is struggling to survive in the 21st
century: its Indigenous population of Eurasians, known as the Kristang, in reference
to their Roman Catholic faith.
The Kristang culture faces enormous
stresses in Malaysia, which is fracturing
along ethnic fault lines.
The Kristang language, a Portuguese

creole, is facing extinction. Roman Catholic
churches are emptying. Malaysian law all
but requires Kristang who marry members
of the ethnic Malay majority to convert to
Islam.
“Our community brought East and West
together,” said Darian Tan, 35, a Kristang
who is a guitarist in a band made up of fellow
Eurasians. “But now when everything is
supposedly globalized, we’re in danger of
dying out.”
In February, Malaysia’s multiethnic government fell after just two years in power. A
coalition dominated by Malay nationalists
took its place, casting aside reformist ethnic
Chinese and Indians. One minority member
of the new government is an Islamic party
that has pushed for the country to become
an Islamic state. For Malacca’s multiethnic

population, the return to populist Malay
politics is provoking anxiety. About 1,200
Kristang still live in the Portuguese Settlement, which attracts few tourists.
The seafront faces a reclamation site for a
vast Chinese-funded project called Melaka
Gateway, which critics say Beijing is doing
to tighten its grip in the region.
All the sand moved around for the project
has stressed the ecology — a devastating
blow for Kristang fishermen.
The Kristang are known for their curries
and sweetmeats or for their troubadours — a
once-vibrant community diminished to cultural clichés.
“If we’re going to survive another 500
years,” said Martin Theseira, a Kristang
local councilor, “it can’t just be singing and
dancing and eating.”

As Africa’s Tourists Vanish, Poachers Move In
By ANNIE ROTH

The past few weeks have not been easy for
Nico Jacobs, founder of Rhino 911, a nonprofit
that provides emergency helicopter transport for rhinoceroses in need of rescue in
South Africa.
Since South Africa announced a national
lockdown on March 23 to limit the spread of
the new coronavirus, Mr. Jacobs has had to
respond to a rhino poaching incident nearly
every day.
He rescued a 2-month-old white rhino calf
whose mother had been killed by poachers.
The next day he was called to rescue two
black rhinos whose horns had been hacked
off by poachers. When he finally tracked
them down, it was too late — both were dead.
At least nine rhinos have been poached in
South Africa’s North West province since
the lockdown, he said, “and those are just the
ones we know about.”

In neighboring Botswana, at least six rhinos have been poached since the country
closed its borders. The government recently
announced that five suspected poachers had
been killed by Botswana’s military.
While poaching is not unusual in Africa
— the last decade has seen more than 9,000
rhinos poached — conservationists said the
recent incidents in Botswana and South Africa were unusual because they occurred in
tourism hot spots that, until now, were considered relatively safe for wildlife.
Measures put in place to stop the spread of
the coronavirus have severely constricted Africa’s $39 billion tourism industry. That business motivates and funds wildlife conservation across the continent, leading some to fear
that threatened and endangered animals may
become casualties of the pandemic.
“These animals are not just protected by
rangers, they’re also protected by tourist

presence,” said Tim Davenport, who directs
species conservation programs for Africa at
the Wildlife Conservation Society.
In South Africa, about 85 percent of 2018
funding for the country’s wildlife and public lands management authority came from
tourism-related sources, such as park entry
fees and trophy hunting permits. Without
that revenue, many parks, private reserves
and community conservancies may not be
able to pay employees.
The events of the past several weeks illustrate the risks of relying too heavily on tourism to support conservation.
Catherine Semcer, a research fellow with
the Property and Environment Research
Center in North Carolina, believes the only
way to prevent this from happening again is
to diversify the sources of revenue that support wildlife conservation.
“We don’t want to decouple conservation

NICO JACOBS

At least nine rhinos have been poached
since South Africa locked down.
from tourism, but I think we need to expand
the range of sectors that support it,” she said.
Until this happens, Africa’s wildlife will
remain in jeopardy and conservationists like
Mr. Jacobs will continue getting calls about
orphaned baby rhinos.
“If I get called out 10 times a day, I’m going
to fly 10 times a day. I’ll fly as long as the finances can hold it,” he said.

Going from hospital to
hospital, begging for help,
only to be turned away.
Critically, the dearth of medical supplies is
colliding with growing needs. More expectant mothers are grappling with crisis-related
problems, like malnutrition, that heighten the
risk of a complicated birth.
At the public hospital in La Victoria, Nataly
Smith, 21, climbed onto a metal birthing bed
one night. Blood pooled on the floor below her.
A list of missing items hung on a nearby wall:
soap, gauze, trash bags.
At her feet was Dr. Beatriz Ticona, 52,
chief of the ward. Dozens of her doctors had
quit, she said, aghast at the conditions or
desperate for higher pay. Most make less

than $10 a month.
That night, Ms. Smith gave birth to a
healthy girl, Cristangely. But not all are as
lucky.
Increasingly, pregnant women are going
to neighboring Colombia. Five years ago, at
Hospital San José in Maicao, just on the Colombian side of the border, doctors delivered
about 70 Venezuelan children. Last year, they
delivered more than 2,700. Though official
border crossings have been closed to prevent
the spread of the coronavirus, women keep
arriving.
Neryelín González, 25, came in January.
She gave birth on a cushioned recliner covered in sanitary plastic. Two doctors and
three nurses coached her. Her boy, Jhonei,
was born healthy, at three kilograms. “Oh my
God,” she said, as doctors held him up, her anguished face twisting into a smile.
The journey had been worth it. Her child
was safe, she said, and she was never going
back.

Cycle of Debt Snares
Jordanian Women
By RANA F. SWEIS

RUSSEIFA, Jordan — Five years ago,
Amira Hawamdeh took out a loan for $423
to buy buttons and yarn to make purses and
sweaters, and blankets to sell to her neighbors.
Microloans like the one she used to build
a home business have been hailed as a way
to lift women out of poverty, empowering
them to become entrepreneurs and contribute to the economy.
But three years ago, she stopped working after she developed diabetes and back
pain. When her son got sick, she took out a
microloan to pay for his medicine. When
her husband could not pay the rent, she took
out another loan.
“I was desperate,” said Ms. Hawamdeh,
a 64-year-old mother of seven. Today, she is
$613 in debt and fears going to jail.
Increasingly, as women in Jordan take
out microloans to tackle unemployment
and poverty, they are becoming trapped in
a system that was supposed to help them.
Hundreds of unregulated loan shops operate in Jordan’s thriving microloan market,
offering easy credit but also high interest
rates and penalties, and the threat of jail if
the loans are not repaid.
Jordan is one of a few countries that criminalize debt. Nearly 2,000 people, about 12
percent of Jordan’s prison population, are
locked up for nonpayment of loans, according to a national report. Last month, the
government delayed the imprisonment of
an additional 3,000 debtors as part of an effort to combat the coronavirus.
Aid workers say unscrupulous lenders
fail to explain the terms and risks of the
loans to borrowers, who are often financially illiterate and may be desperately poor.
“It’s irresponsible to give a loan to somebody who doesn’t know the consequences,” said Sara Ferrer Olivella, the United
Nations Development Program director
in Jordan. “It’s like giving someone an injection, and they don’t know what the side
effects will be.”
Legal microfinance companies are calling for more oversight to crack down on deceptive practices that could tar the entire
industry.
“In order not to defeat the purpose of supporting the microbusinesses, there needs
to be more regulation,” said Lina Bakhit,
chief business officer at Ahli Bank and vice
chairwoman of the Ahli Microfinance Company.
The microfinance industry promised to
help poor women, and sometimes men, become productive workers. In many cases,
women were engaged in cottage industries
already, and the only obstacle to expanding
their businesses and rising out of poverty
was funding.
But for tens of thousands of women, microloans have become virtual A.T.M.s, a

quck way to get cash. Last year, the minister of social development, Basma Ishaqat,
said that at least 9,000 women were delinquent on loans of $1,400 or less.
Fatima Shetawi, who owes less than
$700, is hiding from an arrest warrant.
Reached by phone, she said she had requested a loan of $600 from the Ahli Microfinance Company. When the company asked
her what she planned to do with the money, she lied and said she wanted to open a
home-based business. Instead she used the
money to pay rent.
“We thought it was a solution to help us, a
way to survive,” she said.
The company did not seem to be concerned about where the money went, she
said.
“They never came to see if I opened the
project or how I used the money,” she said.
“The loan officers just called me asking
why I couldn’t pay back the debt, and then
an arrest warrant was issued against me.”

Microloans leave the
desperate even more so,
and at risk of being jailed.

Ahli Microfinance would not comment on
her specific case.
Microloans have interest rates ranging
from 22 percent to 50 percent, and many
loan outfits charge a processing fee of $70 to
$280 on top of that. In some cases, the interest rate may increase if payments are late.
Hanan Hassan, a mother of four in the
central Jordanian city of Russeifa, sat on
a thin mattress in a dark room. Scattered
on the floor beside her were piles of papers.
“All these are legal warnings,” she said.
There were more on her phone.
For 15 years, she has taken out microloans to keep her family afloat. “It was the
only way for us to pay our bills,” Ms. Hassan
said.
She took out more loans to pay back the
previous ones.
In Jordan, a borrower can be sentenced
up to 90 days a year per loan. If the loan is
not paid off the next year, the borrower can
be imprisoned again.
Her husband drives a taxi, earning $10
to $20 a day, while she embroiders dresses,
earning about $3.50 a week.
Ms. Hassan said her husband had
pressed her to take out the loans and is now
urging her to start another home-based
project to generate income.
“He doesn’t understand that for years
now,” she said, “we are in this cruel cycle of
debt and our future is uncertain.”
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Tracking an Outbreak: International Response

Isolated Native Groups Now Fear Starvation
By JULIE TURKEWITZ

BOGOTÁ, Colombia — Every morning at a
school in the vast desert along the Colombian
coast, 40 children, all part of the country’s
largest Indigenous group, the Wayuu, gather
before class for breakfast.
For many, the morning arepa — a corn
meal pastry — is their only meal of the day.
But since Colombia went into quarantine and
schools shut down weeks ago, Josefa García,
a school administrator, has not received any
of these meals from the country’s ministry of
education. The students, some of whom have
watched siblings die of malnutrition in this
often neglected region, are starting to worry
about survival.
“Our fear is that if we don’t die of the virus,”
said Ms. García, 68, “we will die of hunger.”
The global spread of the new coronavirus
Dan Bilefsky, María Iguarán and Ernesto
Londoño contributed reporting.

has put Indigenous people on high alert,
aware that cases could spell disaster in
places far from hospitals. But many Native
communities are unprepared for months of
economic paralysis.
“The little food we had left is gone,” said Adolfo Jusayú, 55, a father of four boys. With his
income as a taxi driver halted by Colombia’s
quarantine, all he could give his boys on a recent day was a drink made of cornmeal called
chicha and a single arepa each.
Across the Americas, diseases brought in
by outsiders once devastated many Native
nations. In recent decades, diseases like
measles and swine flu have wreaked havoc
on some communities.
Already, more than a dozen Indigenous
groups have reported cases of Covid-19, including the Yukpa in northern Colombia, the
Six Nations of the Grand River Territory in
southeastern Canada and the Navajo in the
southwestern United States. In Brazil, Joenia

A warning to the world’s
Indigenous people of ‘one
more genocide.’
Wapichana, the country’s only Indigenous
member of congress, warned that the coronavirus could represent “one more genocide”
for Native communities.
Indigenous leaders have taken measures
into their own hands, in some cases sealing
off their lands. In a letter publicized on social
media, dissident members of the FARC, one
of Colombia’s militant groups, said Indigenous patrols found “impeding our mobility” left them “no choice but to act with our
arms.”
Elsewhere, including in Ecuador and

Brazil, Native leaders have petitioned oil or
mining companies to halt work in their regions, fearful of contamination from outside
workers, with limited success.
Few places have felt the effects of the virus
as strongly as the northern Colombia coastal
state of La Guajira, where the Wayuu make
up about half of the 800,000 residents. After
surviving war, revolution and generations in
one of the region’s harshest landscapes, the
Wayuu are dealing with now find themselves
hammered by quarantine-related hunger.
So far, there is just one case of the virus in
La Guajira. But the quarantine has paralyzed
the tourism and trade economies.
Mr. Jusayú, the driver with four hungry
boys, was once among the more successful
people in the town of Siapana, saving his
money to trade in his mud home for a concrete one. But recently, Mr. Jusayú has been
chasing rabbits, looking for meat. At night,
he gathers the children in their home, where

A World
Divided
In a Battle

Hari Kumar, Karan Deep Singh, Kai Schultz,
Javier Hernandez and Andrew Jacobs
contributed reporting.

sory, but the damage to the public trust is all
too real. It has led people to consume fatal
remedies and flout social distancing guidance.
“We’ve faced pandemics before,” said
Graham Brookie, who directs the Atlantic
Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab.
“We haven’t faced a pandemic at a time
when humans are as connected and have as
much access to information as they do now.”
This growing ecosystem of misinformation and public distrust has led the World
Health Organization to warn of an “infodemic.”
Emma Bubola contributed reporting.

they pray.
“More than anything we pray about what’s
happening in the world,” he said. “We need
immediate help.”
For the Wayuu, the crisis comes after years
of difficult dry seasons that have exacerbated a longstanding problem of malnutrition. It
also comes as thousands of Wayuu have fled
neighboring Venezuela.
President Iván Duque has said the government would send $40 to some poor families.

Continued from Page 1
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China has
helped its
global image
by offering
aid. A plane
with medical
supplies. Left,
preparing
medical
gowns in
India.

One of the most closely watched drugs,
remdesivir, is made by Gilead, an American
company. The company has been ramping
up manufacturing to meet global demand
in advance of the drug’s approval. Remdesivir’s formula includes “novel substances
with limited global availability,” according
to the company.
Gilead is increasing production in part by
expanding beyond its facilities in the United
States, contracting with plants in Europe
and Asia, in a move that appeared to hedge
its bets against trouble in any one place. “The
international nature of the supply chain for
remdesivir reminds us that it is essential for
countries to work together to create enough
supply for the world,” said Daniel O’Day, Gilead’s chairman, in an April 4 statement.
Gilead says it has enough of the drug to
treat 30,000 patients, while aiming to amass
enough to treat one million by the end of the
year. But outside experts questioned whether
that would be sufficient.
“There is going to be a real fight over the
allocation of the remdesivir supply if indeed it
proves effective,” said Geoffrey Porges, with

SVB Leerink, an investment bank in Boston.
China has seized on the pandemic as an
opportunity to present itself as a responsible
world citizen. China has dispatched doctors
and ventilators to Italy while offering aid to
France, Germany and Spain. Last month, as
the European Union banned exports of protective gear, Serbia’s president, Aleksandar
Vucic, embraced China’s largess, even kissing the Chinese flag.
“European solidarity does not exist,” Mr.
Vucic declared.
Chinese factories make 80 percent of the
world’s antibiotics and the ingredients for
a range of drugs. Chinese officials have
pledged to continue to make these wares
available to the world. Such moves may bolster China’s standing, yet appear unlikely to
pacify the Trump administration.
President Trump has long obsessed over
the trade deficit with China. But American
health effectively depends on being able to
buy more from Chinese factories.
“Right now, the brightest shiny hope that
we have is imports of this stuff,” said Mr.
Bown, the trade expert. “We’d like to run the

biggest trade deficit we could possibly find.”
China aims to become the first to crack the
code for a vaccine, which could cement its status as a world superpower.
But one element appears in short supply:
international collaboration.
In 2003, when another coronavirus, known
as SARS, spread through China with deadly
impact, officials from the American Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention deployed
to Beijing to help the government forge a containment strategy. In the years that followed,
Chinese and American authorities collaborated on epidemics in Africa.
But in recent years, American public
health authorities have sharply diminished
their presence in Beijing at the direction
of the Trump administration, said Jennifer Huang Bouey, an epidemiologist at the
RAND Corporation.
“The United States is really trying to reduce any collaboration with China,” Ms.
Bouey said. “That really hurts global health.”
Even before a vaccine is confirmed, national governments are seeking to lock up future
supply.
Around the world, 50 potential vaccines are
now in development, according to the W.H.O.
Scientists will likely eventually produce
an effective version. What is less certain is
whether the benefits will be shared.
“I’m worried about every country that has
the potential to manufacture the vaccine,”
said Dr. Richard Hatchett, who is with the
Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, an international consortium dedicated to making vaccines available worldwide.
“They all have the ability to impose export
controls.”
If that is what happens, the dangers proliferate.
“If there are epidemics out of control in
parts of the world,” said Dr. Seth Berkley,
head of the Gavi Alliance, a nonprofit group
started by Bill and Melinda Gates that gets
vaccines to the world’s poor, “we will never
get control of this because the virus will come
back and continue to spread.”

Conspiracy Theories Fuel an Anxious Time
Continued from Page 1
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The ministry of education has also promised
to send food into millions of homes. But logistics are complex in a nation of 50 million
people, trisected by mountain ranges and
connected by long desert roads.
“I am certain the Wayuu will survive,” said
Weildler Guerra Curvelo, a Wayuu former
governor of La Guajira. But, he asked, “what
will be the cost of survival, in human lives, to
this community that has resisted so much?”

Italy’s Priests on Front Line
As They Provide Comfort
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Evenett, who started the project.
Some point to the crisis as an argument for
greater self sufficiency, so that hospitals are
less reliant on China and India for medicines
and protective gear.
China makes the vast majority of the chemicals used to make raw materials for generic
medicines used to treat people with Covid-19,
said Rosemary Gibson of the Hastings Center, a research institution in New York. These
include antibiotics, blood pressure treatments and sedatives. “Everyone is competing for a supply located in a single country,”
Ms. Gibson said.
But if the goal of diversification inspires
every nation to look inward and dismantle
global production, that will leave the world
even more vulnerable, said Chad P. Bown,
an international trade expert at the Peterson Institute for International Economics in
Washington.
President Donald J. Trump and his leading
trade adviser, Peter Navarro, have exploited
the pandemic to redouble efforts to force multinational companies to abandon China and
shift production to America. Mr. Navarro has
proposed rules that would force American
health care providers to buy protective gear
and medicines from U.S. suppliers.
“We just don’t have the production capacity,” Mr. Bown said, noting that Chinese industry is restarting, while American factories
remain disrupted. “Just as you don’t want to
be too dependent on China, you don’t want to
be too dependent on yourself. You have now
walled yourself off from the only way you
can potentially deal with this, in your time of
greatest need, which is relying on the rest of
the world.”
The Trump administration has cited a Korean War-era law to justify banning exports
of masks made in the United States, while
ordering American companies that produce
them overseas to redirect orders to their
home market. One American company, 3M,
said halting planned shipments of masks
overseas would imperil health workers in
Canada and Latin America. It said it struck
a compromise with the U.S. government that
will send some masks overseas.
Turkey, Ukraine, Thailand, Taiwan, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, South Africa and Ecuador have banned the export
of protective masks. France and Germany
imposed bans on masks and other protective
gear, lifting them only after the European
Union barred exports outside the bloc. India
banned exports of respirators and disinfectants.
Britain has prohibited exports of hydroxychloroquine, an anti-malarial drug now being tested for potential benefits against the
virus. Hungary has banned exports of the
raw material for that drug and medicines that
contain it.
As global pharmaceutical companies explore new forms of treatment for the coronavirus, they are having to navigate geopolitics.

A coronavirus
quarantine
throughout
Colombia has
made it hard for
the Wayuu to get
enough food.

“The anxiety is viral,” Mr. Brookie said,
“and we’re all just feeling that at scale.”
President Jair Bolsonaro of Brazil has
promoted unproven treatments, and implied
that the virus is less dangerous than experts
say. Facebook, Twitter and YouTube all removed the posts.
Dr. Douglas said, “People are drawn to
conspiracies because they promise to satisfy certain psychological motives.” Chief
among them: command of the facts, autonomy over one’s well-being and a sense of
control.
If the truth does not fill those needs, we
humans have an incredible capacity to invent stories that will. A recent study found
that people are significantly likelier to share
false coronavirus information than they are
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ings of fear or helplessness. That can lead us
to seek out more extreme explanations.
Anticipating political backlash from the
crisis, government leaders have moved
to shunt the blame by trafficking in false

Out of retirement to tend
to the sick and dying, but
at risk of dying themselves.
a pastoral instrument.”
But he said that the vast majority of the
67 people his town lost in the last 40 days
had died in the hospital, and that he had
not been able to see them.
Last month, during the explosion of cases, Father Bernardelli visited the home of
an older man as he lay dying in his bedroom.
“I used to be close to a dying person,
like a doctor next to the sick,” he said. This
time, Father Bernardelli delivered last
rites through a mask from outside the door
frame.
Father Del Monte also visits the sick at
home. A chemist by training, he has made
vats of disinfectant. He dabs it in his nostrils and rubs it on his hands. The precautions were both to protect himself and to
make sure that he did not inadvertently
spread the virus.
Recently, he too delivered last rites in a
mask from the threshold of a bedroom, this
time for a woman in his parish.
He added that he said simple prayers
at the Bergamo cemetery during a recent
burial.
“Three or four minutes,” he said of the
length of his remarks.
Before 3 every afternoon, he leaves his
parish, changes out of his clerical clothing
and gets dressed for visits in the hospital.
He has comforted wives whose husbands
died and lingered when doctors rushed off.
“The priest’s time is freer,” he said, adding, “It’s not about looking for it, it’s about
accepting the suffering that comes.”
Sometimes he sees new patients taking
the place of the dead he prayed with the
day before. But he has also found a letter
on the bed of a patient who survived.
“Until next time,” it read.
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More than 100 priests, many of them retired, have been killed by the
coronavirus. Intensive care patients at a hospital in Bergamo, Italy.

Supposed coronavirus remedies at a
market in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

A quest for answers can
worsen fear of an unseen
enemy and sow distrust.
to believe it.
“We’re seeing scores of people, in a rush to
find any comfort, make things worse as they
share (sometimes dangerous) misinformation,” Snopes, a fact-checking site, said on
Twitter.
Over time, trading in conspiracies not only
fails to satisfy our psychological needs, Dr.
Douglas said, but also tends to worsen feel-

23. Local residents are trying to name a
new field hospital after him.
“His death is a huge loss for the Bergamo church,” said the Reverend Roberto
Trussardi, director of Bergamo Caritas,
the church’s charitable arm.
Such sacrifices have not deterred many
other priests from ministering to the sick.
“Staying home is the right thing to do,”
said the Reverend Giovanni Paolini, 85, in
the central Italian town of Pesaro. “But I
am a priest and sometimes it is necessary
to bend the law to meet people’s needs.”
He said he used the phone or social media when possible to console. But he also
said he puts on his mask and other protective gear to visit old people fearing death,
often alone.
“You choose this life to be useful to others,” he said.
A Vatican spokesman said that the pope
understood the need for priests to act
“while respecting the health measures established by Italian authorities.”
Cardinal Michael Czerny, a close adviser to Francis, said that the pontiff has
seemed calm but also intensely involved
in the church’s response to the virus in recent days.
“What makes him most happy are the
priests who don’t need to be told, but who
know that this is what they should do,” he
said. “If he had his druthers, he would be
on the front lines, too.”
Once the danger of contagion became
clear, Bishop Beschi said, priests began
adopting the appropriate precautions. He
had sent a letter to his own priests telling
them, “We want to bring Christ to people
but not contagion.” He added, “This was
a painful choice, because it was a limitation.”
In Castiglione d’Adda, one of the first
towns quarantined by the Italian government during the initial February
outbreak, the Reverend Gabriele Bernardelli, 58, said he kept contact with his
parishioners through WhatsApp and Instagram. The phone, he said, “becomes

claims of their own.
A senior Chinese official pushed claims
that the virus was introduced to China
by members of the United States Army.
In Venezuela, President Nicolás Maduro
suggested that the virus was an American
bioweapon aimed at China. In Iran, officials
called it a plot to suppress the vote there.
Outlets that back the Russian government
have promoted claims that the United States
engineered the virus to undermine China’s
economy. And in the former Soviet republics
of Turkmenistan and Tajikistan, leaders
praised bogus treatments and argued that
said citizens should continue working.
President Donald J. Trump has accused
enemies of seeking to “inflame” the coronavirus “situation” to hurt him.

These claims have nourished a wider
sense that official sources cannot be trusted.
“Conspiracy theories have the power to
increase distrust in medical authorities,
which can impact people’s willingness to
protect themselves,” Daniel Jolley and Pia
Lamberty, scholars of psychology, wrote in a
recent article.
Such claims have been shown to make
people less likely to take vaccines or antibiotics, and more likely to seek medical advice
from friends instead of from doctors. The
consequences, experts warn, could not only
worsen the pandemic, but outlive it.
Medical conspiracies have been a growing
problem for years. So has distrust of authority, a major driver of the world’s slide into
fringe populism. Now, that may deepen.
The wave of coronavirus conspiracies, Dr.
Jolley and Dr. Lamberty wrote, “has the potential to be just as dangerous for societies
as the outbreak itself.”
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Garment Workers Face Ruin as Orders Drop
By ELIZABETH PATON

The empty shopping malls of Western cities are a testament to the biggest crisis borne
by global clothing and retail industries in
over a generation. But the impact of the coronavirus on retail is a two-part devastation, as
the daily flow of thousands of orders placed
by Western retailers to supplier factories in
South Asia has suddenly slammed to a halt
because of the pandemic.
Factory owners face financial ruin, while
the livelihoods of millions of garment workers hang in the balance.
“Our situation is apocalyptic,” said Rubana
Huq, president of the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BGMEA), which represents Bangladeshi
factory owners. “The cancellations and hold
instructions coming in from Western fashion
retailers are pushing us to the point of insolvency.”
Fast fashion retailers rarely own the factories that supply them with their wares. The
vast majority of garment and footwear orders are outsourced to suppliers in emerging
markets like Bangladesh, where overhead is
cheap and the cost of labor is cheaper.
The majority of suppliers are in countries
that can be the most vulnerable to large global economic shocks, such as India, Myanmar,
Cambodia and Bangladesh, which is the sec-

ond-largest garment exporter nation after
China.
Bangladesh, in particular, which has been
the site of one of the most effective campaigns
of the globalized era to improve labor and
safety conditions for garment workers, has
seen more than $2.8 billion worth of orders
canceled or postponed since the start of the
pandemic, Ms. Huq said.
Ready-made garments comprised 84 per-

An ‘apocalyptic’ situation
threatens millions of
people in Bangladesh.
cent of Bangladesh’s total exports, worth
$40.5 billion, in its 2019 fiscal year, according
to data posted on the website of the BGMEA.
“The situation is very bad,” said Sharif
Zahir, the managing director of the Ananta
Group, which owns seven factories with a
total of 26,000 workers. “The Bangladeshi
supply chain is in complete disarray with
many foreign brands acting irresponsibly.”
His company supplies brands that include

H&M, Zara, Gap and Levi’s.
Mr. Zahir said most Bangladeshi factories
had already faced losses or thin margins
since last year because of government-implemented wage increases in December 2018.
Now, many buyers were canceling orders
that had been produced, delaying payments
and asking for discounts on already shipped
goods.
On March 26, the country deployed soldiers
to enforce a nationwide shutdown. The densely populated country of 160 million people is
deemed to be at a high risk of increased infections because hundreds of thousands of
overseas Bangladeshi workers had returned
home in recent weeks, often traveling from
virus-affected nations to cramped and closely confined living conditions with little sanitation.
In an indication of the importance of the
garment sector, retail factories are an essential industry, though most are closed.
“Factories are likely to empty of orders
from April onward and are not in a position to
pay salaries to workers,” Mr. Zahir said. “We
understand it is a difficult time for buyers, but
they must understand that garment manufacturers are currently the weakest link.”
Mr. Zahir added, “Workers are the responsibility of brands as well.”
A survey of factory owners in Bangladesh

by Pennsylvania State University’s Center
for Global Workers’ Rights found that millions of workers, mostly women from rural
areas, had already been sent home without
owed wages or severance pay. The survey
found that nearly all Western buyers refused
to contribute to worker wages, and 70 percent
of furloughed workers had been sent home
without pay.
Big-name retailers have been at pains to
stress that the cuts hit all areas of their businesses. After weeks of pressure, H&M said,
on March 30, that it would take and pay for
the shipments of goods that had already been
manufactured for the company, as well as
those currently in production. It said it would
not negotiate prices on orders that had already been placed.
But the Swedish retailer has also warned
that it will have to cut jobs; the pandemic has
closed more than two-thirds of its 5,000 shops
worldwide and has threatened landlords with
the possibility of leaving leases early if sales
don’t start to recover.
In a bid to offset some of the Western retail fallout, Bangladesh’s prime minister,
Sheikh Hasina, announced a bailout worth
$590 million on March 25. Many members
of the Bangladeshi government are factory
owners, but the funds, Prime Minister Hasina said, would be used solely as salaries and

Guyana
Upended
By Success
With Oil

allowances for workers.
The challenge now facing the country is
not only to ensure that the bailout gets to the
right place, but that safety standards do not
slip as factory owners find themselves in an
increasingly desperate situation.
“It is essential for the government to engage in social dialogue with employers’ organizations and trade unions to come up with
practical solutions which will keep people
safe and protect jobs,” said Tuomo Poutiainen, country director for Bangladesh at the
International Labor Organization.

By JACK EWING
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Guyana’s
transformation into
an oil-producing
giant has provided
opportunities, but
also left the rural
sugar belt in a
deep depression
and inflamed
ethnic tensions. In
Georgetown, a street
market. Buildings
under construction.
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The businessman, Lancelot Myers, said oil
companies have to import their provisions,
providing a business opportunity to local entrepreneurs.
The energy of the Guyanese seeking to
benefit from the oil boom contrasts sharply
with the deep depression in the rural sugar
belt.
The president, David A. Granger, shut
down most of Guyana’s unprofitable, stateowned cane processing plants in 2018, leaving about 7,000 sugar workers unemployed.
The layoffs inflamed ethnic tensions, with the
mainly Indo-Guyanese sugar workers accusing the predominantly black government of
Mr. Granger of economic repression.
According to the latest census, ethnic Indians comprise 40 percent of Guyana’s population of about 750,000, compared with 30

percent for the Afro-Guyanese. The Indigenous communities, about 10 percent of the
population, provide the country’s traditional
swing vote.
The tensions reached a fever pitch during
the March 2 elections, whose aftermath has
descended into an inconclusive contest between Mr. Granger and the main opposition
party backed by ethnic Indians. The outcome
remains undecided, and the country is still at
a political standoff.
The financial stakes are enormous, as oil
revenues are expected to deliver tens of billions of dollars of revenue into government
coffers.
The ruling party advocates using the money to retrain agricultural workers for the
public and service sectors. The opposition instead wants to subsidize sugar farms to keep

rural communities alive.
To Guyana’s small group of environmentalists, the country’s politics and ethnic
grievances distract from its existential problems as it becomes a major contributor to fossil fuel consumption.
Along the country’s densely populated
central coast, rising sea levels are gradually overwhelming a system of dikes first built
hundreds of years ago by the Dutch colonialists.
Nine out of 10 people in Guyana live below
or near sea level.
“People don’t make the connection between the rising tides and the fossil fuel,” said
Annette Arjoon, a local businesswoman and
environmentalist. “Unless we have a real national conversation, we’ll use the oil revenues
to build higher sea walls.”

FRANKFURT — It was supposed to be
a drill. Government overseers would test
whether European banks could survive a
hypothetical perfect storm that included a
steep economic downturn, plunging stock
prices and a collapse in consumer spending.
But before bank regulators could begin
their planned stress test this year, they
were confronted with the real thing. The financial impact of the coronavirus — visible
in shuttered factories, empty airports and
desolate downtowns — makes their worstcase scenario, a 4.3 decline in European
Union economic output by the end of 2022,
seem mild by comparison.
Some economists expect the European
economy to decline by more than 10 percent
in the first half of this year because of the
pandemic, threatening an explosion of bad
loans, deteriorating assets and plummeting share prices.
The question that regulators and central bankers are asking now is whether
the measures they took in recent years to
crisis-proof the banking system will be
enough to prevent a credit crunch, bank
failures and a financial meltdown with
global ramifications.
Andrea Enria, who oversees bank regulation at the European Central Bank, said
that the damage has been manageable
so far. But, he said from his home office in
Frankfurt, “We still have to understand
how long this will last and how deep it will
become.”
Banks are under pressure anywhere on
the planet that the virus has spread, which
is virtually everywhere. The problem is
particularly acute in Europe because many banks there never really recovered
from the last financial crisis, which began
in 2008 with toxic real estate debt, spread to
eurozone government debt and took at least
seven years to tame.
Lenders like Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt
are plagued by meager profitability, inefficient operations and the continuing cost of
cleaning up old messes.
More than the United States, the European economy depends on banks to function. European companies get more than
two-thirds of their credit in the form of
bank loans, while American firms get less
than one-third directly from banks. They
raise the rest by selling corporate bonds or
shares.
There is no sign yet of bank failures, in
part because the European Central Bank
quickly flooded the financial system with
cash. “There may be some smaller banks
that have to be bailed out, but I don’t think
any of the big ones,” said Richard Portes,
professor of economics at London Business
School.
But Mr. Portes, who is also chairman of
a committee that advises the European
Central Bank and European regulators
Melissa Eddy in Berlin contributed
reporting.

Japan Was Already Struggling. And Now This.
By BEN DOOLEY and MAKIKO INOUE

TOKYO — Even before the new coronavirus, Japan’s economy was in trouble. Exports were plummeting on slowing demand
from China, and a tax increase at home was
keeping shoppers out of stores. The numbers
were stark: Economic output contracted 7.1
percent in the last quarter of 2019.
With the coronavirus pandemic, a country
that had already looked set to open this year
with one of the worst performances among
the world’s major economies is bracing for a
tremendous blow.
Trade has slowed to a crawl as other leading nations come to virtual standstills to curb
the virus. Tourism has nearly evaporated,
with bankruptcies starting to pop up among
hotels, restaurants and tour operators. Large
sports and cultural events have been can-

There is concern that recent ethical and
environmental improvements in manufacturing will not be maintained.
Koen Oosterom, the manager for Bangladesh and Myanmar for Fair Wear, said,
“Events are playing out in countries where
there is very little in terms of social security
and labor laws are not always upheld.”
Ms. Huq, the head of the factory owners
group, said, “For them, it’s a question of the
survival of the businesses,” referring to
Western retailers. “For us, it’s the survival of
our 4.1 million workers.”

E.U. Banks Were Prepared.
But Then a Pandemic Hit.

By ANATOLY KURMANAEV

GEORGETOWN, Guyana — On an abandoned sugar estate near the coast of Guyana,
the scale of the changes sweeping across the
country is immediately visible.
In just a few years, enormous warehouses
and office buildings servicing international
oil companies have sprung up.
People are “moving from cutting cane to
businessmen,” said Mona Harisha, a shop
owner. “It changed so fast.”
Guyana is giving up its past as an agricultural economy and speeding toward its
near-term future in the Caribbean as an
oil-producing giant. And so Ms. Harisha has
renovated her general goods shop, redolent
of Indian spices, which she runs from a side of
her cottage in the Houston neighborhood of
Georgetown, the county’s capital.
Ms. Harisha said oil companies have
brought jobs and better roads, and have
raised home values — and brought new business to her shop.
Her daughter is thinking of returning
from New York, an example of how the government is enticing Guyana’s huge diaspora
home with promises of the oil bounty.
For many, the transformation into an oil
economy has brought optimism about greater prosperity. But that optimism is often
mixed with a fatalism that nothing will really
improve for the vast majority of people in one
of South America’s poorest countries.
Once home to 3,000 sugar workers, the
abandoned Houston sugar estate has gradually been absorbed into the suburban sprawl
of Georgetown. About 100 families still live
in the uniform one-story cottages built by
the state sugar company for workers in the
1960s. For them, the recent changes have
brought opportunity.
Like most of residents of the Houston
neighborhood, Ms. Harisha’s ancestors came
to Guyana as indentured laborers from India
in the late 19th century to replace enslaved
Africans on the sugar plantations after the
British, who then ruled Guyana as a colony,
abolished the slave trade. The Indians became Guyana’s largest ethnic group.
In a brick shack on the edge of the jungle
24 kilometers from Houston, Jason BobbSemple, 25, is making his own big bet on oil.
With a $3,000 government loan, he built a poultry farm and bought 4,000 chicks to meet what
he expects to be a booming food demand.
“After all this oil,” said Mr. Bobb-Semple,
people will want to eat. “These are my
hopes.”
Just hours after Mr. Bobb-Semple received
the chicks, he got a visit from a Guyanese
émigré businessman who was back home
looking for eggs to sell to the offshore oil rigs.

MOHAMMAD PONIR HOSSAIN/REUTERS

With Western retailers cutting back on orders for clothes, millions of workers in
Bangladesh have been sent home, a survey found. A factory in Bangladesh.

celed, and postponing the Tokyo Olympics to
2021 will require a dizzying amount of money
and time, while delaying an expected economic boost
The situation is so dire that even Japan’s
unwaveringly optimistic officials now express worry about the country’s growth, saying the economy — the world’s third largest
after the United States and China — is facing
“severe circumstances” because of the pandemic
The government has passed several stimulus measures, including a package worth 108
trillion yen, or $990 billion. Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe recently declared a state of emergency.
Japan’s one ray of light has been that it has
not yet instituted the kinds of lockdowns that
have halted economic life in parts of China,

Europe and the United States. “If Japan can
avoid being shut down, I think the economic
damage will be much lighter. That will be the
key difference,” said Takuji Okubo, North
Asia director at the Economist Intelligence
Unit.
But that, too, is now in doubt.
In the days since the decision to delay the
Olympics to July 2021, Japan has been announcing significant increases in coronavirus cases. Many fear that Japan has left the
outbreak to fester, and say that policymakers
may soon discover that winning a few extra
weeks of economic activity through a limited
virus containment policy may exact a high
price.
“There’s a trade-off between stopping
the spread of the infection and the economy,” said Tomoyuki Ota, head of economic

Japan has
not declared
a lockdown,
but experts
say it might
be risking a
public health
crisis to lift the
economy. A
train in Osaka.
HIROKO MASUIKE/THE NEW YORK TIMES

research at the Mizuho Research Institute.
“If you stop economic activity, you can stop
the transmission. If you can do that quickly, I
think you can return to normal. But if you do
it bit by bit, it’s going to be difficult to bounce
back.”
Japan’s less restrictive approach to combating the coronavirus has so far mitigated

damage to several sectors, J.P. Morgan said
in an analyst’s note in late March. Spending
at supermarkets and drugstores surged in
mid-March as people prepared to stay home,
it noted, but added that the numbers showed
“no widespread pullback” in consumption.
But the delay of the Olympics will undoubtedly cause large-scale economic disruption

on financial risk, cautioned that things
are happening so fast it’s impossible to say
what the future may bring.
“In a worst-case scenario, it could trigger another financial crisis,” Marcel
Fratzscher, president of the German Institute for Economic Research in Berlin, told
reporters recently. “The banking system
in Europe and in Germany is not as robust
and resilient as one would wish.”
When it’s all over, European banks could
be even more diminished on the global stage
than they already are. Deutsche Bank is the
last eurozone lender among the top 10 investment banks globally, based on revenue.
As European citizens retreat indoors,
and restaurants, hair salons and airport
lobbies stand empty, the sudden halt of economic activity will expose banks’ hidden
weaknesses. Regulators are worried, for
example, about how much banks are vulnerable to debt rated just above junk.

DELCAN & COMPANY

If, as expected, the crisis leads to widespread downgrades of this debt by rating
agencies, investment funds run by banks
would be forced to dump the assets at fire
sale prices because they are not allowed to
own junk bonds. Banks are also struggling
to serve big corporate customers like airlines or carmakers that are suddenly drawing down existing lines of credit to compensate for plunging sales.
The European financial system is stronger than it was during the last crisis. Political leaders centralized oversight of lenders
at the European Central Bank. New rules
forced banks to reduce their reliance on
borrowed money and build up their capital
reserves. Now, Mr. Enria said, “they have
quite a lot of resources to burn before they
hit the wire.”
But the longer the crisis lasts, the greater
the risk that those resources will run low.
“We can hold out at least for some time,”
said Wim Mijs, chief executive of the European Banking Federation, an industry
group. “If you bring the whole economy to a
stop for six months, well, then we will have
to see.”

in Japan, which had planned on the economic lift from the Games to help overcome the
downturn in the last three months of 2019, the
sharpest in five years.
Before the coronavirus pandemic, many
economists believed that the contraction
would continue into the first half of this year.
But they had forecast that an influx of tourists this summer would propel the economy
back into the moderate expansion it had experienced for the better part of the past decade.
Hiroaki Yamamoto, 56, who owns a bus
company that operates tourist and commuter
lines, said his business was suffering before
the Olympics postponement.
Now, he said, he will also lose as much as
40 million yen, or $370,000, in revenue he had
counted on from the Games.
Mr. Yamamoto thinks he’ll be lucky if he
can hold out until the end of May.
“It’s like the company’s heart has stopped,”
he said.
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Tiny Fibers Are Everywhere Around Us. Are They a Big Problem?
By SARAH ELIZABETH RICHARDS

SAN DIEGO — Three years ago, Dimitri
Deheyn noticed intensely blue stringy shapes
as he examined jellyfish samples through a
microscope in his marine biology lab at the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography at the
University of California, San Diego.
He assumed his lens was dirty, so he wiped
it off with a special cloth. Then he tried taking
it apart and airbrushing the optics. But the
particles kept showing up.
At first, Dr. Deheyn thought the culprit
might be microplastics, tiny plastic bits that
have invaded the oceans in the past decade.
But a quick literature search revealed that
the stringy shapes, each about a fifth as wide
as a strand of hair, were actually microfibers
from fabric. He wondered if they came from
his students’ clothing, or the aquarium where
the jellyfish was kept, or the freshwater used
to wash down the equipment. But after he
collected seawater samples from off Scripps’
research pier, it became clear that they had
come in with the jellyfish from the ocean.
Dr. Deheyn’s microscope problem prompted him to join the growing number of scientists who are scrambling to understand the
magnitude of the problem of microfibers in
the environment. We shed them while running in moisture-wicking apparel, and we
release a river of them when we wash our
clothes. They find their way into our water-

ways, our drinking water, the fish we eat and
even the air we breathe. One 2018 study of the
distribution of plastic particles in seawater
found that 91 percent were microfibers.
“They’re affecting the ecosystem in ways
we’re not aware of,” said Dr. Deheyn, a Belgian native raised in Rwanda. “We don’t
know if they generate cell stress, or are responsible for chronic disease, or if they can
irritate the lungs.”
Dr. Deheyn started his academic career focused on studying the mysteries of bioluminescence and how changes in the light or color of aquatic animals reflected their health.
Now he has made his lab a hub of microfiber
research, devising novel and creative approaches to document their effects on health
and marine life, which he says are drastically
understudied.
“We’re trying to collect air, water and sediment samples to see where the fibers are and
what’s driving them,” he said.
Dr. Deheyn has cultivated a vast network
to bring him samples that provide snapshots
of microfiber pollution. “Some activist just
asked me, ‘I’m going to French Polynesia,
can I bring something back?’ ” he said.
He collaborates with Greenpeace, as well
as the Manhattan-based Explorers Club’s
Young Explorers Program, whose members
brought back snow samples from the North
Pole. (There were microfibers in them.)

A California researcher retrieving
fabric samples from the ocean.
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Dr. Deheyn is also working with Lenzing,
an Austrian producer of cellulose fibers made
from wood pulp, to test their biodegradability
— part of an industry attempt to reduce the
synthetic materials frequently used in “fast
fashions.”
Every Friday morning, a student in
Dr. Deheyn’s lab walks onto the Scripps
research pier, hauls up three metal baskets and collects about two dozen mesh
pouches containing business card-size
swatches of fabric ranging from cotton to

polyester and spandex.
Back at the lab, the swatches are examined
to document the ocean’s toll on the materials,
from the effects of sunlight and wave action
to the variety of sea life that grows on them.
She is part of a team that has spent the last
year tracking how quickly the fabrics disintegrate in seawater.
A second experiment looks at another set
of swatches on the ocean floor nine meters
below.
Dr. Deheyn saw the pier project as an op-

portunity not only to test Lenzing’s cellulose
material but also to look at how other treated
synthetic materials break down in real time.
He was surprised when one polyester swatch
that had been in the ocean for 200 days was
still largely intact.
“If it was a T-shirt, you could still wear it
today,” he said.
In the Scripps research aquarium, Dr. Deheyn is also running a parallel study in which
more swatches are placed in individual containers to record how many microfibers they
release. Using an instrument developed by
Jessica Sandoval, an engineering student,
researchers shine a black light to make them
fluorescent and then use software similar to
what’s used in facial recognition to capture
their unique stringy shape.
Such creative approaches are welcome in a
field that has struggled to accurately chronicle the spread of microfibers, said Mary
Kosuth, a doctoral student in environmental
chemistry at the University of Minnesota.
She has developed her own microfiber data
sets by studying beer and sea salt sold in grocery stores.
But researchers still have a long way to
go to prove that all these fibers are hurting

human or animal health.
“There’s been little work done,” said Chelsea Rochman, an ecologist at the University
of Toronto who studies the health effects of
plastics. “We know we’re exposed, but we
don’t know what the consequences are, if
any.”
Of particular concern are fibers, both synthetic and natural, that have been treated
with chemicals during the manufacturing
process or that might absorb other contaminants in the environment. There is some
research suggesting that microfibers can
affect crustaceans’ reproductive systems by
making them lay fewer eggs or produce offspring that were stunted or died sooner than
normal.
Now, Dr. Deheyn speaks to fashion industry conferences on the need to produce fewer
synthetic fabrics, and more clothing manufacturers are reaching out to him. Entrepreneurs are making washing-machine filtration systems that would catch fibers before
they enter the environment, and proposing
new business models, including clothing
rental or resale, that could lessen the fashion
industry’s impact.
“Climate change is so big that people have
a hard time getting their head around it,” Dr.
Deheyn said. “But the choice of what we wear
and how we wash our clothes, people can
grasp that concept.”

Patients Are Betrayed
As Bodies Overreact
By APOORVA MANDAVILLI
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With Humans Stuck Inside,
The Animals Take Over
By SANDRA E. GARCIA

Under the cover of night, in their feathered, silken, cream-colored coats, they trotted into Llandudno, a seaside town in Wales.
One evening, a herd of Great Orme Kashmiri goats galloped through the desolate
streets, looking for food. Some goats got
their fill from hedges, others climbed walls.
“They are very mischievous,” said Andrew Stuart, 31, a Llandudno resident who
spotted the goats. “They seem a bit wary
of humans, they wouldn’t go past me at one
point and were very cautious.”
Luckily for the goats, there weren’t many
humans around.
More than a billion people worldwide are
staying at home under guidance from their
governments, socially distancing themselves to avoid the coronavirus.
With businesses closed and towns and cities emptied out, people are getting a glimpse
of what animals that usually keep their distance do when they are left alone.
The goats live in Great Orme Country
Park, in Conwy, Wales. They were a gift
from Queen Victoria, from the royal herd,
but their descendants are wild, roaming and
foraging in the large park.

“They like to come down when it gets a
bit windy,” Mr. Stuart said. “When they get
down to the bottom of the hills they don’t go
much further because there is busy town
life. They are known for coming down a bit
and causing a bit of mayhem.”
But now, the goats saw an opportunity.
“They were just racing through the town,”
said Mr. Stuart, who called a nonemergency
police line. “They are in town because it is so
quiet, because hardly anyone is about.”
There is also hardly anyone outside in San
Francisco. There, the streets have been left
to the coyotes, which seem to be venturing
farther into the city because there are so few
cars, according to Deb Campbell, a city official.
“We have had a lot more reported sightings of them in the streets,” she said. “They
are probably wondering where everyone
went.”
Social distancing has not increased wild
animals’ populations, but it does seem to
have changed their behavior in seeking new
food sources, said Jim Fredericks, an expert
at the National Pest Management Association in America.
“What we are also seeing is that they are

Goats have
ventured into
the streets of
Llandudno,
Wales, since
people started
staying in their
homes. In San
Francisco, less
traffic has led to
an increase in
coyote sightings,
and in New
Orleans, rats
have replaced
tourists.
looking for food in places they had not before,” he said. “The part of the equation that
is missing right now is people.”
Ever since Louisiana imposed a lockdown,
causing restaurants to shut down, the rats in
New Orleans are wondering where the usual
French Quarter crowds — and their trash —
have gone.
“Animals are opportunistic and feed off
trash,” said Claudia Riegel, head of the New
Orleans Mosquito, Termite and Rodent Control Board. “The restaurants are producing
a lot of trash, and right now, a lot of that is
just gone.”
This moment of desperation for the rodents can be a chance to control the pest

population, since rats are more likely to be
lured by traps and baits, Dr. Fredericks said.
Dr. Riegel and her team are taking advantage of that.
“We are never going to have this chance
again, when most of the restaurants and the
buildings are temporarily closed,” she said.
Humans can forget that the places they
call home or visit are also home to wild animals, like the Great Orme goats.
“There is not much we can do,” Mr. Stuart
said of getting the goats to go home. “There
is no sort of truck that they can put them in to
get them back up there.
“They go back of their free will, or when
they get bored.”

The 42-year-old man arrived at a hospital
in Paris on March 17 with a fever, cough and
the “ground glass opacities” in both lungs
that are a trademark of infection with the new
coronavirus.
Two days later, his condition suddenly
worsened and his oxygen levels dropped. His
body, doctors suspected, was in the grip of a
cytokine storm, a dangerous overreaction of
the immune system. The phenomenon has
become common in the coronavirus pandemic, but it is also pointing to potentially helpful
drug treatments.
When the body first encounters a virus or
a bacterium, the immune system ramps up
and begins to fight the invader. The foot soldiers in this fight are molecules called cytokines that set off a cascade of signals to cells
to marshal a response. Usually, the stronger this immune response, the stronger the
chance of vanquishing the infection, which is
partly why children and younger people are
less vulnerable over all to coronavirus. And
once the enemy is defeated, the immune system shuts itself off.
“For most people and most infections,
that’s what happens,” said Dr. Randy Cron,
an expert on cytokine storms at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
But in some cases — as much as 15 percent
of people battling any serious infection, according to Dr. Cron’s team — the immune
system keeps raging long after the virus is
no longer a threat. It continues to release cytokines that keep the body on an exhausting
full alert. In their misguided bid to keep the
body safe, these cytokines attack multiple organs including the lungs and liver, and may
eventually lead to death.
In these people, it’s their body’s response,
rather than the virus, that ultimately causes
harm.
Cytokine storms can overtake people of
any age, but some scientists believe that they
may explain why healthy young people died
during the 1918 pandemic and more recently
during the SARS, MERS and H1N1 epidemics. They are also a complication of various
autoimmune diseases like lupus and Still’s
disease, a form of arthritis. And they may offer clues as to why otherwise healthy young
people with coronavirus infection are succumbing to acute respiratory distress syndrome, a common consequence of a cytokine
storm.
Reports from China and Italy have described young patients with clinical outcomes that seem consistent with this phenomenon. It’s very likely that some of these
patients developed a cytokine storm, Dr.
Cron said.
In the case of the 42-year-old patient, the
suspected cytokine storm led his doctors to

The Xenobots: Microscopic Virtual Creatures, Brought to Life
By JOSHUA SOKOL

MEDFORD, Massachusetts — If the last
few decades of progress in artificial intelligence and in molecular biology hooked up,
their love child — a class of life unlike anything that has ever lived — might resemble
the specks doing laps around a petri dish in a
laboratory at Tufts University near Boston.
Douglas Blackiston, a biologist, pointed to
one just a little wider than a human hair. It
consisted of about 2,000 living skin cells taken from a frog embryo. Bigger specimens,
albeit still smaller than a millimeter-wide
poppy seed, have skin cells and heart muscle
cells that will begin pulsating by the end of
the day.
These are programmable organisms
called xenobots, revealed in a scientific paper
in January. They are named for the African
clawed frog Xenopus laevis, which supplies
their cells.
A xenobot lives for about a week, feeding on
the platelets of yolk that fill its cells and would
normally fuel embryonic development. What

it does during its life is decreed not by its DNA
but by its physical shape.
And xenobots come in many shapes, designed by roboticists in computer simulations, using physics engines similar to those
in video games like Fortnite and Minecraft.
Xenobots with a fork-like appendage can
sweep up loose particles in a petri dish, depositing them in a pile. Some use legs to shuffle around on the floor of the dish. Others
swim, using beating cilia, or link up blobby
appendages and circle each other a few times
before heading off in separate directions.
All of which makes xenobots amazing and
maybe slightly unsettling — golems dreamed
in silicon and then written into flesh. The implications of their existence could spill from
artificial-intelligence research to fundamental questions in biology and ethics.
Xenobots are new but not without precedent. Part of their inspiration dates to 1994,
when Karl Sims, the computer graphics artist, unveiled some of the world’s first virtual
creatures.

Each entered existence in a simulation that
approximated real-world physics. Each had
a simple task to perform, like battling with
another digital creature for control of a cube.
And they could evolve over time. Better still,
Mr. Sims shared a video.
“I saw that, and I knew that’s what I wanted to work on,” said Sam Kriegman, a graduate student who now uses similar virtual simulations to design robots at the University of
Vermont, with his adviser, Joshua Bongard.
Most modern A.I. research focuses on
simulated minds inspired by organic brains:
neural networks that can beat any human at
strategy games, or algorithms that can control pre-designed, occasionally terrifying
robot bodies. But a smaller community of researchers, including Mr. Kriegman and Dr.
Bongard, let their simulated robots evolve
simple bodies and minds in tandem.
Of course, Mr. Sims’ creatures never left
their virtual homes. “There was one TV
channel that built one just to demonstrate,”
he said. But that model was just a blocky

replica, not a moving robot.
In 2000, virtual creatures took a halting
first step into the real world when Hod Lipson, a roboticist at Columbia University in
New York, then at Brandeis, and his colleague Jordan Pollack, a roboticist, connected an algorithm that could evolve its own simple machines to a 3-D printer that could make
the machines out of plastic.
Still, Mr. Kriegman and Dr. Bongard doubted that some of their own designs could ever
emerge out of a computer. Then they started
working on a project for DARPA, the futuristic research wing of the United States Department of Defense.
In one Skype call, Mr. Kriegman showed a
video of one of his virtual creatures. It looked
like a squat table and walked by rocking between its front and back legs.
To Dr. Blackiston, the creature looked like
something far simpler: a clump of cells. “I
said, ‘I bet we could build this,’ and I think
there was some audible laughter.”
“We were just dumbfounded,” Dr. Bongard

eventually try tocilizumab, a drug they have
sometimes used to soothe an immune system
in distress. After just two doses of the drug,
spaced eight hours apart, the patient’s fever
rapidly disappeared, his oxygen levels rose
and a chest scan showed his lungs clearing.
The case report, described in an upcoming
paper in Annals of Oncology, joins dozens of
accounts from Italy and China, all indicating
that tocilizumab might be an effective antidote to the coronavirus in some people.
On March 5, China approved the drug to
treat serious cases of Covid-19, the disease
caused by the coronavirus, and authorized
clinical trials. On March 23, the United
States Food and Drug Administration granted approval to the pharmaceutical company
Roche to test the drug in hundreds of people
with coronavirus infection.
The seemingly obvious solution is to quell
the storm, Dr. Cron said: “If it’s the body’s response to the infection that’s killing you, you
need to treat that.”
The reality is trickier, especially given the
lack of reliable data for Covid-19. But noting
that drugs like tocilizumab are taken regularly by people with arthritis, Dr. Cron said

Immune systems that work
too long against the virus,
causing serious harm.
the benefit would probably outweigh potential harm if someone is facing death.
“We need evidence-based data, but in a
pandemic, where we’re flying by the seat of
our pants, we always have to treat the patient
in front of us,” he said.
Doctors could also turn to corticosteroids,
which broadly turn down the entire immune
response. That poses its own danger, by exposing the patient to other opportunistic infections, especially in a hospital.
“It’s about getting the balance right between suppression of the over-exuberant immune response and still allowing the immune
response to fight the virus,” said Dr. Jessica
Manson, an immunologist at University College London Hospital.
At the Gustave Roussy Cancer Center in
France, doctors treated another coronavirus
patient with tocilizumab. That individual did
not show any improvement with the drug.
“The response to the pathogen, the virus,
is totally different in different individuals,”
said Dr. Fabrice André, an oncologist at the
center. “The trials will determine in which
patients it works.”

Xenobots are made by sculpting a
clump of frog embryo cells.
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said. “The moment we saw that, both labs really just kind of dove into this full time.”
In Vermont, he and Mr. Bongard began
crafting virtual worlds that would reward
particular behaviors by the clumps of repurposed frog. Take walking: First an algorithm
produced many random body designs; some
just sat there, others rocked or waddled forward. Then the algorithm let the best of the

walkers procreate into the next generation;
from these, another generation was produced, and so on, each one improving on the
best designs. Another simulation, aimed at
finding designs that could carry an object,
became crowded with bagel-like bodies that
had evolved a central cavity to hold things.
Then the Vermont team relayed the best
body shapes to Dr. Blackiston and Michael
Levin, a biologist at Tufts, who sculpted cellular figurines that resembled those designs.
The team has hinted at what these xenobots might someday do. Sweep up ocean
microplastics? Deliver drugs to a specific
tumor? Scrape plaque from the walls of our
arteries? The xenobots would biodegrade after using up the yolk inside their cells.
None of the researchers wanted to forecast
when such applications might come to pass.
“We are witnessing almost the birth of a
new discipline of synthetic organisms,” said
Dr. Lipson, who was not part of the research
team. “I don’t know if that’s robotics, or zoology or something else.”
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Farmworkers, Many Illegal, Now Deemed ‘Essential’ During Pandemic
By MIRIAM JORDAN

LOS ANGELES — Like many immigrant
farmworkers, Nancy Silva for years has done the grueling work of picking fresh fruit,
all the while afraid that she could lose her
livelihood because she is in the United States
illegally.
But the coronavirus pandemic has brought
recognition: Her job has been deemed by
the federal government as “essential” to the
country. Ms. Silva, who has spent much of her
life in the United States evading law enforcement, now carries a letter from her employer
in her wallet, declaring that the Department
of Homeland Security considers her “critical
to the food supply chain.”
“It’s like suddenly they realized we are
here contributing,” said Ms. Silva, a 43-yearold from Mexico who works in California’s
clementine groves.
The vast majority of people who harvest
America’s food are undocumented immigrants, mainly from Mexico, many decades-long residents of the United States. Often the parents of American-born children,
they have lived for years with the cloud of
deportation hanging over their households.
Caitlin Dickerson contributed reporting.

The “essential work” letters that many now
carry are not a free pass from immigration
authorities, who could still deport the undocumented field workers at any time.
But local authorities said the letters might
give immigrants a sense of security that they
will not be arrested for violating stay-at-home
orders. And on March 18, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement said it would “temporarily adjust its enforcement posture” to focus
on the undocumented immigrants who pose a
public safety or criminal threat. The agency
said it would not carry out enforcement actions near health care facilities “except in the
most extraordinary of circumstances” and
would instead focus its efforts on human trafficking, gangs and drug enforcement.
Even if they face a lower risk of deportation, many farmworkers worry that the close
working conditions in fields and packing facilities put them at risk for contracting the
virus. That they are now considered both illegal and essential is an irony that is not lost
on them.
“It’s sad that it takes a health crisis like this
to highlight the farmworkers’ importance,”
said Hector Lujan, head of Reiter Brothers, a
family-owned berry grower based in California with operations in Florida and the Pacific
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Workers on American farms are being allowed to travel after being declared “critical
to the food supply chain” despite stay-at-home orders. A California strawberry field.
Northwest. He described his thousands of
workers as unsung heroes who provide food
security.
“Maybe one of the benefits of this crisis is
that they are recognized and come out of the
shadows,” said Mr. Lujan, whose company
has been lobbying for a bill that would legalize immigrant farmworkers.
About half of all crop hands in the United
States, more than one million, are undocu-

mented, according to the Agriculture Department. Growers and labor contractors
estimate that the share is closer to 75 percent.
Despite increased mechanization, the agriculture sector has struggled with a dearth
of labor because many fruits and vegetables
must be harvested by hand to avoid bruising.
In a 2017 survey of farmers by the California Farm Bureau, 55 percent reported labor
shortages, and the figure was nearly 70 per-

cent for those who depend on seasonal workers. Wage increases in recent years have not
compensated for the shortfall, growers said.
Strawberry operations in California, apple orchards in Michigan and dairy farms
in New York and Idaho are wrestling with
a shrinking, aging work force, a crackdown
at the border, and the failure of Congress to
agree on an immigration overhaul that could
provide a steady source of labor. A surge in
deportations and the voluntary return of
many Mexicans to their home country have
aggravated the shortage.
Growers increasingly have turned to a
seasonal guest-worker program, officially
known as the H-2A program, to fill gaps in
their labor supply. The number of workers
on the visa surged to 257,667 in the 2019 fiscal year, compared with 48,336 workers
in 2005. Growers panicked after the State
Department paused all visa processing in
Mexico during the public health emergency. In response to an outcry, the department
announced on March 26 that it would waive
in-person interviews, enabling most applications to be vetted in time for the peak harvest.
American agriculture is at a critical juncture, with a huge volume of produce to be harvested by August.

Armando Elenes, secretary-treasurer of
the United Farm Workers, said that letters
that workers are “essential” do not substitute
for “meaningful steps to stem the pandemic by
protecting farmworkers with basic actions.”
Those would include, he said, extending sick
leave to 40 hours or more, making it easier for
workers to claim sick days and providing more
aggressive disinfection of work areas.
Some growers, like Reiter Brothers, have
trained workers on how to stay healthy. It
has increased the number of handwashing
stations and spaced out workers. It also
offers medical care. But such policies are
exceptions, according to the United Farm
Workers.
Maura Fabian, 48, packs grapes in a California warehouse, where about half the workers have been let go. Since March 16, she has
worked four-hour shifts most days, and been
told not to report at all on other days. She
assumes that her employer has thinned the
packing lines because, with schools closed,
demand for packed fruit is down. It is also trying to prevent the spread of the coronavirus
among workers, she said.
“We’re afraid of this illness,” said Ms. Fabian, a single mother of three. “But we are more
afraid that we won’t be able to make a living.”
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Corralling Wild Horses
That Stress the Land
By DAVE PHILIPPS

CHALLIS, Idaho — Dawn broke over the
peaks of the Lost River Range, revealing a
chase underway below. Seven wild horses crashed through the sage, dark manes
billowing in the golden light, pursued by a
government contractor in a helicopter that
dodged left and right like a Border collie,
driving the band to a hidden corral.
Within hours, the captured mustangs had
been sorted, loaded onto trucks and sent to
the United States Bureau of Land Management’s wild horse storage system. And the
helicopter was back for more.
All over the American West, similar scenes
have played out as the federal government
fights to control the number of wild horses
roaming public lands. Managers say they
need to keep the herds down so they don’t
destroy delicate native species habitat and
threaten the livelihoods of ranchers.
But the bureau has been losing that fight
on two fronts: It hasn’t been able to round up
enough horses to limit the wild population.
And it doesn’t know what to do with the ones
it has managed to capture.
The roundup operation itself is strikingly
efficient — a helicopter and a few workers can
catch scores of mustangs in a day. The bureau
rounded up 7,300 in 2019.
But once they are caught, they have to be
fed and cared for. And the costs and frictions

of having so many animals on the government’s hands — 49,000 at last count — have
pushed the whole wild horse program toward
collapse.
Low on cash, the bureau cut roundups drastically in recent years. But that has allowed
the population on the range to grow rapidly.
There are now about 100,000 wild horses and
burros on public lands — more than at any
time since the days of the Old West. The government reckons the land can sustain only
about 27,000.
Wild horse welfare groups argue that the
crisis is largely invented. They say the government sets its population targets artificially low to justify mass removals that serve the
interests of cattle ranchers.
“They say wild horses are an existential
threat; meanwhile, they are loosening regulation on energy extraction,” said Suzanne
Roy, director of the American Wild Horse
Campaign, a group opposed to roundups.
“The claims of overpopulation and horses
starving are just not borne out by on-theground observations.”
In the early frontier days, wild horses in the
West were too numerous to count. Explorers
saw herds running on the Great Plains, likening the sight to the roll of waves in the ocean.
As the region was settled, the herds were
hunted down. Many were shipped east to pull
city streetcars. Others were slaughtered for

The government uses helicopters to round up wild horses in the West, where
ranchers back efforts to control the population.
dog food and fertilizer. By the 1960s, only a
few thousand were left.
In 1971, Congress granted protection to the
remaining herds, nearly all on bureau land.
With few predators and no hunters to cull
them, the herds began to rebound, and land
managers realized in the 1980s that they were
quickly outgrowing the land allotted to them.
That is when the helicopter roundups began.
A 2013 report by the National Academy of
Sciences urged the bureau to start using inexpensive fertility control drugs, which are
typically administered by dart gun in the
field. Bureau leaders promised to embrace
the drugs, but their use has declined since
then. Nearly all of the fertility control now is
done by local volunteers, often retirees.
The bureau also offers $1,000 to anyone

willing to adopt a horse. Its effort to dispose of
horses also include deals that may be sending
horses quietly to slaughter.
Jackie Ingram, a rancher, has shared
68,270 hectares of public land with the mustang herds for 46 years. Each spring her family drives hundreds of Black Angus cattle up a
canyon to graze the windswept hills.
In some years, she said, the wild horses left
so little grass to eat that other wildlife disappeared, and her family had to cut back their
cattle herd.
“We like the horses, but we also want to
protect the land,” she said. “Every time they
do a roundup, we’re happy. If the horses get to
be too numerous, it affects the sage grouse,
the elk, the antelope and us. All of us depend
on the grass.”

By CHASEEDAW GILES
sary. But sometimes a favored barber is
BALTIMORE, Maryland — The barber
brought in.
had with him his tools of the trade — a black
Mr. Dow was 26 when he performed his
leather smock, a razor, clippers, scissors
first haircut for a dead client. In that case,
— and tufts of black locks he had collected
it was an older man who had died of natural
from the floor of his shop.
causes, circumstances that Mr. Dow said
He would use them to try to cover a hole
were much easier to manage than those of
from a bullet that tore through his client’s
a shooting victim. He has continued to take
head.
on the difficult task of providing haircuts
Antoine Dow, the barber, owns a shop in
for clients who have been killed, for what he
the Druid Heights neighborhood of West
considers a straightforward reason — “beBaltimore and has often been called upon
cause I cut their hair while they were alive.”
to provide clients like these with their final
As his business has expanded, Mr. Dow
haircut.
has hired other barbers who have learned
It is a ritual that he says helps bring digthe trade of post-mortem hair cutting.
nity to the lives of young black men disQuant’e Boulware, 24, has worked for
Mr. Dow the past four years and has cut the
proportionately affected by gun violence,
hair of two customers who were no longer
men Mr. Dow knew and kept looking sharp
alive. One was a 2-year-old child who died
while they were still alive.
in a car crash — his godson. “I rather me cut
“When I walked into the room and saw
his hair than somebody else,” he said softly.
his body, I didn’t recognize him because the
When clients leave Mr. Dow’s shop, he
trauma to the skull was so bad,” Mr. Dow,
said, he tells them to “please be safe.” But
45, said of a young man who was killed last
fall. “The entry wound was a hole and the
he knows that can be hard in a city like Balexit wound was sewed up in
the back like a football.”
After he finished, he called
the young man’s mother: “I
did the best I could do.”
The decline in gun deaths
in some major American cities has made headlines, but
in places like Baltimore, the
numbers remain high. There
were 348 homicides in Baltimore last year, up more than
12 percent from the year before, and only five fewer than
the all-time high set in 1993.
Firearms were involved in
312 of the 348 killings, according to an analysis by Kaiser
NATE PALMER FOR KAISER HEALTH NEWS
Health News of the latest
Antoine Dow often gives the final haircut to
numbers in the Baltimore
gunshot victims who had been his clients.
Police Department’s public
crime statistics database.
Mr. Dow has been cutting hair for 24
timore. He estimates that as many as eight
years. He started when he was 19, giving
of his clients were murdered last year.
haircuts to friends in his father’s baseDontae Breeden, one of Mr. Dow’s youngment. In 2001, at the age of 27, he found a
er clients, said that he and his peers often
small shop with a reasonable rent that had
feel invisible in a city where violence is so
only enough room for one barber. He had
common, and that some young men turn
the shop remodeled and it has been open
to gun violence out of desperation. “People
ever since.
just want to be known for something,” said
On Saturdays, he can be found cutting
Mr. Breeden, 22. “They just want recognihair for as many as 70-odd clients, his bartion.”
ber chair positioned at the shop entrance,
Rashad Jones, 29, has been a client of
where he can greet each person.
Mr. Dow’s for three years. In March 2019,
“I always wanted my own barbershop,”
he was shot at a bus stop on East Northhe said. “I pretty much knew what I wanted
ern Parkway after work. Not only has Mr.
to do because I enjoyed it and people would
Jones lost two of his best friends to gun viopay me for it.”
lence this year, but in 2013 his brother was
The issue of gun violence has followed
shot and paralyzed from the waist down
Mr. Dow over the years. In 2000, at a barat age 25. The barbershop is one of the few
places in West Baltimore where Mr. Jones
bershop where he worked on the corner of
Lafayette and Division Streets in West Balsaid he feels safe.
timore, Mr. Dow was shot in the leg after
Mr. Dow does his best to maintain that
he tried to intervene in an argument. His
sense of safety. He tries to comfort his cliclient, Howard Robinson, 35, was shot in
ents by talking to each of them while cutthe back and died later that day.
ting their hair, even the young man who had
Typically, funeral homes dress the bodies
been shot in the head.
of the deceased and cut their hair, if neces“I was talking to him while I was cutting
his hair, like I do a lot of my deceased cliVictoria Knight contributed
ents,” Mr. Dow said. “I just said, you know,
reporting.
‘I hope you rest well.’ ”

Schools in Alabama May Allow Yoga, but Don’t Say ‘Namaste’
By RICK ROJAS

ATLANTA — Across Alabama, yoga is
freely taught at dozens of studios, in Christian churches and inside prisons.
But since 1993, it has been illegal to teach
yoga — a combination of breathing exercises
and stretches with connections to Hinduism
and Buddhism — inside the state’s public
school classrooms, with detractors warning
it would amount to a tacit endorsement of a
“non-Christian” belief.
Last month, though, the State House approved a measure allowing teachers to guide
students during school hours through various stretches. It now goes to the State Senate.
The legislation would permit students to
stretch themselves into Child’s Pose or Down-

ward Facing Dog, among other moves. Still
off-limits, though: chants, mantras and “Namaste,” which essentially means “I bow to
you.”
“I think a lot of minds have shifted,” said
Representative Jeremy Gray, who introduced the proposal and practices yoga routinely. His colleagues understand it better, he
said: “Their mothers do it. Their wives do it.”
As an embrace of self-care has flourished,
so, too, has yoga, with practitioners gushing
about its physical and psychological benefits.
The rise of yoga has been intertwined with
a larger cultural shift, as many have moved
away from institutional religion to a less defined sense of spirituality.
Experts said Alabama’s proposal touches

on a debate that stands to intensify as more
schools introduce yoga — how to incorporate
the ancient philosophies that are at the heart
of the practice.
“It’s relatively unusual to have a law
against yoga or meditation in school,” said
Candy Gunther Brown, a professor of religious studies at Indiana University and author of “Debating Yoga and Mindfulness in
Public Schools.”
“But,” she continued, “if you ask the question differently: Are you going to see more
controversies over yoga and meditation? I
think we’re going to see an increase rather
than a decrease, and it’s precisely because
they’re becoming more popular.”
Under the proposed law, the introduction of

It has been illegal to teach yoga in
Alabama schools since 1993.
yoga would be at the discretion of local school
systems. It would be stripped of its spiritual
aspects and non-English terminology. So
while various stretching poses would be allowed, “namaste” would remain verboten.
“Sometimes you have to have a steppingstone,” Mr. Gray said.
Critics argue that altering terminology
means little because yoga is inherently a religious practice.
“We think we can take anything and remake it to fit our lifestyle,” said the Reverend
Clete Hux, the director of the Apologetics

GREGORY BULL/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Resource Center in Birmingham, Alabama,
and a teacher at the Birmingham Theological
Seminary. “They’re trying to separate yoga
from Hinduism, or separate it from its religious roots,” he said. “But according to Hinduism, you can’t do that. Basically, there is no

Hinduism without yoga and no yoga without
Hinduism.”
Many who regularly practice yoga — including Christians, Jews, Muslims and others — have had to grapple with its Hindu and
Buddhist influences and whether it interferes
at all with their own codes of belief. Some simply overlook it. Others have devised strategies to work around it, like the Christian participants who recast sun salutations as “son”
salutations, in a nod to Jesus Christ.
“It’s a contested issue,” Professor Brown
said.. “How much of it is secular, how much of
it’s religious, and what do we mean by those
things.”
In Alabama, Mr. Gray, a Democrat, said
the debate has evolved considerably. He introduced similar legislation last year, and it
quickly failed.
This time, one Republican said, “I think
you can pray to God and do yoga.”
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$1.8 Billion Video App Launched Despite a Pandemic
By NICOLE SPERLING

VIA MUSEUM OF THE BIBLE

A cuneiform tablet at the Museum
of the Bible was returned to Iraq.

Trust Issues
For Museum
Of the Bible

LOS ANGELES — They had to cancel the
premiere party. But Jeffrey Katzenberg and
Meg Whitman stuck with the April 6 start
date of Quibi, the short-form video app for
smartphones that they hope will attract millions of subscribers.
After having led some of the nation’s top
companies for decades, the two veteran executives spent the last two years in start-up
mode, prodding investors to kick in nearly
$1.8 billion while courting producers and
stars like Jennifer Lopez, LeBron James,
Chance the Rapper, Idris Elba, Bill Murray,
Steven Spielberg and Chrissy Teigen.
“This is either going to be a massive home
run or a massive swing and miss,” said Michael Goodman, a media analyst.
Quibi, a portmanteau of “quick bites,” will
offer movies, reality shows and news programs made for the smartphone, with no
installment clocking in at more than 10 minutes. The offerings fall into three main categories: movies that will be released in chapters; documentaries and unscripted reality

shows; and quick-hit news and sports reports
from NBC, BBC, ESPN and others. The app
was downloaded 1.7 million times in its first
week, Ms. Whitman said.
Before the spread of the coronavirus,
whenever Mr. Katzenberg and Ms. Whitman
made their Quibi pitch, they described it as
an on-the-go diversion for anyone standing
in line at Starbucks or riding the subway.
The pandemic changed the context. With
potential customers largely confined to their
homes, it will now go up against established
platforms like Netflix and Amazon Prime
Video that can be watched on any screen.
Quibi works only on the smartphone.
Entertainment options expanded while
Mr. Katzenberg and Ms. Whitman were
building their app with 267 employees in an
open-floor office in Hollywood. The Walt Disney Company and Apple joined the streaming party in November, with Disney Plus and
Apple TV Plus, and TikTok, filled with short
homemade videos, had a spectacular rise,
hypnotizing the young viewers Quibi hopes
to attract.

With ‘quick bites’ of less
than 10 minutes, Quibi only
works on smartphones.
Under those circumstances, Quibi announced last month that it would be free for
its first three months. After that, the cost will
be $5 a month with ads and $8 without.
Mr. Katzenberg, 69, and Ms. Whitman, 63,
have dived headlong into a challenging third
act, creating a product geared to people half
their age.
The head of Walt Disney Studios at the time
of the original version of “The Lion King,” Mr.
Katzenberg has often gone against the grain.
Passed over for the Number 2 job at Disney in
1994, he built a rival conglomerate, DreamWorks SKG.
Quibi’s other leader, Ms. Whitman, rose
through the ranks of American business at

Disney, DreamWorks and Hasbro before she
took eBay from a shop with a staff of 30 to a
global powerhouse with 15,000 workers and
$8 billion in annual revenue. When she left, in
2008, she was a billionaire.
Start-ups rarely run smoothly, and several prominent executives have left Quibi over
the last year. The company also had trouble
getting the word out. Although Quibi spent
millions on commercials that ran during the
Super Bowl and the Oscars, 68 percent of participants in a Morning Consult/Hollywood
Reporter poll last month said they were not
familiar with the brand.
“Part of the reason awareness is so low
is they are building a new name,” said Ross
Benes, a video analyst at eMarketer. Mr. Katzenberg and Ms. Whitman had an easy time
making deals partly because of the terms
they offer: The company pays for production
costs and licensing rights, allowing the creators of Quibi programs to retain copyright.
Writers who sign on have to follow a rule
of Mr. Katzenberg’s: They must end each installment with a cliffhanger. Nick Santora,

the writer of “Most Dangerous Game,” an
action film starring Liam Hemsworth and
Christoph Waltz, described hitting those
marks as “hard but exhilarating.” To pull it
off, he refashioned his 48-page pilot script into a 150-page screenplay with a climax every
10 pages.
Quibi intends to set itself apart from YouTube, the leader in short-form digital video,
because of its reliance on an old-fashioned
Hollywood hallmark: production values.
Quibi films cost up to $100,000 per minute.
Quibi’s unscripted shows bring to mind
cable fare and syndicated programs. For
instance, Ms. Lopez produces a show that
follows celebrities as they give $100,000 to
someone who meant a lot to them.
Will Quibi be the next digital thing or a
flop? That is the $1.8 billion question.
“On the plus side, Quibi is like nothing
else,” said Mr. Goodman, the media analyst.
“On the other hand, while we know that there
is a tremendous amount of video being consumed on phones, we also know that people
don’t want to pay for video on their phones.”

By TOM MASHBERG

Dance From 1971 Travels
From Roofs to Screens

When the Museum of the Bible in Washington was envisioned a decade ago,
skeptics worried it would favor religious
proselytizing over scholarship.
Part of that caution grew from the fact
that the museum’s guiding spirit was
78-year-old David Green, an evangelical Christian who founded the multibillion-dollar Hobby Lobby, an arts-andcrafts chain, in 1972 and who had written
of the Bible: “This isn’t just some book
that someone made up. It’s God, it’s history, and we want to show that.”
Last month, the museum disclosed, just
days apart, that thousands of its Middle
Eastern antiquities had tainted provenances and that its vaunted collection of
Dead Sea Scrolls was fake.
But some of the institution’s toughest
critics said the transparency with which
the museum has handled the disclosures
was a positive step toward converting
those who had questioned its principles.
“The museum did come clean here,”
said Christopher A. Rollston, a professor
at George Washington University who
reviewed the findings about the scrolls.
“But the museum will need to continue to
engage in this sort of openness if they are
to demonstrate that they are fair brokers
of the public trust.”
The Museum of the Bible’s mission
statement says its goal is to give visitors
“an immersive and personalized experience with the Bible and its ongoing impact on the world around us.”
Mr. Green and his son, Steve, 56, have
spent about $50 million acquiring 50,000
artifacts related to the Old and New Testaments.
Many of the objects were printed Bi-

Peter Moore’s photograph titled
“Performance View of Trisha Brown’s
‘Roof Piece,’ NYC, 1973.”

Provenance that is
‘insufficient,’ as well as
outright forgeries.

PETER MOORE; BARBARA MOORE/ARS, NY, VIA PAULA COOPER GALLERY; TOP RIGHT, VIA TRISHA BROWN ARCHIVE

By BRIAN SEIBERT

bles, artifacts, illuminated manuscripts,
artworks and ephemera, dating from the
1500s to the present. But most of the museum’s older items, those that stretched
back to ancient times, quickly led to problems. They included 4,000-year-old cuneiform tablets, slivers of papyrus, cylinder
seals and clay bullae — all relics from ancient Mesopotamia that showcased some
of the earliest forms of written communication. One of the items was inscribed in
Sumerian with passages from the Epic
of Gilgamesh, one of mankind’s earliest
sagas of gods, floods, beasts and prophecies.
The museum, which drew one million
visitors last year, is closed because of the
virus.
In July 2017, just four months before the
museum was set to open, federal prosecutors in New York announced that Hobby Lobby and the Greens had acquired,
in 2010, at least 5,500 artifacts “fraught
with red flags” from a dubious dealer in
the United Arab Emirates. They had also
allowed the objects to be shipped to the
company’s headquarters in Oklahoma
“misleadingly described as ceramic tile
samples,” prosecutors said. Hobby Lobby relinquished those items and paid a $3
million fine.
Steve Green said: “The company was
new to the world of acquiring these items”
and did not fully appreciate the complexities of the acquisitions process. He added, “This resulted in some regrettable
mistakes.”
The museum hoped to demonstrate its
good faith by enlisting a team of investigators, assembled by Colette Loll, the
founder of Art Fraud Insights, to analyze
its scroll fragments. In March, the team
said the fragments were “deliberate forgeries created in the 20th century.”
Two weeks later, Steve Green said the
museum, as first reported by The Wall
Street Journal, would send another 11,500
artifacts — 5,000 papyri fragments and
6,500 clay objects — back to Iraq and
Egypt because of “insufficient provenance.” Mr. Green said he “trusted the
wrong people to guide me.”
Jeffrey Kloha, the chief curator, said,
“All we can do is operate in the most responsible and ethical way going forward
and help the public understand how these
things can happen.”

This was supposed to be a big year for the
Trisha Brown Dance Company, founded 50
years ago. In early March, the troupe flew to
France to begin a sold-out anniversary tour.
Then came the wave of coronavirus cancellations, and the dancers found themselves on
the last flight to New York.
Scattered across the United States — or in
one case, back home in Australia — the dancers met up virtually. They started floating
ideas about how they might continue to work
remotely. One option rose to the top: “Roof
Piece.”
“Roof Piece” is a work that Brown, who
died in 2017, first performed in 1971. She and
some colleagues scattered themselves across
the roofs of a neighborhood in New York and
played a dance version of the game telephone.
One dancer executed a series of semaphore-

Using movement to reach
out to people far away as
a way to connect.
like movements, which the dancer on the next
roof tried to copy, and so on.
Spectators atop the buildings could follow
the transmission and the errors, the inevitable decay in the signal that Brown intended
the exercise to expose. People who didn’t
know what was going on might take notice,
and that was part of the plan. That’s why the
dancers wore red.
Brainstorming about how to reproduce
“Roof Piece” virtually, the dancers ran into

a snag: Not everyone had access to a roof. So
they decided a roof wasn’t essential.
The original “Roof Piece” was inspired by
the follow-the-leader copying in dance classes and rehearsals, a mode of transmission
fundamental to how dancers learn. With all
the dance and yoga instruction proliferating
online now — all that imitation via screens
— a virtual “Roof Piece” seems right for the
moment. Doing “Roof Piece” inside felt “like
a nod of solidarity to people who are also confined,” the company dancer Jamie Scott said.
So that’s what the troupe did, recording the
result, now called “Room/Roof Piece,” and
polishing it with some editing before posting
the video on social media.
In another nod of solidarity, the company
now encourages people at home to try their
own virtual “Room/Roof Piece.”
First, invite some friends to a meeting on

a videoconferencing platform. (The dancers
used Zoom.) Then choose who is the leader,
who is Number 2 and so on. The leader starts
with a wave of the hand. The rest of the motions are up to you. A deep squat is the signal
for the last person in line to take over as leader, reversing the flow. Another squat ends it
all.
In the rooftop version, everyone faces one
direction, each copying the back of the person
ahead. In the online version, everyone must
face the screen. “We have to do the opposite
of what we’re seeing for the transmission to
look right,” the dancer Amanda Kmett’Pendry said.
The online version required some new choreography, so to speak. For the transmission
to flow in sequence when viewers watch the
dancers in a tile arrangement, the dancers
have to turn on their cameras in the right or-

Rappers Push the Limits
On Blending Languages
By DAN BILEFSKY

MONTREAL — As pot smoke filled the air
in a basement recording studio in Montreal, the Quebec rapper Snail Kid pondered a
question: What word rhymes with Purell?
Mulling how to fit the hand sanitizer into
his latest rap lyric, he considered the English
words “well,” “smell” and “toaster strudel”
before toying with the French words “pluriel” and “ruelle.”
Then, Snail Kid, 30, a member of the popular Quebec hip-hop group Dead Obies, began
to rap:
Le monde ici est cruel
On n’est plus well
(The world here is cruel. We are no longer
well.)
“Now everyone is going to be competing to find the best rhyme for ‘quarantine’
or ‘corona,’ ” mused Snail Kid, whose real
name is Gregory Beaudin. Mr. Beaudin
grew up speaking the native English of his
Jamaican-born father, a reggae singer, as
well as the French of his Montreal-born
Nasuna Stuart-Ulin contributed reporting.

mother, a French teacher.
The bilingual wordplay reflected how the
coronavirus has changed not only how we
live, but popular culture. It was also notable
for another reason particular to Montreal:
The group was rapping in Franglais or “Frenglish,” mixing English and French with artistic abandon.
The Dead Obies are part of a new generation of young Quebec hip-hop artists who
meld the urban poetry of Montreal’s street
life with the themes of American hip-hop. To
their legions of fans, the groups give voice to
the bilingual vernacular of a multicultural
city.
But they have also spawned a backlash in
Quebec, a majority French-speaking province, where critics have castigated them as
self-colonizers who are threatening the future of the French language.
Mathieu Bock-Côté, a sociologist and
columnist at Le Journal de Montréal, said
Franglais rappers were a sign that the
younger generation in Quebec had lost
sight of the fragility of the French language
in the city and were turning to English as a

The Quebec
hip-hop
group Dead
Obies raps
in Franglais,
a mix of
English and
French.
Critics
say such
artists are
threatening
the future of
the French
language.
NASUNA STUART-ULIN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

default to express themselves.
“Franglais is a slippery slope,” he said.
“These bourgeois-bohemian adolescents
who think speaking English or Franglais will
make Montreal into a New York are deluded
because it is the French language that gives
the city its cachet.”
“Without French, Montreal would be Pittsburgh,” he added.
Questions of language are bound up with
identity in Quebec, a province of about 8.5
million people where the British exerted
their language and culture after Quebec was
ceded to Britain in 1763.

Mr. Beaudin said the Dead Obies hadn’t
set out to make a political statement. Rather, they were mimicking the language and
sounds of Québécois French, where words
and expressions like “c’est le fun” (it’s fun)
and “mon chum” (my boyfriend) were common. He said he and his friends didn’t have
neuroses about language.
“You can be more creative when you are
rapping in two languages,” he said.As a biracial teenager in Montreal, Mr. Beaudin said
he had been attracted to rappers like Eminem and Jay-Z and had turned to Franglais
rap for cultural affirmation.

der. For a dancer to see only the one person
“in front,” each one has to push a button at the
right time. (On Zoom, this involves the “pin”
function.)
The dancers tried to maintain the integrity
of the original — they wear as much red as
they had — but the online version is inevitably different, for participants and viewers.
On rooftops, the distance between buildings, or obstructions like ledges, impair
perfect mirroring. Online, it can be a briefly
frozen signal, a difference in camera angle or
maybe a naughty cat.
Outside, a viewer can see only a part of
the line and has to imagine that the signal
started somewhere unseen or continues out
of sight. Someone watching online can track
the whole sequence, rather like a guard keeping an eye on isolated prisoners via a bank of
surveillance cameras.
Outside, “you really see the audience,” said
Carolyn Lucas, the company’s associate artistic director. “They’re in close proximity,
and they connect with the work so closely.”
A steward of Brown’s legacy, Ms. Lucas
welcomes the generational shift. The online
versions “aren’t the same, but that’s OK,” she
said, “The fun of Trisha’s work is that there’s
always something to investigate and figure
out.”
“Keep moving even if you’re not sure what
you’re seeing,” Ms. Kmett’Pendry advised.
Simultaneously receiving and transmitting
the message is the idea.
“You don’t have to be too fancy,” said Ms.
Lucas. “You should feel really comfortable
with the movement that comes out of you.”
Even with the Brown dancers, who are
practiced in mimicry, the same movement
changes as it transfers from body to body,
mind to mind.
“Everybody’s idiosyncratic movement
preference is going to be exposed in this, and
that’s something people can celebrate,” Ms.
Lucas said.

In Montreal, the word on
the street is in Franglais. It
is changing pop culture.

Nicolas Ouellet, host of a popular music
show on Radio-Canada, Canada’s leading
French-language radio station, said Franglais rappers were largely omitted from commercial radio stations.
But, he said, “they are acting as a bridge
between Quebec and the rest of North America.”
Montreal has become among the most bilingual cities in North America, alongside
Miami and Los Angeles. According to 2016
national census figures, about 18 percent of
Canadians speak both English and French,
with Quebec driving the bilingualism.
While some guardians of the French language fear creeping bilingualism, the resistance to Franglais rap is more than just a
question of language.
FouKi, a rapper whose real name is Léo
Fougères, said that Franglais rapping didn’t
just irritate those determined to preserve
French.
“My father will hear my raps and say to
me, ‘Isn’t there a word for that in French?’ ”
he said. “But other older people say to me, I
don’t understand anything you say.”
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Pandemic Reveals
Economy’s Frailties
When convulsive economic events
happen, the implications can take years
to play out, and spiral in unpredictable
directions.
Who would have thought that a crisis
that began with mortgage
defaults in American suburbs in 2007 would lead
to a fiscal crisis in Greece
in 2010? Or that a stock
market crash in New York
ESSAY
in 1929 would contribute
to the rise of fascists in Europe in the 1930s?
The world economy is an infinitely complicated web of interconnections. We each
have a series of direct economic relationships we can see: the stores we buy from,
the employer that pays our salary, the
bank that makes us a home loan. But once
you get two or three levels out, it’s really
impossible to know with any confidence
how those connections work.
And that, in turn, shows what is unnerving about the economic calamity accompanying the spread of the novel coronavirus.

NEIL
IRWIN

We are in a period of
‘radical uncertainty,’
unlike any we have seen.

But one lesson of these episodes of
economic tumult is that those surprising
ripple effects tend to result from longstanding unaddressed frailties. Crises
bring to the fore issues easy to ignore in
good times.
One obvious candidate is globalization,
in which companies can move production
wherever it’s most efficient, people can hop
on a plane and go anywhere, and money
can flow to wherever it will be put to its
highest use. The idea of a world economy
with America at its center was already
falling apart, between the rise of China and
America’s own turn toward nationalism.
There are signs that the Covid-19 crisis
is exaggerating, and possibly cementing,
those changes.
“There will be a rethink of how
much any country wants to be
reliant on any other country,” said
Elizabeth Economy, a senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations. “I don’t think fundamentally this is the end of globalization.
But this does accelerate the type
of thinking that has been going on
in the Trump administration, that
there are critical technologies,
critical resources, reserve manufacturing capacity that we want
here in the U.S. in case of crisis.”
France’s finance minister
CHINATOPIX, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS
directed French companies to
The global pandemic has revealed
re-evaluate their supply chains to
become less dependent on China
weaknesses in far-flung supply chains. A
and other Asian nations. The Unitcontainer ship in Qingdao, China.
ed States Customs and Border
Protection has said it will seize
exports of certain medical supplies.
In the years ahead, we will learn what
“I think companies are actively talking
happens when that web is torn apart, when
about resilience,” said Susan Lund, a
millions of those links are destroyed all at
partner at McKinsey & Company. “To
once. And it opens the possibility of a globwhat extent would companies be willing
al economy completely different from the
to sacrifice quarter-to-quarter efficiency
one that has prevailed in recent decades.
for resilience over the long term, whether
“As much as I hope we are able to get
that’s natural disasters, the climate crisis,
ordinary economic activity back up, that’s
pandemics or other shocks?”
just the beginning of our problem,” said
She envisions not so much a full-scale
Adam Tooze, a historian at Columbia
retreat from global trade as a shift toward
University in New York and author of
regional trade blocs and greater emphasis
“Crashed,” a study of the extensive global
on having companies build redundancy
ripple effects of the 2008 financial crisis.
into their supply networks. Governments
“This is a period of radical uncertainty, an
will probably insist that goods like pharorder of magnitude greater than anything
we’re used to.”
maceuticals and medical equipment rely
more on domestic production.
It would be foolish to make predictions
about how the world economic order will
look in five years, or even in five months.
Continued on Page 4
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With Testing,
Germany Leads

Scientists are
checking blood
samples from
3,000 random
Munich
households
for antibodies.
Left, a
coronavirus
testing station.

Broad new studies could lift a country out of
lockdown, and back into normal life.
By KATRIN BENNHOLD

BERLIN — Felix Germann was not expecting anyone
when his doorbell rang. Outside was a doctor who looked
like she had just stepped out of an operating theater,
green scrubs, face mask and all — and a policeman.
The visitors had come with an unusual proposal:
Would he allow them to test his blood for Covid-19 antibodies? Every month? For a year? Starting next week?
He would be helping to further the science that would
ultimately allow for a controlled lifting of social and economic restrictions and save lives.
“Of course I said yes,” said Mr. Germann, a 41-yearold project manager at a media company. “I want to help.
This is a collective crisis. The government is doing what

it can. Everyone needs to do their bit.”
With that, Mr. Germann and his girlfriend joined 3,000
households chosen at random in Munich for an ambitious
study whose central aim is to understand how many people — even those with no symptoms — have already had
the coronavirus, a key variable to make decisions about
public life in a pandemic.
The study is part of an aggressive approach to combat
the virus in a comprehensive way that has made Germany a leader among Western nations figuring out how to
control the contagion while returning to something resembling normal life.
Other nations are still struggling to test for infections.
But Germany is doing that and more. It is aiming to

sample the entire population for antibodies in coming
months, hoping to gain valuable insight into how deeply
the virus has penetrated the society at large, how deadly
it really is, and whether immunity might be developing.
The government hopes to use the findings to unravel a
riddle that will allow Germany to move securely into the
next phase of the pandemic: Which of the far-reaching
social and economic restrictions that have slowed the
virus are most effective and which can be safely lifted?
The same questions are being asked around the world.
Other countries like Iceland and South Korea have tested
broadly for infections, or combined testing with digital

Continued on Page 4

Poor Nations Defenseless in Scramble for Supplies
By JANE BRADLEY

VICTOR MORIYAMA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Brazil, one of the hardest hit countries, has a coronavirus testing backlog of at
least 90,000. A burial for a coronavirus victim in São Paulo.

Crates of masks snatched from cargo planes
on airport tarmacs. Countries paying triple the
market price to outbid others. Accusations of
“modern piracy” against governments trying
to secure medical supplies for their own people.
As the United States and European Union
countries compete to acquire scarce medical
equipment to combat the coronavirus, another
troubling divide is also emerging, with poorer
countries losing out to wealthier ones in the
global scrum for masks and testing materials.
Scientists in Africa and Latin America have
been told by manufacturers that orders for
vital testing kits cannot be filled for months,
because almost everything they produce is

going to America or Europe. All countries report steep price increases, from testing kits to
masks.
“There is a war going on behind the scenes,
and we’re most worried about poorer countries losing out,” said Dr. Catharina Boehme,
the chief executive of Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics, which collaborates
with the World Health Organization in helping poorer countries gain access to medical
tests. In Africa, Latin America and parts of
Asia, many countries are already at a disadvantage, with health systems that are underfunded, fragile and often lacking in necessary
equipment. A recent study found that some
poor countries have only one equipped inten-

sive care bed per million residents.
For poorer countries, Dr. Boehme said the
competition for resources has rapidly devolved into an arm-twisting exercise. Leaders of “every country” are personally calling
manufacturing chief executives to demand access to vital supplies, Dr. Boehme said. Some
governments have offered to send private jets.
In Brazil, Amilcar Tanuri cannot offer private jets. Dr. Tanuri runs public laboratories
at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro,
half of which are “stuck doing nothing,” he
said, because the chemical reagents needed
to process lab tests are being routed to wealthier countries.
Brazil is Latin America’s hardest-hit coun-

try so far, with more than 39,000 confirmed
cases and a testing backlog of at least 90,000.
“If we purchase something to arrive in 60
days, it’s too late,” Dr. Tanuri said. “The virus
goes faster than we can go.”
After reporting its first death on March
27, South Africa moved swiftly, introducing
a lockdown and announcing house-to-house
canvassing that has already seen 90,000 people tested. South Africa has more than 200
public labs, an impressive network that surpasses wealthier countries like Britain.
But, like Brazil, it is reliant on international
manufacturers for the supplies needed to pro-
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Strange Days Indeed
It is time for a quick pop quiz. Please, no
cheating.
Ready? Here it is:
1) What day is today?
Pencils down — that is all.
If you have been shut in
LENS
over the past few weeks,
the answer may not have
come to you instantly.
Life, for many, has lost its
rhythm.
“In this free-form, kind
of weird world that we’re
in right now, everybody’s
internal clock is thrown,”
Todd Meany, a television newscaster in
Cleveland, Ohio, told The Times. Mr. Meany
For comments, write to
nytweekly@nytimes.com.

and his station have been helping viewers
keep track with a game-show-style segment
called “What Day Is It?” It is a humorous
salve for a dark condition.
“What makes Covid so weird is that the
physical environment looks very normal,”
said Mary McNaughton-Cassill, a professor
of psychology at the University of Texas at
San Antonio. “But we have lost every single
social anchor that we would normally use.”
So people have been reaching for new
anchors. And old ones. Telecommunications
providers anticipated a big increase in
home internet use, but did not anticipate the
revival of an ancient practice known as the
telephone call.
“Voice is the new killer app,” said Chris
Sambar, an executive at the American telecommunications company AT&T.
Verizon, another provider, reported an

average of 800 million wireless voice calls
a day during the week. That is more than
twice the number made on Mother’s Day,
one of the biggest call days.
“The move to staying at home has reignited people’s hunger to stay connected, voice
to voice,” Verizon’s Kyle Malady said in a
statement.
And it does not necessarily matter whose
voice they are connected to. Callers who are
often considered a nuisance — telemarketers and pollsters — are suddenly finding
people eager to talk to them, and to keep
talking.
“People are dealing with anxiety, and
they haven’t seen their family and friends,”
Ayala Mitchell, a survey interviewer, told
The Times. “They just want to talk to someone.”
The conversations these days often turn

For many, life has
lost its rhythm. TV
newscaster Todd
Meany is here to
help: “Everybody’s
internal clock is
thrown.”

VIA TODD MEANY, FOX 8

personal, which complicates the job of callers like Ms. Mitchell, who strive to avoid any
emotional attachments that might influence
survey answers. Ms. Mitchell recalled her
conversation with a 92-year-old widow who
had no family to check on her. “It was so sad

and I thought, ‘Oh, God, I wish I could call
her,’ ” she said.
LaShawn Nelson, another poll caller,
knows that anguish. One woman she called
began to weep after telling how she had
lost her job. “When they say what they’re

going through and we just move on to the
next question, it seems like we’re not even
human, like we don’t care,” Ms. Nelson said.
“But we do care.”
If people want to keep talking to even the
unfamiliar robo-caller, it makes sense how
much they want to keep talking to Mom.
Alyssa MacKenzie, who lives minutes away
from her mother in Connecticut, called her
recently to get her recipe for pasta e fagioli.
The hours slipped by.
“We started with the recipe,” Ms. MacKenzie said, “then talked about my younger
brother, then my work, then her day, and
next thing I knew, the soup was done.”
Why not linger in conversation when there
is no place else to go? It is easy to see how
people might forget what day it is.
“The difference between Friday and
Saturday has been temporarily erased,”
said Dr. McNaughton-Cassill, the professor
in Texas. “You know you’re not going out
today.”
ALAN MATTINGLY
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Trump’s
Russian
Roulette

The Global Crisis
Is Poised to Worsen
In some places in the United States and other developed countries hit hard by Covid-19,
the question is when might it become possible
to start getting back to work. For much of the
rest of the world, the nightmare is yet to start.
And part of the horror is that many poorer
countries will not have the means to do much
about it. Nor, given the international community’s lack of organization and leadership in
the face of a global crisis, can they count on
richer nations to help them.
With the exception of Iran, the countries
hardest hit up till now are among those with
the world’s most advanced economies, scientific establishments and medical services
— and even Iran has a relatively functional
medical system. What probably lies ahead is
the spread of the coronavirus through countries ravaged by conflict, through packed refugee camps and detention centers in places
like Syria or Bangladesh, through teeming
cities like Mumbai, Rio de Janeiro or Monrovia, where social distancing is impossible and
government is not trusted, through countries
without the fiscal capacity or health services
to mount a viable response.
That would be disastrous not only for them
but also for the rest of the world as supplies of
raw materials are disrupted, fragile economies collapse, strongmen grow stronger and
the virus doubles back to reinfect northern
regions.
So far, the most vulnerable regions have re-

nities to lift their life chances.”
In the United States and Europe, governments and businesses have been able to pay
many furloughed workers at least part of
their salaries, and others are eligible for unemployment benefits. But billions of people
in Africa, Latin America and South Asia have
no safety net and no savings. The United Nations has warned that income loss in developing countries could exceed $220 billion.
The impact will not be uniform. The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank
have moved quickly to offer billions in emergency loans to poorer countries, though they
have warned this will not be enough. Countries with relatively stable governments, like
Peru, have been quick to mount countermeasures, while battered nations like Haiti and
Venezuela have few defenses available. Some
dictatorships, like Egypt, have used the outbreak to tighten their grip. Across the Southern Hemisphere, the pandemic’s effects may
be cushioned by young populations. In such
African countries as Niger, Angola, Chad,
Mali, Uganda and Somalia, nearly half the
population is 15 or younger. In the United
States, that share is 19 percent.
The U.N. secretary general, Antonio Guterres, and Pope Francis have both called for
a cessation of all global conflicts to focus on
what Mr. Guterres called “the true fight of
our lives.” Recently, Saudi Arabia announced
a cease-fire in its war against Houthi rebels
in Yemen, and armed groups have
indicated a desire to stop fighting in
Colombia, Cameroon and the Philippines. The Afghan government and
the Taliban have both begun efforts
to stem the spread of the virus. And
Russia may find the burden of supporting Syrian troops or secessionists in eastern Ukraine excessive if
Covid-19 begins to take a heavy toll
on the economy.
But the Islamic State has called on
its followers to ramp up their efforts.
The Houthis have not reciprocated
Saudi Arabia’s cease-fire, and fighting has escalated in parts of sub-Saharan Africa.
It is understandable that governments of rich nations have focused
first and foremost on the crisis within their own borders. Nothing like the
coronavirus has ever overwhelmed
so much of the world in such short orILLUSTRATION BY NICHOLAS KONRAD; PHOTOGRAPH BY GETTY IMAGES
der, or with such cataclysmic force.
Yet it is dismaying that a danger that conported comparatively few cases — one in Yemen, a smattering across Africa and the Midfronts the entire world, that is likely to hurt
the entire global economy, has led to so little
dle East. But that may be partly a function of
global cooperation and has been met with so
unreliable reporting or deliberate denial. The
little global leadership.
numbers are growing, and as the world has
This is a crisis in which the United States
learned, they are likely to swell radically and
could have emerged as the leader. The counswiftly.
A survey by the International Crisis Group
try still may do so. But on top of the widely
chronicled failures at home, the Trump adsaid the full impact is hard to anticipate, but,
“If the disease spreads in densely packed urministration has provided little inspiration
for the world. The response in Europe has
ban centers in fragile states, it may be virtualso been marked by confusion and disunially impossible to control. The dramatic economic slowdown already underway will disty: The president of the European Union’s
main science organization resigned recently
rupt trade flows and create unemployment
in protest of the bloc’s handling of the crisis.
that will do damage at levels that are hard to
The World Health Organization, meanwhile,
forecast and grim to contemplate.”
is under heavy fire from critics who say its
For a sense of the scale of the plight of some
complicated relationship with China may
developing nations, consider one of the most
have undermined its mission.
critical pieces of medical equipment used in
That is not likely to change, especially
treatment: the ventilator. The United States
while the disease continues to ravage the
has some 160,000 ventilators, according to
United States, Italy, Spain and many other
one estimate. Sierra Leone has 13. South Sucountries in the Northern Hemisphere.
dan has four. Central African Republic has
But the weakness of Washington should
three. In Venezuela, where 90 percent of the
not prevent the brain trust of the developed
hospitals already face shortages, there are
world — the think tanks, news media, univeronly 84 intensive care unit beds for a population of 32 million, according to a report from
sities and nongovernmental organizations —
the International Rescue Committee.
from focusing on a strategy for the next and
possibly most brutal front in the struggle
“The lesson of the crisis is that the weakest
against the scourge of the coronavirus. Malinks in the global health chain are a threat
to health everywhere,” said David Miliband,
ny organizations have already begun to do
the organization’s president. “We cannot afso, recognizing that this may be the defining
struggle of our era, and that if ever the world
ford these weak links, and must strengthen
demanded a global response, this is that time.
the efforts in war-torn countries and commu-
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A demonstrator in Michigan between a line of cars as they drove past the State Capitol and honked to protest lockdowns.
INTELLIGENCE/CHARLIE WARZEL

Freedom to Contract the Coronavirus
At a string of small “reopen America”
protests across the United States recently,
mask-less citizens proudly flouted social
distancing guidance while openly carrying
semiautomatic rifles and waving American
flags and signs with “ironic” swastikas.
They organized chants to lock up female
Democrat governors and to fire the country’s top infectious disease experts.
For those who have chosen to put their
trust in science during the pandemic, it
is hard to fathom the decision to gather to
protest while a deadly viral pathogen —
transmitted easily by close contact — ravages the country. But it should not come as
a surprise. The public displays of defiance
— a march for the freedom to be infected —
are the logical conclusion of the modern farright’s donor-funded, shock jock-led liberty
movement. It was always headed here.
Few demonstrate this movement better
than Alex Jones of Infowars (a right-wing
website) — one of the key figures of the “You
Can’t Close America” rally in Austin, Texas.
For decades, Mr. Jones has built a thriving
media empire harnessing fear, paranoia
and rage, which in turn drive sales of vitamin supplements and prepper gear in
his personal store. The Infowars strategy
is simple: Instill a deep distrust in all authority, while promoting a conspiratorial
alternate reality in which Mr. Jones, via his
conspiracies, has all the answers. He has
earned the trust of a non-trivial number of
Americans, and used it to stoke his ego and
his bank account. And he never lets reality
get in the way (case in point, holding a stayat-home order protest in Texas the day after
the state announced it would begin efforts to
carefully reopen in coming weeks).
Former employees have described Mr.
Jones as a master of manipulating the truth
into a worldview in which Infowars and its
listeners are constantly victimized by powerful institutional forces. “We kept saying
‘We’re the underdogs’ — that was our mantra,” one former employee told me in 2017. To
make this work, Mr. Jones molds the day’s
news into conspiratorial fables.
A novel virus — about which so much is
unknown and where expert opinion is constantly shifting — is a near perfect subject
for Infowars to fit the news to its paranoid
narrative. Uncertainty over the virus’s
origins in China is a springboard to float
Charlie Warzel is a New York Times Opinion
writer. Send comments to intelligence@
nytimes.com.

unproven theories about bioweapons. Discussions about a vaccine to end the epidemic
become conspiracies about billionaire tech
leaders pushing population control. Changing epidemiological models that show fewer
projected Covid-19 deaths (because social
distancing has worked to slow infections)
provide an opening for Mr. Jones to rant
about stay-at-home lockdowns. Genuine
fears about deeply unfair job losses and economic recession become reckless theories
about Democrat-led plans to punish American citizens by driving them into poverty.
Mr. Jones’s opportunistic rantings fit neatly into a larger right-wing strategy, which has
grown alongside Infowars. Just as Infowars
rallies are tied to the media outlet’s financial
interest in antigovernment paranoia, a few of
the rallies have been underwritten by political organizations with ties to the Republican
Party and the Trump administration. Re-

American protests are the
logical conclusion of a
twisted liberty movement.
gardless of who is behind them, the intent is
to sow division and attempt to reshape public
opinion. As Vox’s Jane Coaston wrote, they
are “designed to pit Republican-voting areas
of states against their Democratic-voting
neighbors, even rural Republicans against
urban Republicans.”
It is important to note that the reopen protests have been generally small (at most,
hundreds of people in states of millions of
citizens responsibly staying at home) and
do not even reflect the polled opinions of many conservatives. But they fit neatly into a
larger campaign playbook and take on outsize importance. They take place frequently in swing states or states with Democratic
governors and are plastered across social
media, reported in mainstream organizations, openly cheered on by Fox News and
right-wing media, and ultimately end up
amplified by the president. The strategy has
worked well in recent years, consolidating
support among the Trump base.
As a political movement, the Make America Great Again crowd relishes turning
criticism from ideological opponents into
a badge of honor. Confrontation of any kind

is currency, and having people take offense
to their actions is a surefire sign that they
are correct. The MAGA mind-set prioritizes freedom above all — especially the
freedom from introspection, apologizing or
ever admitting defeat. But the movement,
which has been building since the anti-tax
Tea Party protests, has created a reflexive
response among both Mr. Jones’s audience
and far-right Trump supporters.
This response is disguised as an expression of liberty, but it is a twisted, paranoid
and racialized version. Slate’s editor, Tom
Scocca, defined it recently as a political ideology where supporters are “conditioned to
believe that thinking about other people’s
needs or interests in any way is tyranny by
definition.” This wholesale rejection of collective thinking is, as Vice’s Anna Merlan
notes, the cornerstone of the anti-vaccine
and “health freedom” movements, which reject public health because they “don’t think
their choices affect other people.”
Unmentioned by the protesters are the
workers actually keeping America open,
many of them afraid for their health, with
no choice and in communities devastated
by the virus. The result, as my Times colleagues described, is “images of nearly allwhite protesters demanding the governor
relax restrictions while hoisting Trump
signs and Confederate battle flags, as the virus disproportionately impacts Michigan’s
black residents.”
This coronavirus protest movement is
merely the confluence of this perverted liberty ideology — honed and pushed by Mr.
Jones, right-wing interest groups and proTrump media — and the dynamics of an online information ecosystem that prioritizes
conflict to generate attention. When Infowars-style tactics meet online platforms
the result is a flattening of all nuanced arguments of science and politics into a simplified struggle between patriots and tyrants.
And so here we are in 2020, protesting
statewide lockdowns intended to save lives
while thousands of Americans across the
country grow sick and die each day. That a
virus that demands a united front — where
our public health is only as strong as our
least vigilant citizens — should come at a
moment of extreme polarization is a tragedy. But this moment is what we have been
headed toward for years. And so the “reopen
America” protests feel unconscionable and
yet completely predictable. The playbook is
not new. The only thing that is changed are
the stakes, which get higher every day.

DAVID BROOKS

The Age of Coddling Is Over
Over the past decades, a tide of “safetyism”
has crept over American society. As Greg
Lukianoff and Jonathan Haidt put it in their
book “The Coddling of the American Mind,”
this is the mentality that whatever does not
kill you makes you weaker. The goal is to
eliminate any hardship a child might encounter, so he or she will not be wounded by it.
So we have seen a wave of overprotective
parenting. As Kate Julian reports in “The
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Anxious Child and the Crisis of Modern
Parenting” in The Atlantic, parents are now
more likely to accommodate their child’s
fears: accompanying a 9-year-old to the toilet because he is afraid to be alone, preparing
different food for a child because she will not
eat what everyone else eats.
Meanwhile schools inflate grades. Since
2005 the average grade point average in affluent high schools has risen to about 3.0 from
2.75 so everybody can feel affirmed.
This overprotective impulse does not shelter people from fear; it makes them unprepared to deal with the fear that inevitably
comes. Suicide rates are way up, depression
rates have skyrocketed, especially for girls.
As Julian notes, a staggering number of doctor visits now end with a prescription for an
anti-anxiety medication.
But there has been one sector of American
society that has been relatively immune from
this culture of overprotection — medical
training. It starts on the undergraduate level. While most academic departments slather
students with A’s, science departments insist
on mastery of the materials. According to one

study, the average English class grade point
average is above 3.3 and the average chemistry class G.P.A. is 2.78.
While most academic departments have
become more forgiving, science departments
remain rigorous. As much as 60 percent of
pre-meds never make it through their major.
Med school is intrinsically hard and is
sometimes harder than it needs to be. But
it trains people to work at a very high level
amid incredible stress.
“There is tremendous value in knowing
they can wake you up in the middle of the
night and you can still make a good decision,”
says Adina Luba Kalet, a director at the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Med schools also instill a demanding ethos,
which stretches back thousands of years.
“Doctors are taught to run into the fire and
not away from it,” Kalet continues. “Today,
the young doctors feel free to say, ‘I’m terrified, but I’m going to do it anyway.’ That’s
courage. We’re staying. We’re a team.”
The ideal is clear, she concludes. “You can
save lives. And when you can’t save lives you
can be in the darkness with patients even if

there is nothing to offer. You stay.”
Med schools are struggling to become
more humane and less macho. But when you
look at what is happening now, you see the
benefits of their tough training.
Recently, The Times Magazine ran a diary
by an emergency room doctor named Helen
Ouyang. To enter the emergency room with
her in this crisis is to enter another world.
Normal procedures crumble under the
crush of patients. A man dies unattended,
sitting in a chair. A veteran physician feels
stripped of his invincibility. The core of Ouyang’s diary is her acceptance that it is impossible to do her work and still stay safe. “It
seems impossible to avoid getting infected.”
Death and talk of death is everywhere. The
virus seems to do whatever it wants. “We put
our full minds and whole hearts into trying to
save them. Then I see their bodies shut down
anyway. They are alone.” Wearing the same
masks for so long etches lines into her face,
but she keeps going back in.
I am reminded of the maxim that excellence is not an action, it is a habit. Tenacity is
not a spontaneous flowering of good charac-
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Medical students in protective gear
prepared to screen patients for the
coronavirus in Las Vegas in March.
ter. It is doing what you were trained to do. It
manifests not in those whose training spared
them hardship but in those whose training
embraced hardship.
I am hoping this moment launches a
change in the way we raise our young. I am
hoping it exorcises the tide of “safetyism,”
which has gone overboard.
The virus is another reminder that hardship is woven into existence. Training a
young person is training her or him to master
hardship, to endure suffering and, by building something new from the wreckage, redeem it.

“LIBERATE MINNESOTA!” “LIBERATE MICHIGAN!” “LIBERATE VIRGINIA.”
With these three recent short tweets,
President Donald J. Trump attempted
to kick off the post-lockdown phase of
America’s coronavirus crisis. It should
be called: “American Russian roulette:
The Covid-19 version.’’
What Trump was saying with those
tweets was: Everybody just go back to
work. From now on, each of us individually, and our society collectively, is going to
play Russian roulette. We are going to bet
that we can spin through our daily lives —
work, shopping, school, travel — without
the coronavirus landing on us. And if it
does, we will also bet that it will not kill us.
As a society, we will be betting that as
large numbers of people stop sheltering
in place, the number of people who will
still get infected with Covid-19 and require hospitalization will be less than the
number of hospital beds, intensive care
units, respirators, doctors, nurses and
protective gear needed.
Because it is clear that millions of
Americans are going to stop sheltering in
place — their own president is now urging them to liberate themselves — before
we have a proper testing, tracking and
tracing system set up. Until we have a
vaccine, that kind of system is the only
path to significantly lowering the risk of
infection while partially opening society,
as Germany has demonstrated.
And as individuals, every person will
be playing Russian roulette every minute
of every day.
What will be so cruel about this American version of Russian roulette is how
unfair it will be. Some people will have no
choice but to take the subway or the bus to
work. Some people will have to send their
kids back to school because they cannot
afford to stay home from work. Some
bosses will demand that their employees
show up to reopen their workplace, but
some of those employees may be afraid to
come back. Do you fire them?
This is the state of play when you have
a president who one minute is responsibly issuing sober guidelines for when and
how people should go back to work, and
the next minute is telling states that they
are responsible for getting the testing,
tracking and tracing units that we need

‘Liberate’? We are not in
jail, and we are not doing
something wrong.

in place and then, in the third minute, is
inciting people on Twitter to “liberate”
their workplaces, cities and beaches.
“Liberate”? Think about the use of that
word. We were not in jail! We were not
doing something wrong! We were doing
what our president, governor, mayor, and
national epidemic experts told us to do:
behave responsibly and shelter in place to
break the transmission of this virus.
Trump was cynically trying to curry
favor with his base by implying that the
Democratic governors, following his own
national guidelines, were unfairly locking people up. Is there anything more irresponsible that this president could do?
When the president is calling on governors to “let their people go” before comprehensive testing facilities are in place,
he is basically saying that, until there is
a vaccine, we are betting on herd immunity. Achieving herd immunity requires
that more than two-thirds of a community be immune, a process that could involve many more deaths.
That may work out for some places and
people. It may not. I do not know. I just
know three things:
First, this is the bet Trump is urging
people to make in his “liberate” tweets —
when he should be ordering out the National Guard and mobilizing American
industry to get testing everywhere.
Second, this bet will fall very unfairly
and unevenly in our society, when so little
testing and tracing is in place.
And third, every business, restaurant,
hotel, theater, sporting facility, factory,
nonprofit and government office needs
to ask itself: What does my business look
like when, on the best days, the responsible people coming to my door will be
wearing a mask, gloves, distancing two
meters apart and volunteering to have
their temperature taken before they enter, and the irresponsible ones will not
be? How do I handle that? Whom do I
serve? What kind of business will I really
have? Because that will be our economy
until we have a vaccine or have established herd immunity.
Bottom line, Americans: Your president is telling you that you are on your
own to make these decisions. And if this
strategy works, you can be sure that he
will take credit. And if it does not, you can
be sure that he will tweet that it was all
Anthony Fauci’s idea.
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WORLD TRENDS

Russia Is the Real Winner in a Bloody Libyan Civil War
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
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A sun replacing the “o” in todos,
meaning “everyone.”

Inclusive
Approach
To Spanish
By DANIEL POLITI

BUENOS AIRES — Three days into
Argentina’s coronavirus lockdown, the
country’s president called on men and
women, Argentinos and Argentinas, to
cooperate with the effort.
He also appealed to “Argentines,” using a gender-neutral term that doesn’t
exist in traditional Spanish grammar.
It was not the first time President Alberto Fernández, who took office in December, publicly used gender-neutral
language. But his decision to do so again
at a moment of public crisis underscored
the reach of a movement challenging the
longstanding rules of language and working to make the Spanish used in Argentina more inclusive.
“We’re always talking about equality
— and the truth is that language reveals
the inequalities that exist in society at
large,” said a Buenos Aires city judge,
Elena Liberatori.
Last year, Judge Liberatori set off a
controversy by issuing a ruling in which
ordinarily gendered words were spelled
with an “e” instead of the “a” or “o” that
generally denote the feminine or the masculine in Spanish.
The quest to make Spanish less gendered is not limited to Argentina.
The push for gender neutrality has also
been met with staunch opposition around
the world, including among the foremost
experts on the Spanish language. The
Royal Spanish Academy, which oversees
the most authoritative dictionary in the
language, regards the new formulations
as an aberration.
Judge Liberatori said she had long
known that language can uphold societal
norms. When she was sworn in as a judge
in 2000, the sign outside her door read
“juez,” rather than the female term for a
female judge: “jueza.” She changed it.
Later, when she issued a ruling using
gender-neutral language, Judge Liberatori faced a complaint filed by a group of
lawyers before the city’s Council of Magistrates, which has the power to punish
judges for breaching norms. The council

Led by the president,
gender-neutral language
is pushed in Argentina.
sided with Judge Liberatori.
There is no consensus among experts
on how long people have been using the
letter “e” to neutralize gendered words
in Spanish, said Karina Galperín, a literature professor at the Torcuato di Tella
University in Buenos Aires.
“It is the result of a very, very broad historical process,” she said, even if its newly
widespread use may make it appear like a
recent phenomenon.
Before the use of the “e” found broad
adherence, Spanish speakers who wanted to be more inclusive used both genders, or the @ symbol or an “x.” The “e”
has been more widely embraced because
it’s easier to pronounce.
The Royal Spanish Academy argues
that gender-neutral proponents are trying to solve a problem that doesn’t exist.
Spanish, the academy says, already
has a way of taking into account both genders. The academy noted that the masculine form of words can be used in the
plural to encompass everybody. So “Argentinos” with an “o,” for example, can
be used to refer to citizens of Argentina
of any gender.
But by rejecting the old rules, gender-neutral proponents are making a
larger point, said Santiago Kalinowski,
a director at the Argentine Academy of
Letters.
“This recourse explicitly places itself
outside of the linguistic rules so that it’s
more striking,” he said.
The shift in language coincided with the
rise of a feminist movement in Argentina
that coalesced around a campaign against
femicide, or the killing of women because
of their gender. That campaign, called “Ni
Una Menos” (“Not One Less”), was critical to broadening support for legalizing
abortion, a priority for Mr. Fernández.
A new acceptance of gender-neutral terms makes Ariel Muzzupappa, a
22-year-old artist who is nonbinary and
also uses words with the “e” variation,
feel “more comfortable.”
“It makes me feel more included,” the
artist said, “like I’m no longer the weird
one.”

TRIPOLI — Early last spring, just before a
planned American-backed peace conference
between warring factions in Libya, the aspiring Libyan strongman Khalifa Hifter arranged a phone call with John R. Bolton, then
the White House national security adviser.
Mr. Hifter did not want to talk peace.
A former Libyan Army general and onetime C.I.A. client, Mr. Hifter wanted a White
House blessing for a surprise attack to seize
Tripoli, the capital, before the peace talks
commenced.
Mr. Bolton did not say no.
The attack, launched April 4, 2019, backfired badly. Mr. Hifter failed to capture Tripoli, overextended his forces and restarted a
civil war — killing thousands and displacing
hundreds of thousands more. The fighting
has cut off the flow of Libyan oil, injected new
volatility into the region and severely diminished Washington’s influence.
But one apparent winner has emerged:
the Kremlin. Russia has taken advantage of
three years of muddled messages from the
Trump administration to become a critical
kingmaker in Libya, a geopolitical prize with
vast energy reserves and a strategic location
on the Mediterranean.
Mr. Bolton’s call with Mr. Hifter — described by a former senior administration
official as well as three Western diplomats

briefed by both Mr. Hifter and American officials — appears to have played into the Russian machinations.
Days before the call, private Russian operatives in Libya reported to Moscow that Mr.
Hifter was a flawed and outmatched military
leader sure to fail if he ever tried to conquer
the capital, according to secret Russian documents seized in Tripoli and viewed by The
New York Times. The operatives saw opportunity in his weakness and suggested that
Russia could win leverage over Mr. Hifter if
it sent mercenaries to bolster his so-called
Libyan National Army.
Washington’s inconsistent position on Libya — officially supporting the peace process
even as the White House has signaled that
President Donald J. Trump favors Mr. Hifter
— has played a major role in prolonging the
chaos. The absence of a strong American policy has opened the door to interference from
competing American partners, including
Turkey, Egypt and the United Arab Emirates.
Yet it is Russia that is now best positioned
to dominate Libya.
An arm of the Kremlin controls dozens of
social media accounts promoting Mr. Hifter
and other favored clients, including the eldest
son of Muammar el-Qaddafi, Libya’s former
dictator, according to the operatives’ report.
The same Kremlin operation has acquired
an ownership stake in a pro-Qaddafi Libyan

A billboard for Khalifa Hifter, the
militia leader, in Benghazi.
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satellite network and advised a pro-Hifter
network as well, the operatives wrote.
At the same time, the Russian military has
worked behind the scenes to surround Mr.
Hifter with many of its old partners from the
Qaddafi-era security forces, encouraging
Qaddafi henchmen to return from exile. The
Kremlin also has built ties to a potential governing party-in-waiting, the documents show.
Representatives for the White House and
Mr. Bolton declined to comment.
Libya had foundered in chaos since a NA-

TO air campaign helped oust Colonel Qaddafi during the Arab Spring uprisings of 2011.
Extortionist militias, militant extremists
and migrant traffickers ran amok as the
country was divided into fiefs. Officially, the
United States recognized only the United Nations-sponsored provisional government.
But Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed
of the United Arab Emirates and President
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi of Egypt told Mr. Trump
that the provisional government was hopelessly weak and riddled with Islamists, and

warned of an Islamist domino effect across
the region, according to two former senior
administration officials.
The April 4 attack stunned the world. The
United Nations secretary general, António
Guterres, had just landed in Tripoli for the
peace talks. He urged Mr. Hifter to pull back,
a message endorsed by Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo. American military forces hurriedly left the city.
“It seemed as if the Americans were
switching sides in a way that didn’t make
sense,” said Peter Millett, the British ambassador to Libya until 2018. “There was confusion and massive surprise in the international community.”
Even with the coronavirus spreading in
Libya, Mr. Hifter has continued shelling
Tripoli, even targeting a major hospital. And
the mercenaries have given Russia a de facto
veto over any end to the conflict.
“This has been Russia’s dream since World
War II,” said Fathi Bashagha, the interior
minister of the Tripoli government, quoting
Winston Churchill’s wartime statement that
Moscow saw Libya as the “soft underbelly”
of Europe.
“To get Russian feet on Libyan soil.”

Birdsong Quieted
In the Jungles
Of Sumatra
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ULET IFANSASTI FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

By RICHARD C. PADDOCK

CURUP, Indonesia — Hiding in the dense
Sumatran jungle, the poacher chose a thin
branch, coated it with homemade glue and
played a snippet of birdsong on an old cellphone. Within moments, three tiny birds
alighted on the branch and were trapped.
Known as ashy tailorbirds, they were destined for the Indonesian island of Java, where
they were likely to spend their lives in a collector’s cage.
Millions of similar birds are stolen from the
wild every year, and prized specimens can ultimately sell for $47,000. These birds are not
treasured for their plumage or meat, but for
their songs.
An illicit trade takes many of the birds to
Indonesia’s capital, Jakarta, where they are
entered into high-stakes singing competitions.
The poacher, named Afrizal, has caught
more than 200,000 songbirds over the past
15 years.
“I do this work to survive,” he said, setting
a new trap. “Of course, I feel guilty. If they die,
I feel even sadder.”
Officials and conservationists say wild
songbirds are disappearing at a tremendous
rate across Indonesia. Much of the demand is
fueled by the growing craze for bird singing
contests.

Bird singing
contests are
driving the
capture of
wild songbirds
in Indonesia.
Poachers
apply glue
to branches
to trap birds
like the Arctic
Warbler, top
left.

Keeping caged songbirds is a centuries-old
tradition among Javanese men of wealth and
power. But the singing contests have become
a popular phenomenon, and so, too, has owning birds.
Before large gatherings were suspended
because of the coronavirus, more than 1,000
songbird competitions were held each year,
and many drew thousands of people.
Especially sought after is the murai batu,
known in English as a white-rumped sha-

Singing contests, where
competitors can sell for
$47,000 in an illicit trade.

ma, which can mimic the melodies of other
songbirds. It is a species favored by President
Joko Widodo and other collectors, and one
that is fast disappearing.
Marison Guciano, founder and executive
director of the bird protection organization
Flight, estimates that poachers capture more
than 20 million songbirds a year, primarily
from Sumatra, Indonesia’s third-largest island.
Captive breeding of songbirds has sprung

Neighbors Suffer as China Dams Mekong
By HANNAH BEECH

BANGKOK — As China was stricken by
the coronavirus in late February, its foreign
minister addressed a concerned crowd in
Laos, where farmers and fishers across the
Mekong River region were contending with
the worst drought in living memory.
His message: We feel your pain. The foreign minister, Wang Yi, said China was also suffering from arid conditions that were
sucking water from one of the world’s most
productive rivers.
But new research from climatologists
shows for the first time that China, where the
headwaters of the Mekong spring forth from
the Tibetan Plateau, was not experiencing
the same hardship at all. Instead, Beijing’s
engineers appear to have directly caused the
record low water levels by limiting the river’s
flow.
“The satellite data doesn’t lie, and there
was plenty of water in the Tibetan Plateau,
even as countries like Cambodia and Thailand were under extreme duress,” said Alan
Basist, who co-wrote the report released on
April 13.
The Mekong is one of the most fertile rivers
Muktita Suhartono contributed reporting.

As a river dries up, farmers
and fishermen struggle to
make a living downstream.
on earth, nurturing tens of millions of people
with its nutrient-rich waters and fisheries.
But a series of dams, mostly in China, have
robbed the river’s riches.
Those who depend on its inland fisheries
say their catches have declined. Persistent
droughts and sudden floods have buffeted
farmers.
Beijing’s control of the upstream Mekong,
which provides as much as 70 percent of the
downstream water in the dry season, has
raised concern.
“The problem is that the Chinese elite see
water as something for their use, not as a
shared commodity,” said Brian Eyler, author
of “Last Days of the Mighty Mekong.”
Some countries, like Sri Lanka and Djibouti, have fallen into what critics fear are debt
traps, as strategic projects end up in Chinese
hands. Other African and Asian nations are

worried that China is simply another imperial power eager to vacuum up natural resources.
“This is part of China’s business development,” said Chainarong Setthachua, a
lecturer at Mahasarakham University in
northeastern Thailand. “The lay people who
depend on the resources of the Mekong River
for their livelihoods and income are automatically excluded.”
Mr. Basist and a colleague found that for
most years, the flow of the upstream Mekong roughly tracked water levels measured
downstream at a gauge in Thailand.
When there was a seasonal drought in
China, the five downstream nations —
Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam — would eventually feel it. When
there was overabundant water in China,
floods ensued.
But during last year’s wet season, as China’s section of the Mekong welcomed an
above average volume of water, downstream
countries were stricken by a drought so
crushing that parts of the river dried up entirely.
Overall, during the 28-year period they
studied this gauge, the scientists calculated that dams in China had held back more

up as a backyard industry. But catching wild
birds is cheaper than breeding them. Many
unscrupulous dealers, using counterfeit leg
bands and forged documents, pass off wild
birds as ones they have bred themselves, Mr.
Marison said.
“For the songbird, the smuggling is massive and open,” he said. “Actually, songbird
smuggling is considered to be a normal thing.
The laundering process is happening right in
front of our eyes.”
Indonesian law enforcement officials acknowledge that some members of the police
and military are involved in the illicit trade.
In late January, thousands of bird aficionados attended the South Jakarta Police Chief’s
Cup. Sixty individual contests were held. Up
to 77 birds were entered in each event. The
top prize was $715.
One winner was a murai batu owned by Andika Asa, a breeder who won a $430 prize. As
he left the pavilion, a spectator offered him

more than $8,000 for the bird. Mr. Andika declined, saying it was worth nearly twice that.
Addressing the crowd, the police chief
claimed that songbird competitions helped
to save the species.
Mr. Joko has praised the breeding business
as a boon to “the people’s economy.” The sale
of birds, cages, food and medicine generates
$120 million annually, he said.
In 2018, Mr. Joko’s environment ministry
tried to safeguard the murai batu by listing
it as a protected species. Outraged bird owners protested, and the ministry reversed its
decision.
One trader, Cin Aidiwanto, 52, said he employed 20 hunters to catch birds for him in Sumatra’s largest national park, Kerinci Seblat.
He finances their expeditions, he said, with
food, cash and cigarettes.
“I send my hunters to the forest and they
return in 10 days,” he said. “Then I get all the
birds they capture.”
Mr. Marison has urged the government
to close the bird markets — from small operations like Mr. Cin’s roadside stand to the
sprawling Pramuka market in Jakarta, the
biggest bird market in Southeast Asia.
“Keeping the birds is not beneficial at all
for the ecosystem or for the welfare of the
birds,” he said. “It is only for the pleasure of
the owner.”

Tens of millions of people
depend on the Mekong River.
A village in Cambodia.

In one survey commissioned
by the group, the Mekong River
Commission, scientists warned
that a dam boom on the Mekong
could rob the river of 97 percent
of the sediment that flows to its
mouth in Vietnam.
“The river will be dead,” said
Niwat Roykaew, a community
organizer and conservationist
in northern Thailand.
Instead, Beijing created its
own initiative in Cambodia. CritSERGEY PONOMAREV FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
ics accuse the initiative of being
less a mechanism for protecting the river and
than 125 meters of river height. Adding to the
more a mouthpiece for China’s campaign on
downstream pain were sudden releases of
water, which often came unannounced and
the Mekong.
drowned crops.
Meanwhile, the water reserves in China
The river rushes through gorges in China,
swelled, as dam reservoirs filled with the
making it impractical for economic activity
glacial melt that has fed the Mekong for milother than hydropower. Today, the Chinese
lenniums.
section of the river in the nation’s southwest
“Glaciers are bank accounts of water but
is punctuated by 11 major dams, which prowith climate change they’re melting fast,”
Mr. Basist said. “The Chinese are building
duce far more power than the region needs.
Yet even as Beijing began its hydropower
safe deposit boxes on the upper Mekong bepush on the Mekong, it refused to join Thaicause they know the bank account is going to
be depleted eventually and they want to keep
land, Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos in a regional group dedicated to the river’s health.
it in reserve.”
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Tracking an Outbreak: Global Response

Russian Censorship Fails to Halt Virus
By ANDREW HIGGINS

MOSCOW — Nearly as big as California
but served by only a handful of mostly decrepit Soviet-era hospitals, the remote northern Russian region of Komi is a coronavirus
petri dish for the horrors lying in wait for the
world’s largest country.
Amid growing evidence that the pathogen
had already breached Komi’s feeble defenses, the local authorities moved vigorously recently to contain the crisis: The police summoned critics of the regional government to
ask how they knew about an outbreak in a
hospital at a time when officials in Komi were
insisting nobody had been infected.
Among those called in for questioning was
Pavel Andreev, the director of 7x7 Komi, an
independent online journal that revealed
last month how a surgeon in a Komi state
hospital sick with Covid-19 had infected patients.
Mr. Andreev said the police officer who
led the interrogation mainly wanted to
know about a comment the media director
had posted online that said, “It is impossible to trust the state, even in hospitals.” Mr.
Andreev, who has not been charged or even
asked to take down his post, said the encounter was not so much menacing as baffling:
The cat is already out of the bag so “why
waste time and energy on this?” he asked

The police intervention was carried out at
the behest of Komi’s health minister, who was
fired recently for his mishandling of the pandemic. It highlights one of Russia’s biggest
obstacles as it struggles to control the spread
of the virus in its vast and often ramshackle
hinterland: a lumbering bureaucratic machine geared first and foremost to protecting
officials, even after they lose their jobs, not
safeguarding the public or its health.
Unlike China, Russia is not a ruthlessly
efficient police state but more a haphazard
confederation of bureaucrats.
Russia’s president, Vladimir V. Putin, well
aware of his country’s dysfunctions, has
spent time haranguing officials in far-flung
regions, ordering them to get a grip.
But faced with a pandemic that does not
respond to the Kremlin’s go-to tools of propaganda and repression, Mr. Putin has mostly delegated handling of the coronavirus to
these same regional leaders. In doing so, the
Kremlin has only empowered instincts, deeply entrenched in many local governments, to
try to cover up bad news.
Mr. Putin, in an address to the nation to
mark Orthodox Easter on April 19, assured
Russians, “The situation is under total control.”
Shortly after he spoke from his country
retreat, however, the health authorities re-

ported more than 6,000 new infections across
Russia, by far the biggest one-day rise yet.
Russia’s total was nearing 53,000 on April
21. More worrying, more than two-thirds of
these new cases were outside Moscow, which
had previously accounted for the bulk of
new infections. Russia’s death toll, clouded
by faulty reporting, stood on April 21 at just
456. By the same date, the United States had
about 43,000 deaths.
After three days of claiming there had been
no new coronavirus cases, Komi, with a population of under a million, on April 21 reported 97 new infections. That made it Russia’s
third most-infected area after Moscow and
St. Petersburg. Komi has since been overtaken by the Nizhny Novgorod region, but has
the highest per capita rate of infection after
Moscow.
Thanks to the work of independent news
outlets, it has been common knowledge in
Komi for weeks that a hospital in Ezhva,
an industrial area just outside the regional
capital, became a hot zone in March after a
surgeon there kept working despite having
symptoms of the virus.
The doctor, a close relative of a senior
law enforcement official, and his wife are
thought to have contracted the virus from
their daughter, who returned to Komi in early March after a trip in Europe. It is uncertain

A Komi woman
visited the gravesite
of her grandmother,
who had died from
Covid-19.

KIRILL SHUCHALIN, VIA ERNEST MEZAK

how many death certificates have been falsified to hide the number of Covid-19 deaths.
But a number of confirmed cases of coronavirus fatalities have been wrongly and apparently deliberately misclassified.
Regional health officials in Komi belatedly acknowledged the outbreak in Ezhva. But
instead of isolating the hospital, they began
moving patients who showed no symptoms
of Covid-19 to a bigger and better equipped

Continued from Page 1
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Countries in Africa are struggling to obtain the supplies they need to fight the coronavirus. A slum in Nairobi.

Poorer Nations Are Left Defenseless
Continued from Page 1
cess the tests.
“We have the capacity to do large testing,
but we’ve been bedeviled by the fact the
actual testing materials, reagents, haven’t
been coming,” said Dr. Francois Venter, an
infectious diseases expert.
An industry representative said there
was no shortage of chemical reagents but
that delays were arising because the huge
demand was overwhelming the system.
“Manufacturers don’t just want to sell to
rich countries,” said Paul Molinaro, head
of supply and logistics for the World Health
Organization. “They want to diversify, but
they’ve got all this competing demand from
different governments.”
He added: “When it comes to the sharp
end of a hypercompetitive environment
with price rises, these low- and middle-in-

come countries are going to end up at the
back of the queue.”
Earlier this month, President Donald J.
Trump invoked the Defense Production Act
to prohibit the export of face masks to other
countries and demand that American firms
increase production of medical supplies.
One American company that makes
masks, 3M, responded by warning of “significant humanitarian implications” if it
stopped supplying masks to Latin America
and Canada. The company and the Trump
administration reached a deal to continue
exporting to developing countries.
Last month, Europe and China introduced their own export restrictions on tests
and protective equipment.
Zambia is at the beginning of its epidemic
curve, but it is already struggling to source
masks, as well as testing materials, said
Charles Holmes, a board member of the

Centre for Infectious Disease Research in
Zambia.
When Zambia tried to place an order
for N95 masks, Dr. Holmes said, the broker tried to sell them for “five to 10 times”
more than the usual cost, despite revealing
the masks expired in 2016. He said manufacturers have told Zambian officials that
they cannot guarantee a delivery date for
supplies.
Health experts believe that it is in everyone’s interest to help poorer countries get
the supplies they need.
“An infection with a highly transportable
respiratory virus anywhere in the world
puts all countries at risk,” Dr. Holmes said.
“Wealthy nations not only have an obligation to look out for countries that are going
to struggle, but they should also have some
self interest in ensuring that the pandemic
is contained in developing countries.”

Children in Spain Feeling Life Is Like ‘a Prison’
By ELIAN PELTIER
and RAPHAEL MINDER

BARCELONA, Spain — For five weeks,
Lia Aparicio Cenador, 9, hasn’t been outside
once. “I’ve forgotten what it’s like to be on a
street.”
Millions of children in Spain, stuck at
home since the authorities implemented a
nationwide lockdown in mid-March, have
been unable to exercise outside, take short
walks or leave their house except for medical reasons.
Such measures, the strictest in Europe,
have left countless children bored, exhausted and sometimes depressed.
As Spanish authorities have extended
the lockdown into May, calls to ease confinement rules for children have recently
intensified, as many parents and health
specialists raise the alarm over the longterm consequences confinement will have
on their physical and mental health. Even
in most of Italy, the worst hit country on
the continent in terms of number of deaths,
parents can take their children out for a
short walk.
“Parents can be angry,” said Diego
Figuera, a psychiatrist at the San Carlos

has investigated the fiasco in Ezhva, said in
a telephone interview that he did not think
local officials were under any orders from
Moscow to lie but simply feared telling the
truth in a system that gives little incentive for
honesty.
“Putin is not sitting in a bunker telling everyone to hide the truth,” Mr. Mezak said.
“Local officials lie because this is what they
have always done. It is a habit.”

Antibody Tests in Germany
May Provide Way to Normal

Economy’s
Frailties
Exposed
China has reoriented its economic
strategy, aiming to be not a low-cost
manufacturing hub for the world but
the maker of technologically advanced
products like aircraft and telecommunications equipment. That has made
Americans, Europeans and the Japanese all the more reluctant to have major
operations in China, for fear of intellectual property theft.
Under the Trump administration, the
United States has experienced strain
with even traditional allies in Western
Europe. Put it all together, and a more
every-nation-for-itself mentality was
already becoming ingrained before
Covid-19, in ways the pandemic seems to
be reinforcing.
“What typically happens after you get
a crisis like this is people talk about new
eras and how the post-pandemic world
will be different,” said Ruchir Sharma,
chief global strategist at Morgan Stanley Investment Management. “This time
I think the trends that were already in
motion before this pandemic will be accelerated.”
In a past de-globalization — the unwinding of global commerce that took
place amid World War I and the 1918 flu
epidemic — there was also a remaking
of the global financial system, with the
British pound losing its pre-eminence.
Signs point the other way: toward the
dollar’s becoming even more entrenched
at the center of the global financial system.
European officials have been reluctant to take steps that would make the
euro more central to the world currency
system. And China has been reluctant to
remake its financial system in ways that
could enable the renminbi to become
more crucial to world commerce, such as
allowing free capital flows in and out of
the currency.
At times over the last 12 years, it has
felt as if the world were reliving the period of 1918 to 1939, but with the events out
of order. That era had a global financial
collapse; a rise of authoritarianism; the
emergence of a new economic superpower (America then, China now); and a
pandemic.
One thing seems clear: History can be
scary when you don’t know how it ends.

hospital in the capital, Syktyvkar, and then
on to other facilities, where they spread the
disease.
Unable to hide the numbers, Komi officials
finally owned up to having a serious problem,
and were promptly punished by the Kremlin.
Komi’s new governor has been more transparent, but the bureaucracy he inherited still
leans toward obfuscation.
Ernest Mezak, a Komi legal activist who

hospital in Madrid who works with children.
“How do you explain to them that you can
take your dog out, but not your child?”
Mr. Figuera said that experts had advised
Spain’s health ministry to confine children
at the onset of the crisis because they were
concerned that children could pass the virus
to older people.
Spain, which has reported over 21,000
deaths from the virus, has started easing
some aspects of its lockdown, allowing construction sites and factories to reopen.
On April 18, Pedro Sánchez, Spain’s prime
minister, said that some children will be able
to go outside after April 27, as he announced
another extension of the lockdown until May
9. But on April 21, the Spanish government
announced that starting Sunday, children
under 14 would be allowed out for walks if
accompanied by a parent.
In the meantime, parents are doing their
best to keep their children busy and happy.
“She has adapted, but it’s traumatizing,”
said Elena Parreño, who said her daughter,
Maya Herrero, 7, had no energy and had
experienced so many nightmares since the
confinement started that she now sleeps
with her and her husband. Maya said that

The Rohman family of five is confined
to a two-bedroom apartment.
she missed walking outside and going to
her weekly swimming sessions. “It’s a little
bit like being in a prison,” Ms. Parreño said.
“They’re surviving.”
When Ms. Parreño took Maya on a short
walk, defying the government’s ban, Maya
called her the “best mother in the world,”
Ms. Parreño said.
The lockdown has likely hit low-income
families especially hard, since many live in
cramped quarters.
Mafus Rohman and his wife, Samina,
share a two-bedroom apartment with
their 5-year-old twins, who sleep in their
bedroom, and an older family relative who
sleeps in the other one. Mr. Rohman runs
a bar that he has been forced to shut down
during the lockdown, and he said that he
couldn’t afford to pay the rent this month.
“They keep asking what’s going on,” Mr.
Rohman said at his apartment as the twins,
Misha and Maliha, colored pictures nearby.
“At least we are all together.”
The children who may be at the most risk

SAMUEL ARANDA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

of suffering long-term effects from the lockdown, Mr. Figuera said are those who were
in therapy before the crisis hit.
Children with autism, for example, are
given an exemption that allows them to go
out with a parent, but some families say they
have tried to keep them inside to protect
them.
Many children started the lockdown feeling agitated, parents say, but then boredom
sunk in. “Being alone is very hard,” said
Lia, who is an only child. She said she had
stopped calling her friends because she had
“nothing more to tell them” and preferred to
play alone. “It’s been long, very long,” she
added.

Hoelscher, who is leading the Munich study,
Continued from Page 1
noting that other countries had asked him for
the protocol to replicate it.
tracking to undercut the spread of the virus.
In hard-hit Italy, antibody tests — and the
Asymptomatic transmission is what has
potential of “immunity licenses” — have
made containment so difficult because a
lingered over a national debate over how
large number of infections are not detected.
and when to reopen the country. Regional
Measuring the number of hidden infections
presidents have turned to antibody tests as a
and getting a sense of the true scale of the
way to better chart infections but also to get
disease is key to fine-tuning the loosening of
a sense of which workers might have the derestrictions and minimizing income loss and
sired antibodies to possibly provide protecsocial isolation, scientists say.
tion and return to work.
“We will have a better idea of the number
But even the best laid plans can go awry.
of undetected infections once we have done
Singapore took extensive measures to stop
these representative studies,” said Lothar
the virus, and appeared to have succeeded,
Wieler, president of the Robert Koch Institute
only to have the virus intensify.
for infectious diseases, which is conducting a
Germany, which produces most of its own
number of the antibody tests. “A lot is being
high-quality test kits, is already testing on a
done to measure well.”
greater scale than most — 120,000 a day and
Some interim resultsare out.
growing in a nation of 83 million.
In Gangelt, a small town of about 12,000 in
Chancellor Angela Merkel, a trained sciennorthwest Germany, tests of a first group of
tist, said recently that the aim was nothing
500 residents found that 14 percent had antiless than tracing “every infection chain.”
bodies to the virus. Another 2 percent tested
That high level of testing has helped her
positive for the coronavirus, raising hopes
country slow the spread of the virus and
that about 15 percent of the local population
keep the number of deaths relatively low.
may already have some degree of immunity.
More people in Germany now recover from
“The process toward reaching herd immuthe virus every day than are infected by it.
nity has begun,” said Hendrik Streeck, direcEvery 10 people infected with the virus now
tor of the Institute of Virology at the Univerpass it to seven others
— a sharp decline in
the infection rate for a
virus that has spread
exponentially. Even
so, Ms. Merkel, too, has
had her stumbles in
dealing with the virus.
Germany has been criticized for failing to offer
forceful leadership to
the European Union at
a moment of profound
crisis. The generosity
and solidarity on such
striking display inside
of Europe’s largest and
richest economy have
been missing in Germany’s response to poorer
European nations in
the south, which were
hit hardest by the virus.
At home, however,
the chancellor’s mixture of calm reassurance and clear-eyed
realism — as well as her
LAETITIA VANCON FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
ability to understand
The
Munich
study
tracks
participants
for a year, with
the science and explain
regular blood test. Frozen blood samples.
it to citizens — has been
widely praised and encouraged Germans to follow social distancsity Hospital Bonn, who is leading the study.
ing rules. Her approval ratings are now highThe Munich study is expected to be more
er than 80 percent. That broad confidence in
nuanced in its findings because it follows pargovernment has given Germany a trementicipants like Mr. Germann for a whole year.
In addition to regular blood tests, there will
dous advantage.
be questions about mental health and income
It is much of the reason a knock on the door
by a police officer and strangers dressed like
loss.
aliens asking for blood can engender good
“We are at a crossroads,” Mr. Hoelscher
will rather than alarm, even in a country
said. “Are we going the route of loosening
where past authoritarian governments have
more and increasing immunity in the sumleft citizens protective of their privacy.
mer to slow the spread of this in the winter
The Munich antibody study, run by the Diand gain more freedom to live public life? Or
vision of Infectious Diseases and Tropical
are we going to try to minimize transmisMedicine at Munich University Hospital,
sions until we have a vaccine?”
and partly financed by the state of Bavaria,
“This is a question for politicians, not for
is the biggest of several regional studies bescientists,” he added. “But politicians need
ing rolled out in Germany. Scientists caution
the data to make an informed risk assessthat there is no proof yet that the detection
ment.”
of antibodies signals effective immunity, and
Six days after they first rang his doorbell, a
even if it does, it is not known how long that
doctor and two medical students came back
immunity might last.
to Mr. Germann’s apartment.
The Robert Koch Institute, the governThey put on disposable protection suits,
gloves and goggles, and one of them took a
ment’s central scientific institution in the
small vial of his blood. Then they removed and
field of biomedicine, is testing 5,000 samples
bagged their suits, disinfected any surface
from blood banks across the country every
two weeks and 2,000 people in four hot spots
they had touched and left. It took 10 minutes.
who are farther along in the cycle of the dis“I was like, wow, it was a perfect choreogease.
raphy,” Mr. Germann said. “It’s impressive
Its most ambitious project, aiming to test a
to think they have teams doing this all across
nationwide random sample of 15,000 people,
the city.”
is scheduled to begin next month.
An interim result of the study could be re“In the free world, Germany is the first
leased as early as June.
country looking into the future,” said Michael
Mr. Germann will get his first results soon.
He is curious.
Christopher F. Schuetze contributed
“You kind of wonder, was that last cold I
reporting.
had corona?” he said.
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With Pandemic, Robots Are Becoming Welcome in the Workplace
By MICHAEL CORKERY and DAVID GELLES

The recycling industry was already struggling before the pandemic. Now, cities are
suspending recycling services, partly out of
fear that workers might contract the coronavirus from one another while sorting through
bottles and boxes.
One solution: Let robots do the job.
Since the coronavirus took hold in the
United States last month, AMP Robotics in
Colorado has seen a “significant” increase
in orders for its robots that use artificial intelligence to sift through recycled material,
weeding out trash.
“Some facilities that were looking at getting one or two robots are now saying, ‘We
need quite a bit more,’ ” said Matanya Horowitz, the company’s chief executive. “It’s all
moving quite fast.”
Before the pandemic, automation had been
gradually replacing human work in a range
of jobs, from call centers to warehouses and
grocery stores, as companies looked to cut
costs and improve profit.
But labor and robotics experts say social-distancing directives, which are likely
to continue in some form after the crisis subsides, could prompt more industries to accel-

erate their use of automation. And long-simmering worries about job losses or a broad
unease about having machines control vital
aspects of daily life could dissipate as society
sees the benefits of restructuring workplaces
in ways that minimize close human contact.
“Pre-pandemic, people might have thought
we were automating too much,” said Richard
Pak, a professor at Clemson University in
South Carolina. “This event is going to push
people to think what more should be automated.”
The grocery industry is leaning more on
automation to free up employees to deal with
the crush of demand during the pandemic.
Brain Corp, a San Diego company that
makes software used in automated floor
cleaners, said retailers were using the cleaners 13 percent more than they were just two
months ago. The “autonomous floor care
robots” are doing about 8,000 hours of daily
work “that otherwise would have been done
by an essential worker,” the company said.
At supermarket chains, robots are freeing up employees who previously spent time
taking inventory to focus on disinfecting and
sanitizing surfaces and processing deliveries
to keep shelves stocked.

Socialdistancing
rules are
pushing
companies
to automate
more quickly.
A robotics
system sorting
recyclables.
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Retailers insist the robots are augmenting
the work of employees, not replacing them.
But as the panic buying ebbs and sales decline in the recession that is expected to
follow, companies that reassigned workers
during the crisis may no longer have a need
for them.
The role of a cashier is also changing.
For many years, retailers have provided

self-checkout kiosks. But those machines often require intervention by workers to help
shoppers navigate the often fickle and frustrating technology.
The pandemic is prompting some stores
to adopt even more aggressive “contactless” options. From farm stands to butchers,
merchants are asking customers whenever
possible to use mobile payment services like
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Dutch Flowers Are Another Victim of the Virus
By NINA SIEGAL

May — including the weeks in which International Women’s Day, Easter and Mother’s
Day fall — is the Dutch flower industry’s
strongest season. It pulls in 7 billion euros
($7.6 billion), with an average of $30 million
in flowers sold daily. Tulip season usually
lasts about eight weeks.
Some parts of the industry have been hit
harder than others because of the coronavirus outbreak, Mr. van Tol said, with losses
from about 10 percent up to about 85 percent.
In the Netherlands, which has recorded
more than 33,000 coronavirus cases and
3,700 deaths, schools, restaurants, bars,
museums, sports facilities and gyms are
closed. Most events of more than 30 people

have been banned. But small shops, such as
florists and garden shops, remain open.
While growers and distributors that primarily serve the local market are still able
to sell flowers and plants domestically, those
flower businesses that rely on international
trade are worse off.
Jan de Boer, the general director and
owner of Barendsen, a global flower export
company based in the Dutch village of Aalsmeer, said that he had lost 90 percent of his
seasonal revenues so far. He typically has
60 full-time employees this time of year, and
now, he said, he has work for only six. The
Dutch government is paying those salaries,
he said.

“What is my biggest problem?” he said.
“My client Viking River Cruises is not going
to have one American customer on a boat
this year. I will lose all of the business with
them, so for me that’s half a million or a million euros.”
He has also lost all business to countries
where florists are closed, including Italy,
Spain and France.
At the same time, millions of visitors who
trek annually to the blooming tulip fields in
the flower-growing region of Lisse have canceled trips, and the effects have rippled out
to related businesses. The Keukenhof, the
largest flower park in the Netherlands, typically welcomes 1.5 million visitors a year
during its eight-week opening that coincides
with the blooming of the tulips.
But this year, because of the government’s
anti-coronavirus measures, the park has
been shut down from its scheduled opening
day, March 21, until its scheduled closing
date, May 10. That will cost it an estimated
$25 million in revenues.
“Nature doesn’t listen to all the regulations,” said Bart Siemerink, managing director of the Keukenhof.
Mr. de Boer said he expected Dutch flowers to bounce back.
“I’m optimistic because people will always need flowers, to connect, to be together, to tell a story,” he said. “I’m optimistic
about the flowers, but I’m not optimistic
about how to finance the gap. If you can’t
make up for the losses, you’re out of the
game. So I will do my utmost to survive.”

Puzzle Makers Hurry as the World Waits
By AMIE TSANG

The actor Patrick Stewart once called the
world of jigsaw puzzles a “secret society.”
There were always high-profile fans, like the
actor Hugh Jackman, but most only whispered about their passion.
Now, with much of the world under lockdown and looking to kill time, jigsaw puzzles have taken on a new role: a tool to save
humanity. Australia’s prime minister, Scott
Morrison, even referred to jigsaws as essential, and allowed people to leave the house to
buy them.
Celebrities and commoners, stuck in their
homes, have shown off their puzzles. The
talk-show host Ellen DeGeneres recorded
her travails with a 4,000-piece puzzle on Instagram.
The rush to get hold of a jigsaw puzzle —
and even stockpiling by regular enthusiasts
— has transformed this quiet hobby and put

tomated. With closed offices keeping many
of its workers away, PayPal has turned to
chatbots, using them for a record 65 percent
of message-based customer inquiries in recent weeks. PayPal is also using automated
translation services so its English-speaking
representatives can help customers who
don’t speak English. “The resources we are
able to deploy through A.I. are allowing us to
be more flexible with our staff and prioritize
their safety and well-being,” PayPal said in
a statement.YouTube said in a blog post that
with fewer people in its offices around the
world, machines are doing more content
moderation.
“We will temporarily start relying more
on technology to help with some of the work
normally done by reviewers,” the company
said. “This means automated systems will
start removing some content without human
review.”
At AMP Robotics, executives like Mr.
Horowitz say robots will enable recycling
facilities to space out their employees, who
stand at conveyor belts weeding through the
used plastic and paper waste.
Another benefit of the bots: “They can’t get
the virus,” Mr. Horowitz said.

For Pilots and Flight Crews,
Tough Choices on Working

With prices at zero
last month, some
400 million flowers
were destroyed.
Tourists canceled
trips to fields in
Lisse.

AMSTERDAM — For tulip growers in the
Netherlands, Friday the 13th of March was
a true horror show. When tulip stems came
up at the country’s largest flower market in
Aalsmeer, the prices stalled over and over
again at zero.
Frank Uittenbogaard, a director of JUB
Holland, a 110-year-old family farm in Noordwijkerhout, made the tough decision to destroy his tulip stems — 200,000 of them.
“That hurt a lot,” he said. “It’s very painful
because you start in July with digging the
bulbs and you have to give them the right
treatment to plant them in October, and later
move them to the greenhouse. We had very
good quality tulips this year. I took my bike
and went cycling when they did it because I
couldn’t handle it.”
He wasn’t the only grower who had to
dump tulips: About 400 million flowers,
including 140 million tulip stems, were destroyed over the past month, estimates Fred
van Tol, manager of international sales for
Royal FloraHolland, the largest cooperation
of flower and plant producers in the Netherlands.
Demand for tulips dropped precipitously
as flower shops around the globe have shut
down, consumers have gone into lockdown
and celebrations have been canceled.
“This virus hit us right in the middle of the
tulip sales,” Mr. van Tol said. “In total, four
weeks out, the turnover is still 50 percent
lower than last year.”
Usually, the period from March through

PayPal or Venmo. Banking regulators in Europe recently increased the amount of money
that shoppers can pay through their mobile
devices, while reducing some authentication
requirements.
While fully automated stores, such as Amazon Go, might have seemed like a technological curiosity a few months ago, they are likely
to become a more viable option for retailers.
“No one would probably have thought of a
cashier’s job as being dangerous until now,”
Mr. Pak said.
Mark Muro, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution in Washington who studies
labor markets, said that with companies
hurting for cash, the pressure to replace
humans with machines becomes even more
intense.
“People become more expensive as companies’ revenues decline,” he said.
A new wave of automation could also mean
that when companies start hiring again, they
do so in smaller numbers.
“This may be one of those situations when
automation does substantially depress rehiring,” Mr. Muro said. “You may see fewer
workers when the recovery does come.”
Even some conversations are being au-

Jigsaw beaches and
avocados, now deemed
essential to fight boredom.
companies under pressure as demand surges
past Christmas levels.
Ravensburger, a German puzzle maker with global sales of about $600 million,
has been trying to meet the demand even
as social-distancing measures have limited the number of puzzles it can make at its
factory in the south of Germany.
The company can’t easily ramp up production, because each new puzzle takes weeks
to create. Each piece is drawn by hand and
must be uniquely shaped, to avoid one fitting

into the wrong place. That means 1,000 different shapes for a 1,000-piece puzzle, each
drawn by hand by workers. Before a puzzle is
cut, each piece is sketched on a sheet of paper
draped over the finished image.
Pieces of metal are shaped to form an elaborate cookie cutter made just for that jigsaw
puzzle; it takes about four weeks to build one.
The cutter can be used only a limited number
of times before its edges are dulled. It can be
resharpened once and is then discarded. At
busy times of the year, the company will go
through several cutters a day.
Before any pieces are cut, the company
chooses the right image for a puzzle.
“Very rarely does it work well to just take
a good-looking image and put it on a puzzle
package,” said Filip Francke, the chief executive of Ravensburger in North America.
People tend to prefer images jam-packed
with details, instead of broad swaths of col-

By NIRAJ CHOKSHI
tive reaction that this is what I’m supposed to
Molly Choma, a flight attendant for Alaska
be doing right now.”
Airlines, had worked nearly every day since
Flight attendants at major airlines are
mid-March, even as the pandemic had devtypically guaranteed a minimum amount
of work, which they can then trade among
astated her industry. But one day this month,
themselves to make more money or to take
she woke up alone in a room in a nearly empty
more time off. Some routinely put in extra
hotel and wondered if it was time to stop.
As she prepared for Flight 1002, which
hours, though that option has largely disapwould bring her home to the San Francisco
peared.
Bay Area from Washington, Ms. Choma, 33,
Ms. Choma said her employer had been
texted colleagues. Were they planning to
good about providing crew members with
keep flying? Should she?
gloves and masks.
“I’m thinking about my family, thinking
Many of those who continue to fly do so out
about my friends, thinking about what that
of necessity, Ms. Choma said. One man on a
would mean for the rest of the month,” she
flight with Ms. Choma was traveling home to
said. “I don’t know how this thing is going to
San Francisco from a visit in Chicago with his
shape my life or the world or aviation or the
father, who was dying of cancer, she said. On
history of pretty much everything.”
another flight, a woman was leaving an abuAirlines around the world have canceled a
sive husband. Lauren Metz, a pilot for Delta,
staggering number of flights, but thousands
recently transported nearly 75 passengers,
still take off every day, leaving many of the
many of whom had been stuck on a quaranpeople needed to keep them running to recktined cruise ship.
on with whether to continue
working and how to stay safe
if they do.
For Ms. Choma, those remaining flights provided a
financial cushion. After the
pandemic halted the photography business she has nurtured on the side, she took on
flights from colleagues who
couldn’t, or wouldn’t, staff
them.
Some airline employees
have continued to show up
reluctantly, either because
they need the money or fear
losing their jobs once the
crisis has ebbed. Others
who had once relied on extra income from loaded-up
schedules now have to make
do with what few flights are
available. Many others have
taken unpaid leave, stayANASTASIIA SAPON FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
ing home out of necessity or
Molly Choma, a flight attendant, is still at work. “This
concern or to free up slots for
is what I’m supposed to be doing,” she said.
colleagues who may need the
income more.
Already, hundreds of flight attendants and
There are some small comforts. On a trip to
pilots have fallen ill, and at least five have
California, Ms. Metz checked into a hotel she
died from the coronavirus in America alone.
stays at and was assigned a prized room with
The devastation arrived abruptly in late
a view of the San Diego Bay. For Ms. Choma,
February as new bookings started to pluman hourlong commute takes 15 minutes, in
part because she’s allowed to park closer to
met and cancellations began to surge. Less
than two months later, air travel has fallen to
the airport instead of in a lot farther away.
new lows.
Recently, Ms. Choma boarded a flight
Airlines have slashed service dramaticalbound for Washington. Typically, the plane
can seat over 150 passengers, but there were
ly, but they still run thousands of daily flights.
just 12 along with six crew members, she said.
One Tuesday this month, for example, there
The passengers kept to themselves, so Ms.
were nearly 8,000 flights in the United States,
Choma caught up with colleagues and then
compared with nearly 35,000 a year ago, according to the aviation data provider OAG.
took in the scene.
By the time Ms. Choma walked through her
“It’s just really still in the air,” she said.
desolate hotel lobby that afternoon she had
“And you look down on the ground and evregained her resolve. She would continue to
erything is clearer than you’ve ever seen it.
do what she’s done since she became a flight
The oceans are bluer, the lakes are bluer, the
attendant right out of college 11 years ago.
grass is greener. That might just be a spring
“I don’t know if it’s stupid or crazy, but I just
thing, but I swear the air is clearer than it’s
feel like I’m supposed to be here doing this
ever been before. Or maybe it’s just because
work,” she said. “It’s like a guttural, instincI’m able to look out a window.”

Demand for jigsaw puzzles from people
under lockdown has surged.
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or — unless they want to torture themselves
with a one-color puzzle.
“We’re looking at an immersive image that
allows you as the puzzler to kind of get transported into a different place, potentially even
time,” said Thomas Kaeppeler, president of

Ravensburger in North America. “Picture
that beach scene.”
Images that evoke a sense of coziness (or
“hygge”) are always popular. But interests
will vary by age. One British company, Gibsons, has a line targeted at millennials that
features avocados.
Ravensburger runs focus groups and monitors platforms like Reddit, Instagram and
Etsy to identify trends. It creates a profile
of a target customer and assembles a visual
mood board that represents the kind of person the customer is and what else that person
might like; a designer works with an artist to
create an image.
Once an image is created, pasted onto
cardboard and the pieces are designed, the
cookie cutter is laid on top and 1,000 tons of
pressure is applied.
Half the world — about four billion people — is now under some sort of order to stay

in their homes.
Retailers have been scrambling to deal
with the demand.
The surge is a “double-edged sword” for
companies that usually make the bulk of
their sales around Christmas, said Charles
King, the director at Jigsaw Puzzles Direct
in northeast England. Mr. King fretted about
maintaining customer service as his inventory ran low. He was trying to fulfill thousands
of orders a day. Many of his customers are
older. “You’re worried about a lot of your customers,” he said.
Joe Rushton, the director of Yorkshire Jigsaw, another retailer in the north of England,
said he had stopped taking orders on Amazon and was just focusing on direct sales.
The company has been receiving a month’s
worth of orders each day, and is “pretty much
cleaned out” until more puzzles come in.
Many retailers said customers were calling and saying they would take whatever was
available.
Mr. Rushton said, “It almost feels like a war
footing.”
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Fifty years ago, the astronauts of Apollo 13 managed to return to Earth after an
explosion damaged their service module, seen floating away after it was jettisoned.

Moon Travel Is Safer,
But Not Entirely Safe
NASA

By KENNETH CHANG

Apollo 13 almost killed three NASA astronauts.
Will it be safer the next time people head to
the moon, more than 50 years later?
“Safer, yes,” said Douglas O. Stanley, president and executive director of the National
Institute of Aerospace, a nonprofit research
institute in Virginia. “We have more reliable
systems now.”
Rockets and spacecraft are becoming
much more sophisticated. “The parts are
more reliable,” Dr. Stanley said. “Rocket engines are more reliable than in the ’60s.”
That means the next trip to the moon, an-

ticipated later in the 2020s, should be safer,
but not safe.
“Spaceflight, you’re operating in a pretty
difficult environment,” said Gene Kranz, the
flight director who was in charge in mission
control on the night of April 13, 1970, when
Apollo 13 went awry.
The mission had launched two days earlier, and the three astronauts aboard — James
A. Lovell Jr., Fred W. Haise Jr. and John L.
Swigert Jr. — were already 300,000 kilometers from Earth, well on the way to the third
manned moon landing. Just after 10 p.m.,
mission control asked Mr. Swigert to perform
a routine stirring of the propellant tanks. He

did. The spacecraft shook. Warning lights lit
up. “I believe we’ve had a problem here,” Mr.
Swigert reported.
It was not immediately clear how serious
the problem was.
“For the first minutes, I thought, ‘This is
a minor electrical problem,’” Mr. Kranz recalled. “We’ll put the crew to sleep and work
it. Then another controller said the crew reported a pretty big bang.”
Unknown at the time, wires inside an oxygen tank were damaged. When Mr. Swigert
flipped the switch, a spark ignited the wires’
insulation, and the tank ruptured, emptying
its contents into space. The other oxygen

tank was also leaking. The oxygen was not
just for the astronauts to breathe, but also fed
the fuel cells that powered the spacecraft.
The command module was dying, quickly.
But the lunar lander, docked to the command
module, was intact. Under the direction of
Glynn Lunney, the flight director whose shift
followed Mr. Kranz’s, the astronauts scrambled into the lunar module, which served as
their lifeboat.
Engineers on the ground were able to solve
critical problems, like how to jury rig filters
from the command module to work in the
lander’s carbon dioxide removal system to
prevent the gas from building up to deadly

levels deadly to the astronauts. They also calculated an engine burn by the lunar module
to get Apollo 13 on a trajectory back to Earth,
and figured out how to restart the command
module with limited power.
Eighty-seven hours after the explosion, the
astronauts splashed in the Pacific Ocean.
“I had a lot of confidence,” Mr. Kranz said.
“Every time I launched, I believed we would
bring them home. It was a confidence.”
But luck also played a role. If the explosion
had occurred later in the mission, after the
lunar lander with Mr. Lovell and Mr. Haise
had already headed to the moon, the separated command module with Mr. Swigert would
have been stranded in lunar orbit. Mr. Lovell
and Mr. Haise would have been stuck on
the moon’s surface with no way home. That
was not the only close call of the Apollo era.
During Apollo 11, the lunar lander was nearly
out of fuel before Neil Armstrong found a spot
to set it down.
With Apollo 12, lightning struck the Saturn
5 rocket during liftoff, scrambling electronic systems. The rocket stayed on course as
an astute ground controller remembered a
switch that rebooted the electronic systems.
What scientists have learned in the last 50
years has minimized many of those risks.
There are now much more detailed maps of
the moon’s surface.
Launch rules were tightened to avoid a recurrence of a lightning strike, and meteorological tools are more capable of anticipating
lightning.
Under President Donald J. Trump, the top
priority for NASA is to send astronauts back
to the moon. Last year, his administration
accelerated the timetable for the first crewed
landing to 2024 from 2028 (although delays
resulting from the pandemic have raised
doubts about this schedule).
NASA named the new moon program Artemis, from Greek mythology.
Direct comparisons between the Artemis
and Apollo missions are difficult to make,
because NASA has not yet decided all of the
details of how it will land on the moon.
The Orion crew capsule, which is like the
Apollo command module, but larger, can perform many tasks autonomously, but the astronauts will still be able to take over manual
control if needed.
Also, controllers on the ground will be able
to control the spacecraft remotely, much like
flying a drone aircraft.

But a key piece of the Artemis architecture
— the lander — has not been chosen. NASA
is taking a commercial approach, soliciting
proposals from companies like Blue Origin,
the rocket company started by Jeffrey P.
Bezos, founder and chief executive of Amazon, as well as Boeing, which is building the
first stage of the S.L.S. rocket.
The agency is looking to finance more than
one of these lunar landing systems.Two major technological advantages available today
are better sensors — for instance, a small
camera in the bowels of the spacecraft could
reveal the extent of any damage immediately
— and improved communications systems.
Apollo 13’s mission controllers and crew
were hamstrung by an inability to send instructions quickly. The checklist for restarting the command module before re-entry had
to be read up to the astronauts line by line,
and Mr. Swigert had to write everything

Better equipment for a
space trip. Ingenuity helps,
as does a capable team.

down by hand.
“If you listen to the transcript, it’s a little
bit agonizing,” said Gerry Griffin, one of the
other Apollo 13 flight directors. “There is a
lot of repeating. One of the problems was he
couldn’t get enough paper to write on. It was
a bit nerve-racking.”
Today, the instructions could be simply displayed on a computer screen or printed out.
But the much greater capability of modern
computers comes with potential dangers. In
the complex software code, “Errors find their
way in and sometimes they’re catastrophic,”
said Joseph W. Dyer, who headed NASA’s
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel from 2003
to 2016.
Mr. Kranz said that more important than
the hardware are the people operating the
hardware, coming up with a multitude of contingency plans.
“I had a team that was well prepared when
things went wrong,” Mr. Kranz said. “It’s
easier to build a spacecraft or a space system
than to build the team.”

Putin’s Long Campaign Against American Science
A Twitter feed in
Moscow spread
the idea that the
coronavirus was
a germ weapon.
A billboard in
St. Petersburg on
social distancing.

By WILLIAM J. BROAD

On February 3, soon after the World Health
Organization declared the coronavirus to be
a global health emergency, an obscure Twitter account in Moscow began retweeting
an American blog. It said the pathogen was
a germ weapon designed to kill. The headline called the evidence “irrefutable” even
though top scientists had already debunked
that claim and declared the novel virus to be
natural.
As the pandemic has swept the globe, it has
been accompanied by a dangerous surge of
false information — an “infodemic,” according to the W.H.O. Analysts say that President
Vladimir V. Putin of Russia has played a principal role in the spread of false information as
part of his wider effort to discredit the West
and destroy his enemies from within.
An investigation by The New York Times
— involving scores of interviews as well as
a review of scholarly papers, news reports,
and Russian documents, tweets and TV
shows — found that Mr. Putin has spread
misinformation on issues of health for more
than a decade.
His agents have planted and spread the
idea that viral epidemics — including flu
outbreaks, Ebola and now the coronavirus
— were sown by American scientists. The
disinformers have also sought to undermine
faith in the safety of vaccines, a triumph of
public health that Mr. Putin himself promotes
at home.
Moscow’s aim, experts say, is to portray
American officials as downplaying the health
alarms and thus posing serious threats to
public safety.
“It’s all about seeding lack of trust in government institutions,” said Peter Pomerantsev, author of “Nothing Is True and Everything Is Possible,” a 2014 book about the
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Kremlin disinformation.
The Russian president has waged his long
campaign by means of open media, secretive
trolls and shadowy blogs that cast American
health officials as patronizing frauds. Of late,
new stealth and sophistication have made his
handiwork harder to see, track and fight.
Even so, the United States State Department recently accused Russia of using thousands of social media accounts to spread
coronavirus misinformation — including a
conspiracy theory that the United States engineered the deadly pandemic.
The Kremlin’s audience for open disinformation is surprisingly large. The YouTube
videos of RT, Russia’s global television network, average one million views per day, “the
highest among news outlets,” according to a
U.S. intelligence report. Since the founding of
the Russian network in 2005, its videos have

Moscow spreads the idea
that viral outbreaks are
sown by the United States.
received more than four billion views, analysts found.
Because public interest in wellness and longevity runs high, health disinformation can
have a disproportionally large social impact.
Experts fear that the effort will foster public
cynicism that erodes Washington’s influence
as well as the core democratic value of relying on demonstrable facts as a basis for decision-making.
“The accumulation of these operations

over a long period of time will result in a major political impact,” said Ladislav Bittman,
a former Soviet bloc disinformation officer.
Sandra C. Quinn, a professor at the University of Maryland, said the Russian president
was drawing on an old playbook. “The difference now is the speed with which it spreads,
and the denigration of the institutions that
we rely on to understand the truth,” she said.
“We’re in dangerous territory.”
The Moscow site that retweeted the coronavirus blog in February belongs to a Russian news outlet called The Russophile. It is
tauntingly bold. The author portrait on its
Twitter page shows an unidentifiable soldier
in green fatigues holding an orange tabby
cat. The site calls itself a “news feed from free
(= not owned by the globalist elite) media.”
The new brand of disinformation is subtler
than the old. Darren L. Linvill, an expert at
Clemson University in South Carolina, and
his colleague Patrick L. Warren have argued
that Mr. Putin’s new way seeks less to create
than to curate — to retweet and amplify the
existing American cacophony, raising the
level of confusion.
Much of the disinformation lies hidden in
plain sight. But other elements embody a new
sophistication that makes it hard for companies to ferret out the interference of Russia, or
any other country. Experts say that Russian
trolls may even be paying Americans to post
disinformation on their behalf.
On March 5, Lea Gabrielle, head of the
State Department’s Global Engagement Center, which seeks to fight disinformation, told
a Senate hearing that Moscow had pounced
on the pandemic as a new opportunity to sow
chaos — to “take advantage of a health crisis
where people are terrified.”
“The entire ecosystem of Russian disinformation has been engaged,” she reported.

Trying to Track the Paths of Virus Infections
By GINA KOLATA

As the coronavirus tears through the
world, scientists are asking: Are some people
more infectious than others?
It seems that the answer is yes. There do
seem to be superspreaders, a loosely defined
term for people who infect a disproportionate
number of others, whether as a consequence
of genetics, social habits or simply being in
the wrong place at the wrong time.
But those virus carriers at the heart of
what are being called superspreading events
can drive and have driven epidemics, researchers say, making it crucial to figure out
ways to identify spreading events or to prevent situations, like crowded rooms, where
superspreading can occur.
Just as important are those at the other end
of the spectrum — people who are infected
but unlikely to spread the infection.
Distinguishing between those who are
more infectious and those less infectious
could make a big difference in the speed with
which an outbreak is contained, said Jon Zelner, an epidemiologist at the University of
Michigan. If the infected person is a superspreader, contact tracing is especially im-

Scientists work to pinpoint
who spreads contagions,
and why it happens.
portant. But if the infected person is the opposite, contact tracing can be a wasted effort.
“The tricky part is that we don’t necessarily
know who those people are,” Dr. Zelner said.
Medical history is replete with stories of
superspreading in outbreaks of parasitic disease, tuberculosis, measles and other illness.
There is Mary Mallon, a cook better known
as Typhoid Mary, who spread typhoid fever to
more than 50 people in the early years of the
twentieth century. She herself was not ill but
was asymptomatic — silently infected with
typhoid.
Superspreading played roles in outbreaks of two other coronaviruses, SARS
and MERS. “The MERS-CoV outbreak in
South Korea was driven primarily by three
infected individuals,” wrote George F. Gao, a

virologist in Beijing.
Superspreading also appears to have driven outbreaks of the new coronavirus.
One event occurred at the end of February
when 175 Biogen executives gathered for a
conference in a Boston hotel. At least one person was infected with the coronavirus.
Two weeks later, 75 percent of the 108 Massachusetts residents infected with the virus
were associated with Biogen.
At the other end of the bell curve of infectiousness are infected people who do not
seem to infect others.
In the Covid-19 pandemic, there is a striking example from the far end of the uninfectious — a couple in Illinois.
On January 23 the wife, who had returned
from a visit to Wuhan, became the first laboratory-confirmed case of Covid-19 in the
state. On January 30, her husband was infected. It was the first known person-to-person
transmission in the United States.
Both husband and wife became gravely ill
and were hospitalized. Both recovered.
State public health officials traced their
contacts — 372 people, including 195 health
care workers. Not a single one of them
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So-called superspreaders have played a
big role in the coronavirus pandemic.
became infected.
“The nature of our society right now is
that we are very much interested in the catastrophic,” said Samuel K. Roberts, a medical
historian at Columbia in New York.
The general public doesn’t need to know
if an outbreak was traced to one person, he
said.
“What’s more important is, How do we
protect ourselves?” he said. “Finding patient
zero is not going to help. It only stokes fear of
the other.”
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The documentary “Tiger King” focused on soap opera drama over threats to
big cats that were mistreated by the people profiled, critics say. A sanctuary.

‘Tiger King’ Mismanages
Opportunity to Save Cats
By RACHEL NUWER

More tigers live in backyards, roadside
zoos and truck stops in the United States
than remain in the wild. This phenomenon is driven by people like Joseph Maldonado-Passage, the star known better as
“Joe Exotic” in “Tiger King,” Netflix’s hit
documentary series. Before his arrest and
conviction, Mr. Maldonado-Passage was a
major breeder and seller of tigers and other
big cats.
He churned out cubs for profitable petting
and photo sessions, then disposed of them,
legally or illegally, when they became too
dangerous for play. Some were sold as pets,
some went to other roadside zoos for breeding and some simply disappeared.
“I call it the breed and dump cycle,” said
Carney Anne Nasser, an animal welfare expert at Michigan State University College
of Law. The cub petting industry, she said,
is “creating a tiger crisis in America,” driven by animal abuse and a lack of oversight.
Many of the interview subjects featured
in “Tiger King” say the story was presented
to them as one that would expose the problem of private big cat ownership in the United States. Some in the film say Eric Goode
and Rebecca Chaiklin, the show’s co-directors and co-producers, claimed to be
making the big cat version of “Blackfish,”
the 2013 documentary that spurred widespread backlash against SeaWorld.
Instead, big cats and the issues affecting
them are lost in the show’s “soap opera-esque drama,” Dr. Nasser said.
“Tiger King” tells the story of Mr. Maldonado-Passage’s rise to one of America’s
biggest tiger breeders, then his fall as a felon. After being sued by Carole Baskin, a big
cat activist and owner of Big Cat Rescue, a
sanctuary in Tampa, Florida, he plotted to
have her killed.
When Karl Ammann, a documentary
filmmaker whose work has focused on the
illegal wildlife trade, was invited to be interviewed for “Tiger King,” Mr. Goode and
Ms. Chaiklin pitched the show to him as a

chance to expose the plight of wild tigers.
But he said the series lacked any clear conservation message.
“To totally ignore such key aspects was a
real missed opportunity,” he said.
Mr. Goode and Ms. Chaiklin declined to
be interviewed, as did representatives from
Netflix.
But in the interest of entertainment,
some directors may depart slightly from
reality, said Steven Cantor, a documentary
filmmaker. “Just because it has the word
‘documentary,’ doesn’t mean that everything in it has to be 100 percent truthful,”
he said.
Critics of “Tiger King” assert that Mr.
Goode and Ms. Chaiklin’s license went too
far, taking quotes and shots out of context
and presenting inaccurate information.

The personal drama of
“Joe Exotic” obscures a
message of conservation.

These and other decisions, according to
Michael Webber, director of “The Elephant
in the Living Room,” a documentary about
exotic animal ownership, have the effect of
making Ms. Baskin and her sanctuary appear “equally bad” as Joe Exotic.
As successful shows like “Tiger King”
encourage more programming that blurs
the lines between documentary and reality
television, some worry about the social toll.
“I believe film and TV are the most powerful medium there is,” said Glen Zipper,
a documentary producer and writer. “If
we’re delivering something to you that is
factually inaccurate — particularly when
it has to do with something that is critically
important — that ultimately could be quite
dangerous.”
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T H E WAY W E E AT

Native People Fight Isolation by Embracing Tradition
By PRIYA KRISHNA

HENRY HARGREAVES

The photographer Henry
Hargreaves recreated this last meal
for a serial killer.

Death Row
Last Meals,
Fascinating
And Grim
By JAY RAYNER

On October 1, Russell Bucklew was
served a gyro, a smoked brisket sandwich, two portions of fries, a cola and a banana split. We know this because, shortly
after he was executed by lethal injection
at 6:23 p.m. that day, the Missouri Department of Corrections gave details of
his final meal request to journalists.
Over my two decades as a newspaper
restaurant critic in Britain, I have regularly been invited to imagine myself
on death row, and not just by aggrieved
chefs. So what would I choose? I’ve always told my interviewers that I would
have lost my appetite. The obvious candidates — anyone on the edge of death — for
last meals are equally less-than-suited to
eating them.
There are academic papers like one
from 2007 by Daniel LaChance of the
University of Minnesota, who argued
that allowing the condemned to choose
a last meal, a selection then amplified by
the news media, portrayed death-row inmates as “autonomous actors, endowed
with agency and individuality.” It helped
mark them as “self-made monsters who
are intrinsically different by choice.”
That helped sustain the death penalty by
emphasizing the idea they deserved it.
Another paper, published in 2012 by the
journal Appetite, analyzed 247 last meals,
all of them ordered by condemned prisoners in the United States from 2002 to 2006.
The average meal came in at 2,756 calories, but four requests, from Texas and
Oklahoma, were estimated to have gone
beyond 7,000. Seventy percent asked
for fried food. Many requested specific
brands: 16 percent ordered Coca-Cola,
and three inmates wanted Diet Coke.
These studies sit alongside popular representations, like the stark photographic
recreations of last meals by Jacquelyn C.
Black, or the 2004 cookbook by Brian D.
Price, a former Texas prison inmate who
prepared many of the last meals where he

A macabre interest in
what the condemned eat
as lethal injection looms.
was incarcerated. He called it “Meals To
Die For.”
The New Zealand-born photographer
Henry Hargreaves set about recreating
last meals in his New York City apartment and photographing them. Here
was the Oklahoma City bomber Timothy
McVeigh’s order for mint chocolate-chip
ice cream. Here was the bucket of fried
chicken requested by the serial killer
John Wayne Gacy.
“With these images, I didn’t want to
preach right or wrong, I wanted people to
look at them and think about the issues
involved,” said Mr. Hargreaves, whose
collection, titled “No Seconds,” was exhibited at the 2013 Venice Biennale. “I
wanted people to look at them and think
about the issues involved. That’s what art
should be about.”
Except perhaps for “Last Supper,” a
2005 documentary by the Swedish art
filmmakers Mats Bigert and Lars Bergstrom with testimony from prison guards
in Thailand, South Africa and Japan, the
material is American. This may be because many countries that impose the
death penalty, like China, Iran and Saudi
Arabia, do not have a free press to report
details. More than 50 nations have the
death penalty.
The fascination in America stems in
part from a true-crime culture, said Ty
Treadwell, an author of the book “Last
Suppers: Final Meals From Death Row,”
published in 2001. “People are interested
in lives very different from their own, be
they the Kardashians or death-row inmates,” he said.
Robert Dunham, the executive director
of the Death Penalty Information Center,
a nonprofit group that provides analysis,
described the interest in death-row meals
as “voyeuristic sensationalism. It has
nothing to do with the merits or flaws of
capital punishment.”
It is, he said, a “vestigial hangover”
from the days when hangings and lynchings were public events. “The fact that executions have been moved indoors hasn’t
eliminated the salaciousness that accompanied them in the past.”

For the 20,000 members of the Oglala Sioux
Tribe living on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation — an 800,000-hectare expanse in
southern South Dakota — social distancing
is certainly feasible. Putting food on the table? Less so.
Getting food has long been a challenge for
Pine Ridge residents. For a lot of people, the
nearest grocery store is a two-hour drive
away. Many rely on United States government programs, including one that provides
boxes of food (historically lacking in healthy
options) to low-income families. Diabetes
rates run very high. The coronavirus crisis has only made access to food harder, as
shelves of the few groceries empty out, shipments of food boxes are delayed because of
supply chain disruptions, and hunting and
gathering are restricted by government regulations and environmental conditions.
But the Oglala Sioux, like many other Native Americans, are relying on the practices
— seed saving, canning, dehydrating — that
their forebears developed to survive harsh
conditions, with limited supplies.
“You’re forced to stay in a specific area,
you’re told to trust the government, you’re
told food will be scarce — welcome to 1700s
Native nation,” said Jamie Azure, the tribal
chairman of the Turtle Mountain Band of
Chippewa, in North Dakota.
Big stores and processed foods have eroded some of the old customs. But now, faced
with a disrupted food system, many Native
Americans are looking to those traditions for
answers.
Milo Yellow Hair, who lives in Wounded
Julia O’Malley contributed reporting.

Knee, South Dakota, on the Pine Ridge Reservation, is hard at work preparing 8,000
seedlings of local varieties of squash and
corn — hearty crops with a short growing
time — to plant in people’s yards. Many residents live without electricity to run refrigerators or freezers, so to prepare for what could
be weeks or months of staying indoors, he is
encouraging people to dry their vegetables.
Corn, for example, can be cooked and dried
to be used as a base for soups and stews, or to
make wagmiza wasna, a traditional snack in
which the corn is pounded with berries and
tallow.
“Here on the reservation it is a day-by-day
existence,” said Mr. Yellow Hair, 70, who
works for the nonprofit Slim Buttes Agricultural Development Program. “If this thing
goes crazy and the external food services
stop, the food we grow locally is going to be
paramount to meet this need.”
Food shortages, though, are just one in a
thicket of troubles on tribal lands. Many have
become federal clean-up sites where oil spills
or chemical runoffs have contaminated the
groundwater. More than a century of government policies have shrunk Native American
territory and taken ownership from tribal
governments, contributing to the rampant
poverty and poor health care on many reservations.
The coronavirus emergency is dire for the
Navajo Nation in Arizona, Utah and New
Mexico, with hundreds of cases and dozens
of deaths.
Many residents lack running water and
electricity.
“People are told to self-isolate at home with
no drinking water and not enough food,” said
Denisa Livingston, who helps fellow Native

other things, ingredients for fry bread, a
Navajo staple with a
complicated history,
as it was created using rations from the
federal government.
In North Dakota,
the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa
has a strong tradition
of canning crops like
beets, cucumbers
and carrots. Many
families are now donating their stockpiles to those on the
reservation in need.
“You don’t think
twice about it,”
Mr. A zure sa id.
“And then when
the Covid-19 threat
comes through, you
realize how important all of this is.”
In A laska, the
Athabaskan peoples
have long dealt with
brutal, protracted
LAUREN JUSTICE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
winters by preservRebecca Webster, who has a four-hectare farm in Wisconsin,
ing produce and
has been sharing white corn seeds with other families.
freezing meats. Cynthia Erickson, who
Americans grow their own food, in her job as
is 56 and an owner of the only grocery store
Slow Food International Indigenous Councilin her village, Tanana, has a freezer full of
moose, caribou and fish.
or of the Global North.
But she has been struggling to get her usuResidents with gardens are making crops
available to others. Some are assembling
al suppliers to fill orders. The tribe may ask
care packages for elders that include, among
Governor Mike Dunleavy to open moose

A Booming Trade
Of Great Tacos
In a Border Town
By PRIYA KRISHNA

BROWNSVILLE, Texas — Not far from the
Rio Grande, this state’s border with Mexico,
a tall barrier of thick steel slats rises over an
open field. Along Southmost Boulevard, the
terrain is mostly vacant.
Suddenly the air starts to smell of smoke
and cumin. The buildings ahead are awash
in bright yellows and reds, with signs advertising barbacoa and flautas. The boulevard
becomes a string of restaurants, one on practically every block for the next several kilometers.
Border towns have long labored under bad
reputations, which have only worsened in recent years as the Trump administration denounces these communities as violent, dangerous and depressed. But those labels overlook Brownsville’s successes, including one
of the city’s biggest points of pride: its tacos.
Along Southmost — the name of both the
street and the neighborhood — you’ll find
some of the best in America. This stretch
of road has played host to many taco purveyors since the area was developed after World War II. As the competition has
ramped up and the taco-eating public has
grown more discerning, the collection has
been winnowed down to a superlative 20 or
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Brownsville, Texas,
became a haven
for taco lovers after
World War II.
Above, Las 7 Salsas
and a plate of its
tacos. Right, Vera’s
Backyard Bar-B-Que
is acclaimed for its
barbacoa.

so restaurants and stands.
“Some of the greatest and most important
taco places in the country are in Brownsville,” said José R. Ralat, taco editor at Texas
Monthly. “It is just one hot spot, but it really is
a bright hot spot.”
In February, the James Beard Foundation
endorsed that view by naming a Brownsville
restaurant, Vera’s Backyard Bar-B-Que,
one of six recipients of its 2020 America’s
Classics Award. The foundation singled out

Vera’s specialty, barbacoa.
Vera’s barbacoa is just the start. At Sylvia’s, the large flour tortilla encasing the
machacado con huevo a la Mexicana, which
pairs salty dried beef with fluffy eggs, is buttery and flaky — as if a French pastry met
a paratha. Easy To Go Tacos, a tiny, mirror-lined box of a restaurant, is known for its
exceptional flautas, tiny tacos rolled up with
beef or chicken and fried.
At Las 7 Salsas, servers push the kekas,

While Kneading Bread, Virus Is Far Away
By ALEXANDRA MARVAR

As families are confined to their homes,
one thing is certain: People are baking.
Social media has been flooded with photographs of “isolation loaves” and “quarantine
cookies.” Baking necessities like flour and
yeast are in short supply and best-selling
bread makers that were in stock as of midMarch are now sold out across the internet.
But for those who can get the ingredients,
baking provides a combination of distraction,
comfort and — especially with bread recipes,
which can take days to complete — something to look forward to.
This is especially true of sourdough, which
doesn’t require yeast but does require patience over several days of fermentation to
make a starter, and hours to autolyse and
proof the dough and let it rise. It’s the bread
loaf of choice for Dr. Craig Spencer, an avid
baker and emergency room doctor in New

York City, who said he saw this pandemic
coming in time to stock up on flour.
Dr. Spencer’s long shifts at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital are unimaginably trying.
When he is home with his family, Dr. Spencer,
38, allocates time to bake.
“The thing I think about when I’m making
my bread is only my bread,” he said. “I’m
not thinking about coronavirus or anything
else.”
Jeremy Konyndyk, 42, a pandemic preparedness expert at the Center for Global
Development, took up baking five years ago
while he was an official for disaster assistance under the Obama administration and
was helping to lead the American response
to Ebola. He continues to research disease
response and policy.
While Mr. Konyndyk no longer bears the
burden of responsibility for leading the national charge against a pandemic, these are

hunting season (which normally begins in
August or September) early if the food supply
runs low, she said.
“My grandparents had 12 kids and a little
cabin, and they survived hunting beavers,
moose and fish,” she said. They boiled hooves
and legs to make broth. “We are tough people.”
White corn production is ramping up on the
Oneida Nation of Wisconsin’s reservation, in
the eastern part of the state. The crop is sacred to the Oneida Nation, and a longstanding
staple because of its many nutrients. Rebecca
and Stephen Webster, a Native married couple who own a four-hectare farm that grows
white corn and other produce, have been giving their prized seeds to families on the reservation in exchange for whatever they can
offer, even just a jar of jam.
Thosh Collins and Chelsey Luger, a married couple who founded an Indigenous wellness program called Well for Culture, live
near Scottsdale, Arizona, an affluent city
with high-end grocery stores.
Still, they have been taking daily drives to
the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, where Mr. Collins, 37, grew up, to
harvest cactus buds, berries and wild onions.
They own a plot of land there where they plan
to put a house.
Despite the food hardships that have beset
Native Americans for so long, Ms. Luger, 32,
said Native Americans are uniquely well-positioned to weather the pandemic.
“We’re not as far away from our traditional ways of life as most Americans are,” she
said. “Our sense of community and family is
as strong as ever.”
“As this pandemic continues to grow,” she
added, “I can tell you that I feel safer on the
reservation than anywhere else.”

still anxious times for him.
When his thoughts are spiraling, Mr.
Konyndyk resets his focus by baking. (He is
also a sourdough enthusiast.)
“The nature of my job was: You’re trying to
make some very, very bad things somewhat
less bad, constantly trying to stave off harm
and damage. What I began to appreciate
about baking was it was just very different
from that,” Mr. Konyndyk said. “It’s all about
creating, and you have a tangible product at
the end.”
“In disaster relief — famine, war, epidemics — the crisis goes on and on and on. There’s
no point where you’re finished,” he said.
“Baking lets you take a project from beginning to end.”
Recipes don’t need to be complicated to
offer a respite from chaos. Desiree Stennett,
31, a business reporter in Memphis, Tennessee, said she decided to spend part of a

a messy pile of corn tortillas, refried beans,
strips of beef and queso fresco.
There is considerable hardship in Brownsville — 31 percent of its 183,000 residents live
in poverty, according to 2018 census data —
but also signs of growth. SpaceX, an aerospace manufacturer founded by Elon Musk,
broke ground on the world’s first commercial
orbital rocket launch site here in 2014, bringing in capital and jobs.
The Southmost area, affectionately known
as La Southmost, has become a lively center,
frequented by the city’s robust population of
Mexican immigrants, many of whom arrived
as part of the Bracero Program, a collaboration between the United States and Mexico
that brought millions of guest workers to
America from 1942 to 1964. The taco restaurants served as models for what would become the modern American taqueria.
What keeps all these places busy is that
each has a distinctive style, Mr. Ralat said.
But for all the unanimous enthusiasm
about tacos, the people here are split in their
response to the immigration policies playing
out in Brownsville.
No one interviewed agreed with those policies, but some said they had no big effect. Others were reluctant to speak out.

Southmost residents live daily with the
fallout of immigration politics, from the Casa Padre shelter for minors to the 2019 Migration Protection Protocols, which require
asylum seekers to stay in Mexico while their
applications are processed. The area around
Matamoros, the Mexican city just across the
border, has become one of the largest refugee
camps.
Evangelina Rocha, the owner of Marcelo’s, said she has had a harder time finding
new employees since the protocols were put
in place. “The people who want to work don’t
have papers,” she said.
Dominga Salazar, 70, lives next to those
steel slats near the border. She said her property value had increased.
“It’s all fine,” she said. “I don’t see anything.”
Mr. Ralat lives about 800 kilometers away,
in Dallas. Visiting Brownsville, he said, is a
mixed experience: On the one hand are the
exceptional tacos, and on the other, the poverty and border politics.
As a Latino, he finds the steel barrier upsetting — “like cutting off a limb,” as if the tacos
can be separated from their place of origin.
“Without Mexican cuisine and culture,” he
said, “there is no Texas.”

“When I’m making my
bread,” a doctor said,
“I’m not thinking about
coronavirus.”
and while they’re in the oven, tend to media requests
that have been rolling
in since Barack Obama
retweeted (and praised)
Dr. Spencer’s account of
a day in the E.R. Then he
will enjoy some wonderful bread with his family
before heading back to the
hospital for the next shift.
CHONA KASINGER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
“We have a 16-monthold, my wife is working more than a full-time
recent weekend on a no-knead loaf after a
job, I have three jobs including the clinical
grueling week of on-the-ground reporting.
one — like everyone else, we’re just trying
“I picked this recipe because the YouTube
videos promised it would not go wrong, and
to figure out how to do this, to map efficienI don’t have the mental capacity to fail at
cy and time to get the most work done,” Dr.
bread-making right now,” she said.
Spencer said.
Dr. Spencer’s current routine is to proof his
He added, “We haven’t really figured it out
loaves overnight, bake them in the morning,
yet, but at least we have bread.”
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My Grandma’s
Masterful Life
My father once asked his mother, the artist Annette Nancarrow, what she thought of
Leon Trotsky. It wasn’t a political question.
He just wanted her impression of the exiled
Bolshevik, whom she had first met in Mexico City in the late 1930s, in
the studio of her close friend
(and, my father suspected,
future lover) Diego Rivera.
“Well, I was surprised to
see the leader of the proletarESSAY
iat so elegantly dressed,” she
recalled. “I was particularly
struck by the Parisian calf-skin gloves he
took off of his beautifully manicured hands.”
The answer was vintage Annette. As a
painter, she saw the part of the surface that
revealed the inner man, the bourgeois fop
within the fiery revolutionary. As a judge
of character, she sensed why he had lost
his power struggle with Joseph Stalin for
control of the Soviet Union: People who take
care of their fingernails don’t usually enjoy
getting them bloody. And as a connoisseur of
style, she appreciated good leather.
I’ve been thinking a great deal about my
grandmother ever since I saw the “Vida
Americana” exhibit at the Whitney Museum in New York. The exhibit showcased
the work of Mexico’s greatest muralists,
Rivera, José Clemente Orozco and David
Alfaro Siqueiros, and their influence on their
American contemporaries, including Jackson Pollock, Isamu Noguchi, Ben Shahn and
Thomas Hart Benton.
My grandmother, born Annette Margolis
in 1907 to a prosperous Jewish family in New
York, was one of those artists whose work
was shaped, and life radically altered, by
her encounters with the Mexican masters.
She was a cultural boundary-breaker in an
age of fearfulness and isolationism. She was
a sexually confident woman who fell in and
out of love with impressive, sometimes domineering men, while never allowing herself
to become dependent on any of them.
And, for the most part, she has been almost entirely forgotten, like so many other
women who were a generation or more
ahead of their time.
In the early 1930s she was leading what
by outward appearances was a fairly conventional if privileged life as a young bride
and budding painter studying for a master’s
in fine arts at Columbia University in New
York. In the evenings, she would return to
her apartment to make supper for her husband, a successful lawyer named Sidney
Pepper, whom she had married while still in
her teens. At 25, she gave birth to a daughter
named Cherry.
Her real life was something else entirely.
She joined the American League Against
War and Fascism, an outgrowth of the Communist Party. She had her portrait painted,
clothed, by Sandor Klein; and nude, by Igor

BRET
STEPHENS

Pantuhoff, who substituted a different woman’s face to preserve her anonymity. She met
the Mexican muralists — Siqueiros, Orozco
and Rivera.
She also rented an apartment under an assumed name. Ostensibly, it was meant to be
a studio where she could work on her painting. But, as she delightedly confessed in an
interview more than 50 years later, its real
purpose was to “learn certain things, sexually, so I could teach my husband” to become
“a little more capable in that field.”
In 1935 she and Pepper boarded a cruise
liner for Veracruz with a recommendation
from a friend to look up an American businessman living in Mexico City named Louis
Stephens. It was love, and lust, at first sight:
Annette would later write in a letter about
my grandfather that “he exceeded my wildest dreams as to his inexhaustible energy
and variations on the mating theme.” Pepper, who came down with an apparent case
of Montezuma’s revenge during his stay, later came to believe that my grandfather had
secretly poisoned him so that he could spend
more time with his beautiful wife.
Annette would return to Mexico twice
more within a year. For the second trip, she
took 3-year-old Cherry, telling her husband
that she planned to spend a few weeks in
Florida. He got wise to the ruse, accused Annette of kidnapping their daughter, tracked
her down to a hideaway in Mexico City, and
seized Cherry. Annette wouldn’t see her
firstborn for years. My father was born almost exactly nine months later.
Mexico transformed my grandmother, or
rather, it allowed her to become most fully
herself. “She swung into the dining room
with a mambo rhythm,” Anaïs Nin, my
grandmother’s longtime friend, recalled in
her published diaries of their first encounter
at Acapulco’s Hotel Mirador in the winter
of 1948. “When I met her she had become
so international, so well-traveled, so multilingual, so at ease with all kinds of people,
that no one could imagine her childhood, her
origin.”
Her conversation was filled with recollections that weren’t so much a case of
name-dropping as they were an epic of history-dropping.
There was her account of painting side-byside with Orozco on his mural “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” There was the
story of her pet spider monkey Quismalona,
which she insisted my grandfather give to
Rivera after having a nightmare about it
strangling my father in his crib. There was
her marriage to Conlon Nancarrow, third of
her four husbands, a veteran of the Spanish
Civil War’s Abraham Lincoln Brigade, now
recognized as one of the 20th century’s seminal composers.
And there was the time she rented out her
Acapulco home for $25 a week to Norman

Artistic and sexually
liberated before her time,
she still is a source of pride.

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE, VIA COLLECTION OF HOWARD AND CHERRY KANEFF; VIA COLLECTION OF LUIS AND KAREN STEPHENS; COURTESY OF BRET STEPHENS

Clockwise from left, portraits of the artist Annette Nancarrow by Sandor Klein, José Clemente Orozco and Nancarrow
herself. Nancarrow fashioned Pre-Columbian figurines into sculptural pieces of jewelry.
Mailer, sometime after “The Naked and the
Dead” had made him a literary sensation.
During his stay Mailer busted down a door
in a drunken rage, assaulted his girlfriend,
arranged to watch a sex act performed on
a donkey and finally, this is the part that
seemed to scandalize her the most, stiffed
Annette on the rent and the maid on her pay.
A flavor of my grandmother’s social life in
Mexico from the late 1930s survives in a letter she wrote about an evening she and my

grandfather spent with Frida Kahlo and her
husband, Rivera.
“The food was excellent if the conversation did turn out a bit spiritless, there being
just so many topics labeled taboo by Rivera,”
Annette observed.
While he monologued on the “exploitation of the masses, capitalists, ideology,
etc,” Kahlo, “a tiny small person,” berated
her “great hulk of a husband in strong acid
words”: “You’re a liar, don’t know what

you’re talking about, are full of stupid prejudices.” All this made it “very difficult for
the listeners to smile and bandy about gay
fluff, if you know what I mean.”Growing up,
I knew I had a very unusual, if sometimes
narcissistic, grandmother. A memory from
when I was about 12 or 13, having a lunch of
leftovers in her apartment in Mexico City:
“Bret,” she said, deadpanning it, “When
sex is good, it’s really good.”
“Uh, OK, Grandma.”

“And when it’s not as good, it’s still pretty
good.”
She died in 1992, when I was in college.
The older I got, the more I recognized her
talent as an artist. She had always seemed
overshadowed by the formidable company
she kept. Where Rivera, Orozco and Siqueiros sought to depict Mexico through ideological, and largely idealized, lenses of class
struggle and revolution, Annette tried to
paint Mexicans as they really were.
In an oil painting from 1944, she portrays
a peasant couple tenderly touching, the man
gazing down in seeming defeat, the woman
looking out, determined. A painting from a
year later captures a boy sitting on a stool,
holding what looks to be either a cigarette
or a piece of chalk, and thinking. A charcoal
sketch from 1960 shows a ranchero, his face
turned to the side, anxiety in his eyes and
sorrow in his mouth. Her only explicitly
political work, “Homage to the Women Who
Lost Their Lives in the Spanish Civil War,”
from the mid-1930s, expresses a sense of utter bereftness, something she must have felt
at the loss of Cherry.
Perhaps most striking, for me, is the contrast between Orozco’s famous portrait of
Annette and her self-portrait. In the first,
she is confident, alluring and glamorous; in
the second, vulnerable, unadorned. The gap
between the woman seen through the gaze
of an infatuated man and the way that woman saw herself could hardly have been wider.
This isn’t to say that Annette was a great
painter. Compared to Kahlo? Not close.
Some of her work is extraordinary; much
of it feels competent and interesting but not
compellingly original. Today, she might
be accused of “cultural appropriation,”
particularly on account of her fascination
with Pre-Columbian figurines, which she
fashioned into sculptural pieces of jewelry.
But having made Mexico her home for more
than half a century, to her it probably felt
more like cultural celebration.
I feel deep pride in being her grandson,
all the more so as I learn as an adult to appreciate qualities of her character that were
obscure to me as a child. Born into enough
wealth that she could have glided past the
traumas of her age, she consistently chose
rebellion and risk.
Lucky in the leaps she took from one place,
and one marriage, to another, she kept
moving wherever her restlessness took her.
She participated in one of the great artistic
movements of her time, and — to adapt
Churchill’s line about alcohol — got more out
of it than it got out of her.
Above all, she was unfailingly true to herself. That this was the case at a time when
so many doors were closed to women, and
so many taboos enforced upon them, makes
her that much more remarkable, and inspiring. The real masterpiece she painted was
her own life.

Logo Embodied a Rock Band’s Rebellious Heart
By JOOBIN BEKHRAD

It began life as a tiny emblem, something
to adorn a 45 r.p.m. single or the band’s letterhead. It quickly became ubiquitous and
probably the most famous logo in rock ’n’ roll.
Over 50 years, the legendary “tongue and
lips” of the Rolling Stones has been emblazoned on T-shirts and stage sets in countless
variations. The logo has in many ways transcended the Stones.
But when it was commissioned in April
1970, its designer, John Pasche, had little idea
how popular — and lucrative — it would become.
The logo was to be displayed this month in
“Revolutions: Records and Rebels 1966 —
1970,” an exhibition at the Grande Halle de
la Villette in Paris that has been postponed
because of the coronavirus. Instead, Mr. Pasche, 74, shared its story.
Early in 1970, the Royal College of Art in
London was contacted by the Rolling Stones.
The band was looking for an artist to create
a poster for its 1970 European tour. The art
school recommended Mr. Pasche, a Master
of Arts student. Mr. Pasche met with Mick
Jagger to discuss ideas, and returned to the
frontman with a design a week later. Mr. Jagger was not satisfied.
“He turned it down,” Mr. Pasche recalled.
“I thought, That was that, then.” But Mr. Jagger said, “I’m sure you can do better, John.’ ”
The second and final version was more

pleasing. Mr. Pasche was contacted shortly
after by the band’s personal assistant. This
time, Mr. Pasche was asked “to create a logo
or symbol which may be used on note paper,
as a programme cover and as a cover for the
press book.”
In a later meeting, Mr. Jagger said he
wanted “an image that could work on its
own … like the Shell Petroleum logo.
He wanted that kind of simplicity,”
Mr. Pasche said.
Mr. Jagger showed Mr. Pasche an illustration of the
Hindu deity Kali, which
Mr. Jagger had seen in
a shop near his home.
Mr. Jagger, according to
Mr. Pasche, said he was
“more interested in the
Indian nature of it,” Indian culture in Britain
being quite trendy. The
designer was struck by
Kali’s open mouth and
protruding tongue.
Contrary to popular belief, the logo, originally created in black and white and used to
create subsequent versions, was not intended to represent Mr. Jagger’s tongue and lips.
“I said, Surely those were Mick Jagger’s
lips!’ ” recalled Victoria Broackes, a senior
curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum in

London, who in 2008 bought the original logo
design online from an auction house on behalf of the V&A. Mr. Pasche, she said, “looked
rather nonplused and said, ‘Well, maybe subliminally, but no.’ ”
Mr. Pasche contends his logo was intended
to be a protest symbol. “It’s the kind of thing
kids do when they stick their tongue
out at you,” he said. “That was the
main reason I thought it would
work well.”
The logo was executed
quickly toward the end
of 1970. The release of
the band’s “Sticky Fingers” album in April 1971
marked the logo’s first appearance. It was used on the
back cover, on the label and,
most prominently, on the insert.
However, an alternate version of the logo was used for
the United States release —
JOHN PASCHE;
MUSIDOV B.V.
“slightly modified by Craig
Braun,” said Andrew Blauvelt, curator-at-large for design at the Museum of Arts and Design in Manhattan. At
the time, Mr. Braun was working with Andy
Warhol on the album’s cover.
Mr. Pasche said the design was modified
because it had been faxed to the United
States in a rush. The fax “was very grainy
and gray” — and the logo, Mr. Pasche admit-

The Heroine vs. the Humdrum in South Korea
By ALEXANDRA ALTER

Kim Jiyoung, the exceptionally average
protagonist of Cho Nam-Joo’s novel, is 33,
living on the outskirts of Seoul with her husband and infant daughter. She is exhausted
by the monotony of cooking, cleaning and
child-rearing, and vaguely resentful that she
gave up her job at a marketing agency.
There’s nothing especially dramatic about
her story, which is precisely Ms. Cho’s point.
Translated from the Korean by Jamie Chang,
Ms. Cho’s clinical prose is bolstered with figures and footnotes to illustrate how ordinary
Jiyoung’s experience is. “In 2014, around the
time Kim Jiyoung left the company, one in five
married women in South Korea quit their job
because of marriage, pregnancy, childbirth
and child care, or the education of young children,” she writes, adding exact percentages of
working women by age group, with a footnote

from a 2015 study published in South Korea’s
Health and Social Welfare Review.
Even though her book, “Kim Jiyoung, Born
1982,” is fiction, Ms. Cho grounded it in statistics so that its message wouldn’t be dismissed
as a made-up account, she said.
“I wanted to write about issues that women
could not speak about before, because they
were taken for granted,” Ms. Cho said during
a Skype interview from her home in Seoul,
where the streets in her neighborhood were
empty because of the coronavirus outbreak.
“I wanted to make this into a public debate.”
Her strategy worked. When “Kim Jiyoung,
Born 1982,” was published in South Korea
in 2016, it was received as a cultural call to
arms. Celebrated and criticized in almost
equal measure, the novel ignited a nationwide conversation about gender inequality.
K-pop stars like Sooyoung of Girls’ Gener-

ation and RM of BTS praised it, delivering a
major publicity boost. In 2017, a member of
South Korea’s National Assembly bought
copies of “Kim Jiyoung” for the entire legislative body. A politician with the left-wing
Justice Party gave a copy to President Moon
Jae-in with a note imploring him to look after
women like Kim Jiyoung. When Seoul passed
a new budget with additional money for child
care, the city’s mayor promised that there
would be “no more sorrow for Kim Jiyoung.”
Like Bong Joon Ho’s Academy Award-winning film “Parasite,” which unleashed a debate about class disparities in South Korea,
Ms. Cho’s novel was treated as a social treatise as much as art. It sold more than 1.3 million copies in the country and was adapted into a film. Translation rights sold in around 20
countries, and the book took off in China, Taiwan and Japan. The English-language ver-

Mick Jagger’s meeting with an art
student led to the logo for the Rolling
Stones. The stage at Super Bowl XL.
ted, “needed redrawing.”
It is Mr. Braun’s modified version, slightly elongated with extra lines and highlights,
that continues to be used officially.
In Pete Fornatale’s book “50 Licks: Myths
and Stories from Half a Century of the Rolling Stones,” Mr. Braun said that he had been
given Mr. Pasche’s logo by Marshall Chess,
the president of Rolling Stones Records, and
“basically outlined the highlights, the lips,
and the tongue.”
Mr. Pasche’s logo continues to be attributed to others. “A lot of people think Andy Warhol designed it,” Ms. Broackes said, “which of
course he didn’t.” She believes it was because
Warhol was credited for the rest of the artwork on “Sticky Fingers.”
The logo has generated an enormous
amount of money for the Stones. The British
public relations veteran Alan Edwards, who
handled the band in the ’80s, said the Stones
“must have grossed a good billion [pounds] in
concerts, record and DVD sales, merchandising and exhibitions.”
Mr. Pasche said he was paid just £50 in 1970
(about $970 today), and also received a £200
bonus. It was only in 1976, when an official
contract was drawn up between himself and

“I wanted to
make this
into a public
debate,” said
Cho Nam-Joo.
Her book sold
more than 1.3
million copies
in South
Korea.

sion has drawn praise from novelists such as
Ling Ma, who wrote that “Kim Jiyoung, Born
1982” “possesses the urgency and immediacy of the scariest horror thriller — except that
this is not technically horror, but something
closer to reportage.”
Ms. Cho, a former television writer, is one of
several female Korean novelists whose work
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Musidor B.V., the band’s Netherlands-based
law firm, that the designer began receiving
royalties for his work. Mr. Pasche estimates
he made “a few thousand pounds” in total in
royalties until 1982, when he sold his copyright to the band for £26,000.
“I’d probably be living in a castle now,” Mr.
Pasche said, had he retained his copyright.
The decision to sell was forced by a gray
area in copyright law at the time regarding
usage rights — if a company had been using
something for a number of years and it was
recognized as part of the company, it could

try to assume copyright. His lawyer told Mr.
Pasche he could lose in court, so they negotiated a fee.
“It sums up the Rolling Stones themselves
— the anti-authoritarianism, the devil-maycare attitude,” Ms. Broackes said. And, of
course, “the sex appeal.” But she also pointed to its adaptability as a major reason for its
massive success.
“It’s been reworked in so many different
ways,” she said. “There aren’t many logos
that can be tiny and on a 45 but also be a stage
set. That’s pretty amazing.”

is resonating at home and abroad. Some of
Korea’s celebrated literary exports in recent
years have a feminist bent. Han Kang’s “The
Vegetarian,” about a housewife who starves
herself, became a global best seller and won
the Man Booker International Prize in 2016.
Decades earlier, groundbreaking authors
such as Oh Jung-hee, Park Wan-suh and
Park Kyongni won commercial and critical
acclaim in Korea, despite initially being dismissed as “yeoryu jakga” or “lady writers”
by male literary critics, said So J. Lee, who
has translated contemporary Korean poetry
and fiction.
Ms. Cho said in an email, “I wanted to write
about the everyday and common but nonetheless undeserved experience of women
around me, about the despair, exhaustion
and fear that we feel for no reason other than
that we’re women.”
Ms. Cho experienced pervasive sexism
throughout her life, she said. Born in Seoul
in 1978, she studied sociology at Ewha Womans University, the nation’s top women’s col-

lege, then spent a decade writing for current
events TV programs. She quit to raise her
child but found it difficult to restart her career — a biographical detail that informed
her novel.
Along with praise, the novel generated a
backlash among men who opposed Ms. Cho’s
feminist message. After the pop star Irene,
a member of the group Red Velvet, said she
was reading it, angry male fans posted videos of themselves burning photos of the singer. A crowdfunding effort began to support a
parody book titled “Kim Ji-hun Born in 1990,”
about a young Korean man who faces reverse
discrimination.
Ms. Cho said she never expected it to drive
such extreme reactions. Now that it has become a blockbuster, she said she has been
gratified by the responses from readers who
saw their experiences reflected in Kim Jiyoung’s story.
“My novel made people speak out,” she
said. “The novel became more complete
thanks to the readers themselves.”

